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CHAPTER I 
SIGNIFICANCE AND SCOPE OF THE PROBLEM 
The impact of research findings in effecting needed 
II changes in educational emphases is nowhere more apparent 
than in the present English curriculum. Progress toward the I 
:I vitalized philosophy underlying the present program in the 
! language arts has paralleled a steady and consistent shift 
, in t eaching emphasis away from formalized and isolated drill 
practices and toward the utilization of learning experiences 
1 in which the expressional aspects of language are given 
I 
1 major s i gnificance. In all areas of the language program, 
a wealth o f research evidence has served to clarify the ob-
I 
jectives of English instruction and to establish sound bases 
lfor t h e reordering of the content related to the teaching of 
II 
communication skills. 
Notable in this respect is the present emphasis upon 
II 1the functional teaching of the mechanics of oral and written 
I 
' language and upon the restriction of grammar content to 
" those elements which directly influence the quality of 
11 English expression. The view is now generally accepted 
ll among leaders in the field of curriculum planning that there 
is but one indispensable phase of grammar teaching -- that 
I 
which is concerned with developing pupil ability to write 
~ 
I 
II 
. and apeak in clear, correct, and varied sentences. 
The National Council of Teachers of English, which has 
! spearheaded the drive for the improvement of language in-
11 atruction, has issued a definitive statement concerning the 
I 
l limits of the area in which the teaching of grammar is 
" justified: 
I 
II 
'I 
I 
I 
II 
II 
What, then, is the real value of the study 
of grammar? First and most important is the 
principle that grammar should be taught to help 
students so to analyze and understand parts of 
the English sentence that they can strive con-
tinuously for variety, interest, and exactness 
in sentence atructure.l 
The cruciality of the problem of improving pupil abil~ 
1 ity in sentence control is further indicated by McKee's 
I. 
I declaration: 
II 
II 
Probably many teachers are more concerned 
about the mastery of the sentence than any other 
element in the English language. SUch emphasis 
is justified if for no other reason than that 
lack of ability to express ideas in well-construct-
ed sentences and lack of ability to sense the re-
lation between the parts of a sentence constitute 
a severe handicap. This handicap shows itself in 
a matter of making meaning clear in expression and 
also in understanding language heard and read. 
There is ample evidence to show that a 
large percentage of errors made by elementary 
1 The English Language Arts. Commission on the English 
Curriculum of the National Council of Teachers of English, 
New York: Appleton-Century-Crofts, Inc., 1952, p. 285 
2 
h 
II 
II 
I 
I 
~ 
school pupils and high school and college stu-
dents may be classified as .mistakes in sentence 
structure and a lack of sentence sense. 
Control of the English sentence obviously goes beyond 
li the demand merely for correctness of structure. There is 
jl need, too, for a faeili ty of expression that can best be ac-
l quired through the presentation of ideas in varied and well-
ll wrought pat terns. 
Greene indicates that the improvement in sentence vari-
1ety hinges upon pupil understanding of its value: 
Part of the problem of developing variety 
in expression lies in making the individual 
aware of ita desirability. Monotony in expres-
sion passes because it is allowed to pass. A 
week of intensive work on the part of an ele-
mentary class produced a list of seventy or 
more different ways of expressing the idea of 
11 aaid11 in a series .of lessons dealing with 
anecdotes. Similar emphasis on variations in 
types of sentences used and words chosen would 
produce similarly striking results.2 
In the light of the viewpoints here indicated, it 
I 
!becomes evident that a direct approach to the improvement of 
I 
1 Paul McKee, Language in the Elementary School. 
Boston: Houghton Mifflin Company, 1929, p. 306 
2 Harry Greene, Principles of Method in Elementary 
English Education. Fifth Annual Research Bulletin of 
the National Council of Teachers of English. New York: 
Scott, Foresman and Company, 1937. 
3 
II 
pupil sentence control is in line with sound educational 
theory. 
It is the purpose of this study to formulate a unit of 
instruction designed to improve the ability of ninth grade 
pupils to handle a variety of sentence patterns in written 
composition. 
The following questions will serve as bases for analysis 
of the results of the experiment: 
1. To what extent can pupils in ninth grade be led to 
apply knowledge of sentence elements in formulating 
a variety of sentence patterns? 
2. vThat gain is made by pupils in different levels of 
intellectual capacity? 
3. What relation has amount of gain to pupils' initial 
status in sentence control? 
4. Which sentence elements, once learned, are moat 
readily utilized in written composition? 
5. To what degree does increase in writing fluency, 
as indicated by composition length, parallel improve-
ment in sentence control? 
4 
CHUTER II 
RELATED RESEARCH 
Research studies concerned with sentence structure in 
written expression fall into four distinct classifications: 
those which seek, by means of error counts and through anal-
l ysis of social situations, to determine specific content of 
the language curriculum; those which analyze language as a 
, factor i n child growth and development; those which employ 
II experimental procedures for the evaluation of methods of 
I teaching; and those occupied with the construction of meas-
urea of achievement. 
I. Studies Related to Curriculum Making 
Typical of early investiga tiona concerned "ri th formu-
lating a more functional program of language instruction 
is that of Charters and Miller, who as early as 1915 con-
structed a course of study based upon frequency of error. 
1 w. w. Charters and Edith Miller, 11 A Course of Study 
in Grammar Based upon the Grammatical Errors of School 
Children of Kansas City, Missouri." '. University of Missouri 
Bulletin Vol. 16, No. 2. Education s ·eries No. §"; 1915. 
1 A similar study was made by Pressey,l who analyzed 980 
!1 compositions, totaling 182,985 words, of pupils in grades 
'! seven through twelve. He found evidence of lack of improve-
ment in sentence structure from the seventh to the twelfth 
II 
11 grade. Increase of frequency of sentence errors as the 
grades advanced was attributed to the fact that pupils in 
II 
upper grades used longer sentences whose complexity increased ! 
1 the possibility of error. The only significant improvement 
I was noted in the gradual elimination of the stringy, run-on 
' sentence. 
Stormzand and O'Shea investigated the frequency of use 
I 
l or grammatical constructions in various types of writing 
1 to determine the relationship between use and error.2 With 
I 
1 social utility as a basic consideration, the study evaluated 
the program of language instruction in terms of needed em-
1phases on different school levels. Ten thousand sentences 
II 
were selected from sources typical of everyday usage: from 
contemporary writing (classical prose, light fiction, and 
--------------------
'I 
1 S~ L. Pressey, 11 A Statistical Study of Children's 
Errors in Sentence Structure. 11 English Journal, 14:529-535;, 
September 1935 
2 Martin J. Stormzand and M. V. 0' Shea, Hm., Much 
English Grammar? Baltimore: Warwick and York, 1924 
6 
I, periodical literature); from adult business letters; from 
I, compositions written by pupils in the elementary schools, 
I 
I high school, and college. Sentences were analyzed to dia-
l cover (a} average length on various grade levels, ~(b) sen-
tence form, (c) ratio of clauses per sentence, (d) ratio of 
11 errors to number of words, (e) classification of sentences, 
classification of clauses, (g) parts of speech, 
II
' (f) 
(h) ratio of dependent clauses. 
Specific findings and conclusions were · as follows: 
1. There was a steady increase in sentence length 
for each level of maturation as indicated in the following 
II 
I' 
il 
II 
II 
I 
II figures: average sentence length for Grade IV 11.1 words; 11 
1l for Grade VI -- 12.0 words; for Grade VIII 15.2 words; II 
II I Grade X -- 18.0 words; Grade XII -- 19.8 words; for upper 
classmen in the university, 21.5 words; adults -- 20.9 words. 
I 
Relative to the significance of this measure, Stormzand j 
"I declares, 11 The long sentence is not in their (the writers') 11 
I case an evidence of sentence mastery, but is often an 1 
1
1 
evidence of the lack of it.ttl 
II 2. Use of the complex sentence increased from one 
! level to the next: in Grade IV, 26.6 per cent of sentences 
• were complex in form; Grade VI, 36.5 per cent; Grade VIII, 
1 Ibid., p. 18 
7 
37.2 per cent; Grade X, , 37.6 per cent; Grade XII, 42.0 per 
I 
j' cent; upper classes in the university, 54.9 per cent; adult 
I usage, 45.6 per cent. 
II 3. Ratio of clauses per sentence showed a similar 
! increase: ratio of dependent clauses per 100 sentences, 
1
24 in Grade IV, 34 in Grade VI, 59 in Grade VIII~ 71 in 
, Grade X, 83 in Grade XII, 132 in upper classes in the uni-
lversity, 97 in adult usage. 
I 4·. -Ratio of errors to number of words was as 
follows: 1 to 11.5 in Grade VI; 1 to 12.4 in Grade VIII; 
11 to 12.4 in Grade X; 1 to 20.7 in Grade XII; 1 to 22.9 in 1 
' 8 
lupper classes in the university. 1 
5. The authors' conclusion on sentence classifica- ·1 
l tion emphasized the fundamental importance 
Ito distinguish between sentences according 
6. Though distinguishing between 
of teaching pupils ~ 
to form. 
restrictive and 
!non-restrictive clauses is basic to sentence control, there 
' is little to be gained from exercises distinguishing among 
II 
Significance of the study is evidenced in its clearly 
I
, defined 
grammar 
implications. It affirmed that the teaching of 
should be functional in approach, that ·it should be 
related to established evidence of need, as revealed through 
I frequency, persistence, and social seriousness of errors, 
and that it should be scientifically graded in accordance 
jwith different usages at different levels and with persist-
1 ence .of errors at different ages. 
Lyman says of the study: 
The citations from Stormzand's work are 
indicative of the close analysis he made of the 
entire range of items usually included in the 
grammar curriculum. He portrayed, in what the 
author of this monograph considers the most 
carefully conducted scientific study made in the 
language-composition field, the phases of gram-
mar which ought to be placed in the curriculum. 
He showed that many constructions commonly 
stressed in the schools play a very insignifi-
cant part 1n the writing and speaking of daily 
life, while other constructions, commonly ne-
glected in the schools, play a very large part. 
The terms "functional grammar" and 11 ininimal 
essentials" often unintelligently bandied about 
by makers of courses of study, really assumed 
definite significance for the first time through 
Stormzand's work, which extended over a period 
of eight years.l 
A more recent study concerned with identification of 
' difficulties was conducted by Fitzgerald and Knaphle, who 
!appraised the language errors made in 2200 letters written 
'I 
I 1 Rollo Lyman, Summary of Investigations Relating to Grammar, Language, and Composition. University of Chicago, 
1929, p. 27-28 
I, 9 
I 
I 
li by children to determine which errors persist from grade to 
11 grade.l The authors aimed also to identify specific skills 
essential to letter writing, so that effective instruction 
II 
' in relatively simple basic principles might aid in the elim- ! 
ination of a large portion of pupil errors in letter writing. ! 
Of the 25,000 language errors recorded under approxi-
mately one hundred headings, nearly 80 per cent were caused 
by 25 types of mistakes. The authors found that lack of 
understanding of the use of the sentence is the main cause 
of a comparatively large percentage of the language errors. 
II Analysis showed need for instruction in the use of the 
II terminal p'eriod, some simple comma usage, and capitalization 
of the first word in a sentence. Understanding of the sen-
tence would eliminate the run-on sentence and the sentence 
1: fragment, would reduce the tendency to error in agreement 
II between a verb and its subject, and would eliminate redun-
dant and ambiguous sentences. Dynamic teaching of the 
,, 
sentence, therefore, could eliminate a major source of error 
in children's writing. 
11 Critical appraisals to determine crucial elements to 
II be taught invariably take into account the factor of social 
J' 
II I 
1 James A. Fitzgerald and Lawrence C. Knaphle, "Crucial 
Language Difficulties in Letter Writing of ~ Elementary 
School Children." Elementary English Review 39:14-19; 
January 1944 
10 
/! 
" utility. Osburn derived from an analysis of grammar used 
I 
II by 173 children in Grades III-VIII in unstudied composition 
1
1 
a lis t of 11 elements of' marked social value" and a list of' 
I 
I "elements of doubtful value."l 
,, 
II 
II 
II 
I 
Of particular pertinence to the present study are 
Osburn's findings concerning sentence patterns used on the 
various grade levels. Children on all grade levels use 
s i mple, compound, and complex sentences. Use of the simple 
sen tence remains fairly constant, but use of the complex 
'I 
sentence increases from grade to grade. Noteworthy, however,
1
i 
i s the fact that dependent clauses in all grade levels are 
invariably introduced by when or that. Structure of the 
'I subject of the sentence tends to remain relatively simple, 
Ill 
I 
I 
1! 
I 
I 
the single-word subject being seven times as frequent as 
subjects with modifiers, and fourteen times as frequent as 
compound subjects. The compound subject does not appear 
until Grade V • . Predicates, also, tend to be simple in struc-11 
ture, consisting most frequently of one word only, or of a 
verb with a single modifier, or of verb phrases made up of 
11 was 11 and a participle. 
1 Vv . J. Osburn, "What and \!Yhen in Grammar in Terms of 
Usage. 11 M:adison, Wisconsin: State Department of Public 
Instruction, 192~. 17 pages (mimeographed) 
11 
· , 
II. Studies of Language Related to Child Growth 
The second major area of research in language has been 
comprised of investigations into the relationships between 
maturation and growth in language power. The awareness of 
language as a significant aspect of child growth is not a 
recent development, as is evidenced by an investigation 
conducted in 1916 by Kimmins.l The study analyzed sponta-
neous compositions of 1570 girls and 1511 boys between the 
ages of eight and thirteen years to determine growth in 
, ability to use the complex sentence in that age level. Sub-
jects of the study, pupils in elementary schools of London, 
,, 
were asked to write as much as possible about the World War, 
then at its height. 
Analysis revealed that the percentage of unrelated 
simple sentences used by the girls eight years of age was 
31.4; by the boys eight years of age, 33.9. Only 5.2 per 
cent of the total number of sentences written by children 
thirteen years old, both boys and girls, were simple. 
Significant differences were revealed between boys and 
1 girls in the use of the complex sentence: complex sentences 
used by eight-year-old girls averaged 11.2 per cent of the 
1 C. vT. Kimmins, "Methods of Expression Used by London 
Children in Essay Writing at Different Ages." Journal ot 
Experimental Pedagogy and Training College Record, --
3:289-295 1, 
II 
12 
total; by the eight~year-old boys 16.7 per cent. Thirteen-
year-old girls used complex sen.tences as 54.6 per cent of 
the total number of sentences; thirteen-year-old boys used 
an average of 41.2 per cent. 
Relevant here is a similar study of sentence control by 
ch ildren of grades three, four, five, and six of a public 
school in Chicago. Hoppesl undertook -to determine (a) how 
written language develops in the elementary school, and 
(b) how this development is related to the program of in-
struction. 
Analysis was made of 15,612 sentences written on seven I 
different topics by 386 children. Tabulations revealed a 11 
consistent development from grade to grade in the proportion 
of simple and complex sentences. Ratio of simple sentences 
to the total number written decreased as grade levels ad-
vanced, . from about 53 per cent in the third grade to about 
43 per cent between third and sixth grades. There was an 
increase of the use of compound-complex sentences, 6 per 
cent to 11 per cent for the period studied. 
Use of the inverted order of subject and predicate oc-
curred in Grades V and VI. Younger children used 
II ety in sentence pattern and hence less refinement 
11---
1 l'lilliam C. Hoppes, "Considerations iz:t the Development 
of Children's Language." Elementary English Review, 
11:66-70; March 1934 
-I 
II 
I 
Hoppes summarizes his conclusions as follows: Evidence 
is sufficient to show that "there is a distinct development 
between the third and sixth grades in the use of varied and 
refined constructions. These various evidences of develop-
ment in forms of expression may be regarded also as evidences 
of developing mental life. Elaboration and refinement of 
sentence structure signifies growth in the characteristic 
patterns of organized thought •••• The intimate interrela-
tion of thought and language cannot be over-emphasized. The 
formulation of the instructional program in language must be 
done with full respect and appreciation for this close rela-
tionship :'1 
A study of English composition conducted by Porter with 
pupils of three schools in Kansas revealed that 80 per cent 
of the pupils in Grade VIII used complex sentences.2 The 
ability to recognize a sentence as complete was not corre-
spondingly high. Only 74 per cent of the eighth-grade 
1 pupils recognized complete sentences. 
1 Ibid. , p • 70 
2 Minnie E. Porter, "Language/' in Report of !! Survey 
of the Public Schools of Leavenworth, Kansas, Bulletin of 
Kansas State Normal School, Vol. IV, No. 2, 1915 
I~ 
14 
An investigation by La Brant sought to determine the 
relative number of dependent clauses used in the free writing 
of children.1 Subjects of the study included 986 children in 
Grades IV through XII from schools in four communities Gf 
!Kansas, and 21 adults (psychologists) who were contributors 
Ito the Psychologies of 1930. 
Group A, composed of 482 pupils in Grades IV-IX inclu-
sive, wrote a spontaneous reaction to a proposed plan to hold l 
schools open throughout the summer. Group B·, comprising 
504 pupils in Grades IX-XII, wrote on the best vacation they 
1had ever had. For Group C, the first twenty lines in 
JPsychologies were analyzed. 
The type of pupil assignment decided upon was designed 
to insure freedom, spontaneity, and naturalness of expres-
1 sion. 
Analysis revealed close relationship between mental 
capacity and ability to use dependent clauses. In Group A, 
I pupils in the lower intelligence range (I .Q. 101-110) use·d 
I 
II 
I, 
only 13.7 dependent clauses, while those in the upper levels 
wrote as many as 31.7 dependent clauses out of every hundred 
clauses. Dependent clauses appeared in 36 per cent of the 
1 Lou LaBrant, "The Changing Sentence Structure of 
Children." Elementary English Review 11:59-65; March 1934 
15 
.sentences written by twelfth-grade pupils, while in the 
I 
I psychologists' sentences 45.9 were found. 
There is apparent a distinct relationship between in-
creasing complexity of I sentence structure and increasing men-
11 tal age, a complexity which is modified, however, by increas-
I' ing chronological age. 
I 
I LaBrant declares: 
11 Both findings support the theory 
that sentence structure is the outgrowth of experience and 
II 
'i develops as expression, rather than impression. 11 1 
Watts, in summarizing the conclusions of the LaBrant 
investigation, presents the view that though the use of the 
1 dependent clause in the writing of young children bears a 
distinct relationship to mental age, there is need for cau-
tion in judging the writing of older children on that basis. 
I "Mere increase in the percentage of dependent clauses 
II by children, 11 'he declares, 11 1s not the best index of progress 
I II in writing. It does not follow that a particular effort is a 
1 better piece of writing than one with a low percentage, or 
I 
II 
even that it is the result of subtler thinking. In the first 
place it is possible to show a high percentage of dependent 
' clauses by using a single standard sentence-pattern over and 
1 Ibid., p. 65 
I 
I 
16 
over again. • •• In the second place, children as they grow 
older cease to employ some types of complex sentence and use 
, simple sentences containing prepositional phrases and infini-
tive expressions in place of the clauses which they would 
have used at an earlier age •••• What is more significant, 
then, of the child's technical progress as a writer than 
l 17 
mere increase in the percentage of dependent clauses employed 
is an increase in their variety and in the different kinds 
of phrase and expression which may be used as alternatives 
for them. "1 
Children's growth in the use of written language from 
year to year was the subject of an investigation by ~ear,2 
who directed the analysis of 12,000 stories v-tritten by chil-
dren in twenty-four elementary schools of St. Louis, the 
scope of the study including all levels from grade one to 
high school. Stories written early 1n September on the 
II subject of an interesting summer experience were analyzed 
by the Division of Tests and Measurement in St. Louis. 
The study produced evidence that pupils handle increas-
ingly complex types of sentence structure from grade to 
1 A. F. Watts, The Language and Mental Develo*ment of 
Children. London: George G. Harrap and Co., 194 ; pp.-r24- l 
25 I 
2 Meta V. Bear, "Children's Grm'lth in the Use of V'Tritten 
Language." Elementary English Review, 16:312-319 
December 1939 
II 
II 
1 grade. Of all sentences in Grade I, 90 percent were simple 
sentences. There was a steady decrease in simple sentence 
form until the pattern was 40 per cent lower in Grade VIII. 
Near the end of the first grade, 7 per cent of the children 
used one or more compound sentences correctly; in the eighth 
I \ grade, 64 per cent used compound sentences correctly. In 
I 
I· 
I 
grade eight, about one third of all sentences written repre-
sented the complex sentence pattern. The form was used by 
93 per cent of the children. 
,, 
I 
The run-on sentence error persisted into the eighth · 
grade in the writing of 51 per cent of the children, but the 11 
II 
ll number of incomplete sentences barely exceeded 1 per cent. 
e•· I Girls in all grades used a greatAportion of complex 
I 
~ sentences than did boys. 
I Bear's findings are in agreement with those of LaBrantl 
II 
I 
ll on the question of maturity and experience as factors influ- ~ 1 I 
~ encing pupil ability in sentence structure. I 
1 LaBrant, ££• cit., p. 65 
I 
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each child in whatever grade need to be fixed in accordance 
with the stage of development which the individual child ha s 1 
reached."l 
II An analysis was made by Frogner of compositions by 
959 boys and girls -- approximately an equal number of each 
I 
IJ -- in the seventh, ninth, and eleventh grades of junior and 
1 senior high schools situated in different sections of 
Minneapolis.2 The purpose of the study was to assemble 
1 
evidence concerning certain practical aspects of the teaching 
I of s entence structure. 
II Each of the subjects wrote three compositions -- a nar-
rative, a social news letter, and an exposition-- under con- 11 
ditions calculated to induce pupils to write freely and II 
1 
naturally. The Grade VII compositions totaled 832 in number, II 
1 with 83,196 running words; Grade IX totaled 1131 compositions I 
, 
with 157,815 running words; and Grade XI, 858 compositions, 
1 With 167,324 running words. 
The writing was analyzed for implications concerning 
1
relationship of intelligence to composition abilities. 
!Papers were arranged in three groups in each grade-- those 
1 Bear, 2£• cit., p. 319 
2 Ellen Frogner, "Problems of Sentence Structure in 
Pupils' Themes." English Journal, 22:742-49; November 1933 
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written by children with I.~.'s below 90; 90 through 110, 
and above 110. 
II It was proposed, also, to determine the pupils' ability 
to subordinate ideas, as revealed through use of the complex 
sentence. 
Decrease in the use of simple sentences from Grade VII 
to Grade IX and a corresponding increase of the use of sen-
tences containing dependent clauses showed the extension of 
the same tendency previously cited; i.e., growing complexity 
I 
in form consistent with advancing grade levels. 
II Increase in the use of complex sentences shows no posi-
tive relationship to intelligence, such increase being, 
I 
rather, more clearly traceable to increasing maturity from 
one grade to the next than to the factor of mental capacity. 
Pupils' ability to subordinate ideas was tabulated to 
reveal significant findings, as follows: 
1. Boys in Grade VII wrote 4o.qfoof their sentences 
' in patterns containing dependent clauses, as compared with a 
percentage of 43.9 written by girls. In Grade XI, there 
was no difference according to sex. 
II 2. Types of dependent clauses used gave an index to 
1 growth in pupils' ability to express thought relationships. 
I As the intelligence level increased, the use of clauses of 
1
' time and cause decreased, and the command of clauses of 
1manner and concession increased. 
II 
2 0 
h 
3. Increased use of the participial phrase in subordi• 
nating ideas bore a similar relationship to intelligence lev- ' 
I 21 
els within each of the grades studied and to the advance of 
I' 
1
maturity levels from grade to grade. 
II 4. Investigation of the effect of the kind of writing 
upon the complexity of sentences showed a slightly higher 
percentage of use of the complex sentence in narratives, 
as compared with letters, and a distinctly higher percentage 11 
in expositions than in narratives. 
5. The error count revealed the following conditions: 
' (a) a tendency for the sentence fragment to be centered in 
l the adverbial clause; (b) slight progress from grade to grade 
in elimination of awkward complex sentences; (c) a tendency 
in Grade VII to write the last part of a compound predicate 
II 
II 
I 
as an independent unit; (d) a tendency on all levels to write 
as a fragment the long appositive modifier; (e) a persistence I 
of the run-on sentence as the greatest source of error in 
I 
all grades; (f) a tendency of the comma splice to increase 
as grade levels advance; (g) a decrease in frequency of all 
types of sentence errors above listed, as the intelligence 
level of each grade advances; (h) a definite progress from 
!Grade VII to Grade XI in the elimination of sentence errors. 
II 
1 between Grades IX and XI, despite the fact that Grades VII 
through IX represent the period of greatest emphasis in 
II 
grammar instruction. Frogner holds that this situation 
suggests the need of an approach to sentence structure di~ 
rectly allied to training in thought synthesis as a method 
basic to the accurate expression of thought relationships. 
II In a comprehensive study, Seegarsl established the fact 
that pup il use of structural patterns is conditioned by the 
form of discourse employed. This fact is significant in its 
I bearing upon the important question of grading written ex-
Jpression, since the number and type of particular sentence 
1 elements occurring in pupils' themes are specific to the 
I content and purpose of the writing itself. 
I Symonds and Daringer,2 in a significant summary of 
' 
major conclusions drawn from research studies, note a con-
sistent improvement in sentence structure as composition 
,quality improves, the one notable exception being the per-
sistence of ineptness in the placement of sentence parts 
from grade five through grade ten. The authors attribute 
!this condition to the pupils' natural tendency to utilize 
more complex patterns as advancing maturity increases the 
II 
I 
I 
II 
1 J. c. Seegars, "Forms of Discourse and Sentence 
Structure." Elementary English Review, 10:51-54; March 1933 
2 Perci~al Symonds and Helen Daringer, "Studies in the 
Learning of English Expression: IV Sentence Structure." 
Teachers College Record, 30:50-64; October 1930 
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complexity of ideas. A study conducted by Biscoel yielded 
further evidence of the parallel between complexity of struc-
11 tural sentence form and pupil maturation. 
III. Experimental Evaluation of Teaching Procedures 
A third major area of research on sentence structure 
, is comprised of experimental studies for evaluation of the 
comparative efficiency of teaching procedures. 
Wiswall2 conducted a study to determine the effect of 
topic assignment upon proficiency in handling sentences. 
!' Subjects were 200 eighth-grade pupils, each of whom wrote 
1 four compositions -- a reproduction, a narration, a simple 
. exposition, and an elementary form of argumentation. 
I' The 800 compositions were analyzed under the following 
headings: (1) classification of sentences and proportion of 
II 
I 
simple, compound, complex, and complex-compound sentences; II 
I 
(2) use of independent clauses; (3) classification of connec-
tives in independent clauses; (4) use of dependent clauses; 
(5) classification of connectives in dependent clauses; 
(6) number and percentage of comma-splices and non-sentences. 
1 William S. Biscoe, 11 A Study of Certain \'lri tten Sen-
tence Developments in Children in Grades Five to Eight, 
Inclusive." Unpublished doctor's dissertation, Boston 
University, 1951 
2 Zilla E . Wiswall, 11 Improvement of S"entence Structure 
in Eighth Grade Composition. 11 Elementary School Journal 
26:441-48; February 1926 
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The conclusions of this study support the views held 
1 by Stormzandl that the high percentage of complex sentences 
is frequently the result of confusion of thought, and that 
control of the dependent clauses is essential to the mastery 
of the sentence. 
The quality of sentence structure is of necessity de-
pendent upon the quality of pupils' thinking. "The t 'eacher 
I 
will get good sentence structure from the pupil in propor-
l tion as the power to think is developed. "2 
Analysis of dependent clauses in each of the four 
compo s it i ons reveals that the type of topic assignment has 
a negligible effect upon sentence structure. Tendency to 
overuse the connectives and and but was noted in the com-
-- -
pound sentence, indicating the need of showing pupils how 
, to avoid monotony through the use of more specific connec-
1 tives. 
Classification of dependent clauses revealed greater 
variation a mong the four types of sentences containing two 
dependent clauses. Variation in connectives was noted 
according to topic assignments, who being more frequently 
used in reproduction and narration, and because and if 1n 
1 Stormzand, ~· cit., p. 18 
2 Wiswall, ££• cit., p. 445-46 
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II 
II 
II 
fr 
i ~ 
' argumentation. \Vhere, until, and althOUgh appeared rela-
l tively few times. 
I 
There was a tendency to use the comma splice more fre-
iquently in themes of reproduction; the sentence fragment 
II peared most frequently in themes of argumentation. 
ap-
I Results of the study emphasize the need of training 
pupils in habits of clear thinking as basic to the develop-
ll ment of sentence control. Of particular importance is 
;: training in the recognition of thought relationships, with 
1: emphasis upon precise choice of connectives, particularly 
I 
those which tend to be infrequently utilized; i.e., for and 
yet in compound sentences; though and although in complex 
sentences. The ability to construct 11 finely wrought" simple 
1sentences is likewise to be developed, practice in reduction 
11or the number of words being directly related to selection 
I 
1
iof meanin gful phrases or single modifiers. 
A study by Rhulenl sought to determine the effect of 
ability grouping as a method of development of sentence 
1
sense, sentence classification, and recognition of subject 
jand predicate. Sixteen sections of seventh-grade pupils were II 
I jgrouped i n to fast, average, and slow sections, on the basis 
I 
I _____ _ 
1 Helen Ruhlen, 11 The English Curriculum." English 
Journal, 16:440-45; June 1927 
II 
II 
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of intelligence and previous grade achievement. Of this ~ 
investigation, Greene reports, "Test results showed slight 
differences in the medians of the three groups, but the 
wide overlap of achievement for pupils in the fast and slow 
sections served to invalidate much of the superiority which 
might have been claimed for ability grouping as a method. 11 1 
Comparison of the relative efficiency of a direct meth-
od and an incidental method of approach to the teaching of 
sentence structure in the intermediate grades was the sub-
ject of a study by Milligan.2 Ten classes of fourth, fifth, 
and sixth-grade pupils (106 pupils from two elementary 
schools) participated. The group represented a wide range 
of chronological age and intelligence. 
Sentence structure was taught functionally by means of 
two different plans. The first comprised a precisely organ-
ized series of lessons arranged in logical sequence, and the 
second utilized an incidental method in which teaching of 
sentence structure proceeded on the basis of pupil needs as 
, revealed in compositions. 
II 
li ---------
1 
1 Harry A. Greene, "English -- Language, Grammar, and 
Composition." Encyclopedia of Educational Research 
(edited by Walter S. Monroe) New York: Macmillan Company; 
1950, p. 391 
2 John P. Milligan, "An Evaluation of Two Methods of 
Teaching Sentence Structure. 11 Elementary English Review 
16:91-92; March 1939 
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Results indicated a distinct superiority of the inci-
dental method, as evidenced in pupil command of complex sen-
tences and in improvement of use of terminal punctuation. 
Improvement was shmrn, also, in capitalization. There was 
a decrease in the tendency to use incomplete sentences. 
' J The precise method resulted in a decrease in the use of in-
dependent clauses and an increase in the use of dependent 
clauses. Pupils used a greater number of simple sentences 
after the precise training program. Increased use of prep-
ositional phrases resulted from both types of training. 
Pupils of low intelligence made a greater variety of sen-
tence errors as a result of both methods than did pupils of 
higher intelligence. 
Typical of methods studies designed to test the degree 
of transfer of training resulting from certain traditional 
procedures is an investigation by Benfer,l who attempted to 
establish the relationship between sentence sense and know- 1 
ledge of subject and predicate. A comment by Greene on the li 
II findings of this investigation is significant: "Recently :I 
grammar has been held to contribute to better understanding 
of the sentence. Yet, even here, there is discouraging lack 
II 
1 Mabel Benfer, "Sentence Sense in Relation to Knowledge !! 
of Subject and Predicate." Master's thesis, University of 
Iowa, 1935 
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for relationship between sentence sense and grammatical know-
ledge of subjects and predicates.ul 
Three studies completed at the University of Iowa and 
concerned 
lstruction 
I 
with relationship between sentence sense and in-
in diagraming reveal a similar lack of transfer. 
The first experiment was conducted by Barghahn, who presented 
Ia six-weeks' period of intensive drill with one group of 
Jninth-grade pupils while a roughly equated control group con-
jtinued i t s regular class work with no emphasis on diagraming 
or on sentence analysis.2 Results of the final tests in 
reading and diagraming \'lere compared with pretest results 
land established evidence that though instruction in diagram-
fl ing resulted in a sig_l'lificant increase in ability to diagram 
sentences, it had little 
!reading and upon rate of 
lrectness. 
effect upon comprehension in silent 
acquiring knowledge of English cor-
I 
I 
l 
I 
The second investigation concerned with diagraming was 
J 
conducted by Barnett on the tenth-grade level along lines 
1 Greene, 2£• cit., p. 393 
2 Kenneth c. Barghahn, "The Effects of Sentence Diagram-
in on English Usage and Reading Comprehension." Master's 
thesis, University of Iowa, 1940 
3 Walter ltT . Barnett, "A Study of the Effects of Sentence 
Diagraming on English Correctness and Silent Reading 
Ability. 11 Master's thesis, University of Iowa, 1942 
II 
I 
similar to those employed by Barghahn, except that groups 
were more carefully paired. Barnett's findings were almost 
identical with those of the preceding study. 
A more comprehensive study of Stewartl attempted to 
1measure the effects of instruction in diagraming upon devel-
opment of specific abilities in written expression; !·~·~ 
usage, capitalization, punctuation, grammar information, and 
sentence structure. Approximately one thousand ninth-grade 
pupils enrolled in twenty-two school systems in Iovm, Illi-
nois, and Minnesota participated in the experiment. Each of 
•the pairs of classes was taught by the same teacher. Each 
was not arranged according to mental ability and was from a 
school where no instruction in diagraming had been given in 
the preceding five years. 
An initial testing program determined individual 
achievement in the language area above-named. For one sec-
tion in each school, designated by random choice as the ex-
11 perimental group, an eight-weeks' period of intensive in-
struction in diagraming was presented. The control group 
proceeded under a similarly detailed plan of instruction re-
I lated to intensive study of certain elements of English, with 
1 James Reece Stewart, 11 The Effect of Diagraming on Cer-
tain Skills in English Composition." Unpublished doctor's 
dissertation, University of Iowa, 1941 
accompanying practice in the writing of original sentences. 
I Objective tests used in the initial and final testing program! 
1
1 'lrere alternate forms of usage, capitalization, and punctua-
l! tion sections of the Iowa Every-Pupil Test in E:nglish Cor-
' I rectness, and Forms A and B of the Iowa Grammar Information 
I Test. 
j1 Because there existed no test of ability to construct 
I 
sentences, it was necessary for the investigator to devise 
I such a measure and to establish its validity. The final form l 
: of the test covered twenty grammatical factors involved in 
sentence structure. A final diagraming test was also devised 
II 
I 
'I 
covering approximately two-thirds of the concepts taught 
! during the eight-weeks instructional period. 
Results of the study point to the following conclusions: 
1. Instruction in diagraming influences the learning 
of capitalization, punctuation, and English usage no more 
;
1 
than does an instructional program emphasizing composition 
!exercises. 
l 2. Diagraming of sentences yields no more return in 
I grammatical information than does direct approach. 
I 3. Sentence structure ability is developed as well 
Iunder the direct composition method as under the program of 
I 
!1 instruction in diagraming. 
Greene sums up the implications of the three studies 
on diagraming as follows: "The three studies dealing with 
sentence diagraming indicate uniformly tha t diagraming is a 
skill which can be developed but has little or no value in 
itself. It does not lend itself to correlation \!lith other 
. subjects or projects in the pro gram of the school. There is 
little point of training the pupil to graphically portray 
1sentences except for the improvement which it brings to his 
abi lity to write effectively. The evidence shows that this 
is s l ght. There is considerable question, therefore, of 
' the advisability of employing sentence diagraming as a method l 
, of developing l anguage mastery. "1 
Frogner2 undertook in a second study to formulate a 
teaching approach based upon specific conclusions drawn from 
an earlier investigation into the problem of sentence struc-
ture. Notable among the contentions stated by the investi-
gator at the clo~e of the preliminary study was the viewpoint 
I 
that there was need of a new approach to the teaching of II 
.1 sentence structure through a program allied to training in 
reco gnition of thought relationships. 
Accordingly, an experiment was conducted to determine 
1 Harry Greene, "Direct vs. Formal Methods in Elemen-
tary English." Elementary English, 24:273-285; May 1947 
2 Ellen Frogner, "Grammar Approach vs. Thought Approach 
in Teaching Sentence Structure. 11 English Journal, 28:518-26 
September 1939 
lj the relative efficiency of a thou&~t approach as compared 
I 
with a grammatical approach to the improvement of sentence 
II structure in Grades IX and XI. Subjects of the experiment 
I 
11 were 47 pairs of pupils from Grade IX and 60 pairs from 
I Grade XI. The experiment lasted one semester. 
1 
I Both the control groups and the experimental groups 
I were given three units of instruction concerned successively 
I with (1) instruction in coordination and subordination of 
ideas in clauses; (2) instruction in subordination of ideas 
1 in phrases; and (3) recognition of the sentence -- emphasiz-
ing specifically sentence sense, correction of errors, rela-
1 
1 tion of punctuation to grammatical structure, and recogni-
tion 
I 
I 
of parallelism. 
In both the experimental and the control group, pupil 
i attention was directed to the need for clear expression of 
11thougbt. The experimental group was given drill designed to 
I 
, develop understanding of grammatical structure of the sen-
1 
I 
lj tence. The thought approach directed the attention of the 
I! control group to the comparative clarity of ideas in differ-
ent structures, pupils testing each sentence in the light of 
II 
I! 
the meaning the writer intended to convey. 
General tests covering the work of the semester were 
constructed by the investigator. 
Analyses of results revealed that though pupils in the 
' 32 
experimental group learned more grammar, the thought method 
' brought about superior results, particularly for all pupils 
1: with I .Q.' s below 105. Little difference was shown between 
I the two methods among pupils of superior intelligence, ex-
' cept for the tendency of those in the highest range (I.Q. 
114-129) to profit more from the thought approach than from 1 
the grammar approach. 
Frogner reports: ''Results of the study, therefore, 
lend no support to the claims made for grammar as being 
11 essential to improvement in sentence structure. On the 
I contrary, since the experiment demonstrates that an emphasis 
II ::;:e :h::~:k:: ::::::: v:h:n v:::o::n: u:: t:l:P::o~::g:o ~:e :; 
1
1 whole problem of fostering ability in speaking and writing 
an approach where the major emphasis in the improvement 
,1 of ability in language coincides with the inherent purpose 
I 
II of language as a means of expressing ideas ."1 
I' 
I IV. Construction of M:easures of Sentence Control 
The fourth area of research in sentence structure 
I 
1 centers in studies designed to formulate reliable measures 
' of pupil ability to handle the sentence as a vital unit of 
written e xpression. The most significant of such measures 
1 Ibid., p. 526 
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formul at ed t o date appears to be that of Ste1'iart , who de-
vised. the instrument in connection with the experiment in 
1 the diagraming approach to sentence sense, above mentioned.l 
Cons truction of the measure was preliminary to the pairing of 
groups with 1'-lhich he later conducted the diagraming experi-
ment. 
An experimental sentence structure test required pre-
cisely defined operations in organizing units of short, 
choppy sentences into interesting and effective sentences. 
Stewart describes the test as follows: "The operations 
, necessary to combine these ideas into effective sentences 
constituted the point score on the test. Twenty different 
grammatical factors in sentence structure were tested in the 
final sentence structure test."2 
Twelve competent English teachers assisted the investi-
gator in establishing the point value of pupil responses in 
the criterion test. The final test included factors in sen-
t.ence construction requiring use of single-word modifiers; 
appositives; prepositional phrases; participial phrases; and 
•compound subject, predicate, and object. Some test items 
tested pupils' knowledge of the comma blunder. 
1 Stewart, ££• cit., pp. 30-31 
2 Loc. cit. 
I 
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I 
Greene reports a study in test construction, the pur-
pose of which was to devise an instrument to measure sentence 
organization ability. Seventy test exercises were prepared, 
presenting a number of ideas in jumbled order. Careful 
selection and arrangement of the seta of sentences insured 
clarity of relationships between ideas. The test exercises 
were given to 1634 pupils in Grades III to VIII in a number 
of public schools. The test materials were evaluated "by 
using the percentage of children solving a given exercise 
correctly as a basis, and then placing the exercises on a 
lineal scale by use of the normal curve of probability."l 
Care was taken in preparing the two forms of the test 
to pair sentences in terms of relative value and to insure 
II 
identical inter-exercise intervals. The tests were arrang~d 1 
II 
to measure both rate and power. 
II Tabulation of results presented evidence of steady 
I 
, progress in pupil ability from grade to grade in ability to 
1recognize logical relationships within sentences. There 
was fairly high correlation for the t~ree groups (.40, .54, 
and .54 respectively) between sentence organization scores 
and composition scores as determined by placement of pupil 
, writing on the Hillegas scale. Relation between general 
,, 
I' I 
~ 
-------------------
1 Harry A. Greene, "Measurement of Linguistic Organiza-
tion in Sentences." University of Iowa Studies in Education! 
Vol. II, No. 4. Iowa: Iowa Cit~ 
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The instrument purported to be analytical in structure 
so that it might serve as a diagnostic aid. Areas covered 
, were recognition of sentences and non~sentences; labeling 
kinds of sentences (declarative, etc.); underlining subject 
and predicate; recognizing non-sentences; identifying errors 
1 in run-on sentences. 
The study makes no attempt to check the validity of its 
'1 measurement by comparing its scores with specific sentence 
I' knowledge as evidenced by pupil achievement in composition. 
CONCLUSIONS 
From each of the major research areas herein covered 
the writer draws implications of clearly established rele-
vance to the purpose of the present study. Error counts 
' point to the basic consideration of concentrating upon items 
in sentence structure whose mastery is crucial, first, in 
II 
the light of tendency to error by children on the grade level , 
,, under consideration; and second, because of the social penal- II 
ty attached to the mis-use of the sentence element. Through-
out all of the studies, there runs a consistent principle: 
that writing is essentially thinking, and that there can be 
no permanent correction of sentence difficulties unless the 
teaching -- the "educational treatment" -- attacks the prob-
lem at its source and provides pupils with experiences and 
practice which will insure awareness of methods of keeping 
II 
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thought relationships clear as ideas are expressed in speech 
and writing . 
Another implication common to the studies here summa-
rized is that direct t eaching of sentence-structure skill is 
more effectiv e than a completely grammatical approach. 
Of similar relevance to the formulation of a plan of in-
struction in sentence control is the indication of the impor-
t ance of acquainting children with the techniques of subordi-
.. II 
nation of ideas, ranging from the commonly used dependent I 
clause thr ough all of the structural elements which serve as 
alternatives to such clauses. 
From the studies dealing with language as a factor in 
child development, this writer deduces another basic consid-
eration: that often what appears to be mere persistence of 
sentence weakness is at least in part a natural circumstance, 
since the pupil's complex thought patterns frequently are in 
'
1
advance of his skill in handling the mechanics of their ex-
pression. The major objective of the present study is con-
cerned with determining the degree to which a planned unit 
of instruction will serve to reduce the gap between the two 
factors of child growth. 
II 
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CHAPTER III 
CONSTRUCTION OF MATERIALS 
Formulation of the lesson series to be used with the 
!! experimental group required consideration of two factors: 
! presentation of content in line with that generally covered 
r in the ninth-grade English program, and the establishment of 
a sequence allowing for a gradual growth in sentence control 
I 
through written practice in manipulating sentence patterns. 
II 
To establish the content to be covered, a questionnaire 1 
l was sent to the teachers who had signified their willingness 
to participate in the experiment. The form listed the gram-
matical elements related to sentence study and requested that 
11 teachers indicate the amount of emphasis they customarily 
gave to each. Table I summarizes the results of the survey. 
Responses indicated that in the sentence-study program 
:or the ten participating groups , all but one of the listed 
elements, ~·~·~ the absolute phrase, generally received some 
I attention. 
I 
TABLE I 
CO~~ARATIVE ~~HASIS CUSTOMARILY GIVEN TO SENTENCE 
EL~~rnNTS BY TEACHERS PARTICIPATING IN THE STUDY 
jll.== =============================================:::::==::: 
Schools Schools Schools 
II Sentence elements giving major giving minor giving no emphasis emphasis instruction 
I 
II Stru cture and use of: 
,, 1. prepositional phrase 
II 2. independent clause 
3. adjective clause 
4. adverbial clause 
1 5. noun clause 
I' 
' 6. participial phrase 
7. infinitive phrase 
8. absolute phrase 
I 
I 
'
Recasting of sentences 
to illustrate: 
9. subordination of 
ideas 
11 10. 
11 11. 
variety of struc-
tural patterns 
concise phrasing 
6 
8 
7 
7 
3 
4 
2 
0 
3 
3 
3 
4 
2 
3 
3 
6 
3 
5 
4 
5 
5 
6 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1 
3 
3 
6 
2 
2 
1 
II 
II 
I 
II 
I 
I 
INSTRUCTIONAL ~~TERIALS 
II 
Because the amount of content in the unit of instruction 
best lent itself to gradual development over a long period 
of time, the lesson series was designed for presentation one 
period each week for twenty weeks. The lesson materials com- 1 
I prising the program appear on pages 111- 180 in the appendix. 
Approximately the first half of the program (Lessons 
I - XI, inclusive) covered content related to the develop-
ment of an understanding of the function of specific grammat-
ical elements through their direct application in manipula-
tion of sentence patterns. The sequence allowed also for 
periodic review and summary through cumulative practice de-
signed to insure retention of material previously covered. 
In the listing of the lesson sequence, presented herewith, 
the content of Lessons IV, VI, VII, and X illustrates pro-
vision for such review: 
Lesson I: 
Lesson II: 
Lesson III: 
Lesson Sequence 
Part One -- Lessons I - XI 
Correction of common types of sentence 
errore -- fragment; run-on type 
Patterns of the simple sentence 
order of subject and predicate varying 
Patterns of the simple sentence -- the par-
ticipial phrase in three positions. Punctua-
tion of the patterns 
Lesson IV: 
I Lesson V: 
II 
II 
1 
Lesson VI: 
II 
I 
Lesson VII: 
1 Lesson VIII: 
Lesson I X: 
Lesson X: 
Lesson XI: 
li 
The compound sentence ... _ combining pairs of II 
related ideas; selection of appropriate con-
nectives 
Use of the semi-colon when conjunction is 
omitted 
Summary of patterns covered to date 
Noting the function of the subordinate 
clause as an adjective modifier; combining 
pairs of ideas by means of adjective clauses 
Incidental punctuation 
Noting the fun ction of the subordinate 
clause as an adverbial modifier; using sub-
ordinate conjunctions to clarify thought 
relationships 
Summary of patterns to date 
Incidental punctuation 
Review Lesson: Manipulation of pairs of 
ideas in all of the patterns covered to date 
Incidental punctuation 
Subordinating ideas -- indicating the rela-
tive importance of ideas by recasting minor 1 
i deas as phrases or dependent clauses 
Recasting of groups of ideas, successively 
1 
subordinating each 
Incidental punctuation 
Improving simple sentences -- expressing 
ideas in concise, forceful patterns 
Combining ideas in all of the patterns 
covered to date 
The absolute phrase as a means of varying 
sentence patterns j 
Incidental punctuation 1 
I· 
I 
I 
The second part of the series (Lessons XII - XX) was 
concerned with improvement of sentences within the context 
of a paragraph. Brief narrative selections were presented, 
II 
II consisting of short, choppy sentences set off in related 
groups by vertical lines, to avoid the possibility of pupils' 
attempting to handle unwieldy structures. The number of 
ideas thus to be combined was gradually increased during the 
course of the experiment, from two to four. 
In Lessons XVIII. and XIX, the selections were not 
I
I divided into groups of related ideas. Pupils were led to 
I decide in preliminary class discussion which ideas belonged 
I' Use of the aid was, however, resumed in Lesson XX .
11 
to gether. 
to permit pupil concentration on the most effective revision 
II 
II of the final selection. 
1: The following excerpts from opening paragraphs of 
,, selections which pupils were taught to revise illustrate 
I 
II the second phase of the lesson series and the gradual exten-
' sion of pupil skill in combining ideas: 
I 
Leason Sequence 
Part Two -- Lessons XII - XX 
Lesson XII: 
DIRECTIONS: Read the following selection carefully, 
noting ways the pairs of ideas between the vertical lines 
may be combined. Then rewrite the selection, aiming 
first for clear, correct structure, and then for variety 
of sentence pattern. 
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II 
The grotesque totem pole is common to many Indian 
villages • . It has an interesting history./ Long ago 
it had a practical use. It served as the actual door-
way of the Indian home./ Time went on. The pole grew 
smaller./ It was given a prominent place. It was 
placed beside the most important home in the village./ 
No two poles are alike. An authentic totem pole is 
always carved from white pine./ Its figures carry 
special meaning. They are symbolic of the history 
of the .tribe. 
Lesson XIV: 
DIRECTIONS: Read over carefully the selection given 
below. Your class will do the first paragraph orally, 
talking over the various combinations that may be made. 
Rewrite the rest of the selection. There will probably 
be time for some papers to be read aloud, so that you 
may see how many different patterns are possible. 
!. 
I. 
1
1 Rusty stared gloomily out at the pelting rain. It 11 
was making short work of the imposing snowman on the front 
lawn./ The snowman's battered silk hat had already assumed j 
a jaunty angle. This was probably because of the rapid 
shrinkage of its wearer's noble brow./ Tiny streams ran 
doWn the body. They formed an irregular pattern~ The 
pattern was neither checks nor stripes. It was a curious 
combination of both./ Rusty noticed one stream. It was 
broader than the rest. It ran straight down the snowman's 
body to the hem of his spreading coat./ It was apparently 
bent on dislodging the row of stone buttons. The buttons 
extended down the waistcoat. 
Lesson XV: 
DIRECTIONS: Instead of doing today's selection sentence 
by sentence, you will recast the ideas one paragraph at a 
time, so that you may note how each type of sentence pat-
tern compares with those which precede or follow it. 
Read the selection carefully. Your teacher will allow 
several pupils to suggest ways in which the paragraphs may 
be recast to illustrate effective and varied patterns. 
After you have talked over the entire selection in this 
way, rewrite it clearly and effectively. 
Marie was the picture of utter dismay. She stood 
before the menu board. She was trying to decide what to 
have for her lunch./ Just that morning a frank remark 
from her brother Henry had forced her to the important 
decision. The decision was that she "simply must begin 
to diet"./ Marie's diet problem was a real one. She 
liked food. She liked not only rich desserts, but food 
of all kinds./ Now she had become calorie-conscious. 
All the joy seemed to have gone out of life./ 
Lesson XVIII: 
DIRECTIONS: In your previous lessons, vertical lines 
were placed between groups of sentences to show you which 
ideas might be combined. Today you will be asked to 
decide upon sentence groupings, noting those thoughts 
whose close relationship will permit their being phrased 
as single sentence patterns. 
Read the followin g selection over to yourself, and see 
if you can tell which ideas belong together: 
The signal was given. The skaters darted away. 
The runners of their skates gave off a shrill sound. 
It was like the high, thin note of a violin. The 
contestants were to cross to the far end of the pond. 
There they were to circle the tall poles. The poles 
11 bore their school pennants. 
II 
Lesson XIX: 
DIRECTIONS: In the following selection, thought groups 
are indicated by vertical lines, so that you may give 
your complete attention to rewriting the story and to 
comparing notes with your classmates on the most effec-
tive way of phrasing the ideas. The selection is divided 
into two parts. You will be assigned one. Take time to 
make the revisions represent your very best effort. 
· Rusty stopped beside the front porch. He stopped to 
survey the broad stretch of green lawn./ In the clipped 
smoothness, little ridges traced themselves in a striped 
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pattern. The ridges had been made by the sweep of 
Rusty's la\~mower./ Since noon he had worked busily. 
he had been hoping to finish in time for his three 
orclock appointment. 
Cutting the grass was his re~ular chore. 
tiresome task. He detested it./ 
It was a 
In format, the lesson sheets resembled the pages of a 
,workbook, space being provided for pupils to write sentence 
I 
1revisions as each aspect of structure was considered. Les-
1 sons proceeded under teacher direction; and as pupils tried 
1 
out possible combinations of the ideas presented, they were 
I allowed to write them on the blackboard, ao that all the pos-
1 sible patterns might be noted. Incidental punctuation of 
the various structures was noted as pupils wrote their re-
I 
,visions on the blackboard. The culminating practice exer-
1 
1 cise was detached and returned to the author as each lesson 
1
was completed. 
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CHAPTER IV 
PLAN OF THE STUDY 
The program of the experiment included three major 
I
I phases: formulation and validation of an informal measure 
of pupil ability in sentence construction, the preparation 
I 
and administration of the lesson series, and the evaluation 
I• 
of the degree of transfer of sentence ability into the area 
' of '\'Tritten composition. 
1Formulation of the Test 
I 
1 Because existing standardized measures of sentence 
,, 
I 
II 
I 
The trial form of the test was administered to 100 
pupils in the ninth grade of a junior high school. Pupil 
1performance in the test presented evidence that the dirac-
tiona of the instrument were clear, that the length of the 
test permitted completion within a single class period, that 
the items were within the range of pupil competence, and 
lthat there was need for the teaching of sentence skills in 
II 
grade nine. 
Two test forms were then constructed, items in the 
' tria l tes t being alternated with untried items of parallel 
1 form and demand. 
Part I of the final test forms consisted of 12 items 
requiring recognition of sentence quality and correction of 
sentence weaknesses. The following excerpt from fart I of 
Form A indicates the nature of the content of this section: 
PART I 
---- -
DIRECTIONS: Examine carefully each of the follow-
ing groups of ideas. If the thought in a selection 
seems to you to be expressed as effectively and 
clearly as possible, leave the apace below it blank . 
If you think that a selection is unsatisfactory, 
rewrite it so that the idea or ideas may be clearly 
and effectively stated. You may change the wording 
or the order of ideas, but do not omit or add any 
ideas. Some selections may be improved by combining 
two or more statements. You may wish to divide other 
single patterns into more than one sentence. 
1. Small farmhouses were swept away in the · swirling 
waters. Barns were swept away, too. Also livestock 
and equipment. 
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2. The Cliff House is one of the beauty spots of the 
Maine coast it is a rambling inn. It commands a 
vast sweep of the rugged shore-line. 
3. At sunset, a forest is still and lovely, sweet 
with the tang of fir and spruce. 
4. The next morning we set out on our bicycle trip 
to Provincetown it was right after breakfast. The I' 
distance was about sixty miles. 
5. Dad lent me his fishing rod. It was his favorite 
one. if.hich he won in the trout tourney. The 
tourney was held last summer .• 
Part II of the test comprised two sections requiring, 
respectively, that pupils combine a pair of ideas and a 
group of three ideas to represent as many structural patterns 
as possible. The form and content of Part II, Form A were 
1as follows: 
PART II 
DIRECTIONS: Combine correctly and effectively, in 
as many different patterns as possible, the pair of 
ideas given below. Please write on both sides of 
this paper. Number your patterns. 
II 
I 
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The rocket soared across the sky. It showered 
bright sparks upon the dark surface of the lake. 
(A full page was allowed for this.) 
DIRECTIONS: Combine the following ideas correctly 
and effectively in as many different patterns as 
possible. Please number your patterns. You may 
write on both sides of this paper. 
The first· rays of the sun tipped the pine trees. 
The woodsmen set out upon the trail to the trapper's 
lodge. The lodge lay in the heart of the lake 
country·. 
(A full page "Vras allowed for t.his.) 
Analysis of typical sentence revisions in the trial 
test revealed four distinct quality levels in pupil re-
sponses. These were translated into point values on the 
bases of the following criteria: 
Value 
3 The structure of the sentence is correct; 
the idea is clearly and effectively expressed. 
2 The sentence is clear and correct in struc-
ture, but the pattern is weak in the placement 
of sentence parts. 
1 The sentence is structurally correct, but 
the idea is not clear because of vague phrasing. 
0 The pattern contains a sentence error: comma 
blunder, run-on error, or sentence fragment. 
II 
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To determine the reliability of the measure, Forms A 
II 
and B were administered on consecutive days to 84 ninth grade II 
1
pupils in a school not included in the experiment. Correla-
ltion between the two forms was .92 t P.E • • 036 . 
I Table II shows no significant difference in the means · 
lor the t wo forms: 
I 
I 
I 
TABLE II 
COMPARI SON OF MEAN SCORES OF 84 PUPILS IN FOR.l\~S A AND B 
I N Slli~TENCE STRUCTURE TEST 
N Mean Diff. SEDiff . C.R. 
Form A 84 49.02 1 . 86 .12 2 . 63 . 046 
Form B 84 48.90 1 . 86 
Reliability of the informal measure is indicated in 
!t he comparison of the 
II 
means for Forms A and B -- 49 . 02 and 
48.90, respectively. The critical ratio .046 shows the 
!! difference between the two means to have no statistical 
II significance. 
Scoring of the Measure 
Reliability of the scoring was established through inde-
pendent scoring by the author and another English teacher of 
100 tests (50 of each form) selected at random . Correlation 
~ between the two scorings was .96 ± P.E •• 005. 
Boston University 
School of Education 
Library 
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I 
Table III shows the results of the two scorings: 
TABLE III 
I DIFFERENCE OF ~lliANS IN THE INDEPENDENT SCORING OF 100 TESTS BY THE AUTHOR Al~D ANOTHER TEACHER 
N Mean SEM Diff. SEDiff. C.R. 
Author 100 39.15 1 .56 2.83 2.23 1.25 
I Teacher 2 100 41.98 1,.60 
,j The mean for 100 tests scored by the author was 39.15; 
the mean for the same tests scored independently by another 
experienced English teacher was 41.98. The critical ratio 
11 .25 indicates that the difference between the means is not 
, statistically significant . 
Copies of both forms of the sentence structure test 
appear in the appendix on pages 181- 188 . 
!selection of the Population: 
1 Pupils participating in the experiment were members of 
twenty ninth grade classes in six towns and two cities in 
central Massachusetts. Fourteen of the classes were located 
in town high schools , two in a city high school, and the re-
maining four in the junior high school of the second city. 
A total of 469 pupils -- 229 experimental and 240 control --
'1 took part in the study. Because of the length of the pro-
• gram, the membership was decreased during the course of the 
experiment by changes in class organization, withdrawals, 
and extended absences. Though the groups had been randomly 
1!=-=========-~~- -= 
--I 
. I 
selected, results of the initial tests indicated a distinct 
li advantage 
!J its level 
I 
1 bring the 
in the mental ability of the experimental group and 
of sentence control. The process of matching to !I 
II 
t wo groups into l i n e further reduced to 360 the 1 
I 
11 number for whom the complete data appear in the final 
I 
1: analysis. 
!Preliminary Testing 
I The last week in October, 1953, was devoted to the pre-
ll liminary testing program and to securing composition speci-
" !mens. The measure employed for determining comparative in-
ti 
telligence status of the groups was the Gamma Test, Form c, 
of the Otis Quick-Scoring Tests of Mental · Ability, a copy 
lof which appears in the appendix, page 189 . 
For determining the . initial status of pupils in sentence 
structure ability the informal measure designed by the writer 
II 
11was administered . Form A was given to one half of the 
II classes, Form B to the other. The testing plan provided 
l for the reversal of the use of the two forms at the close of 
jthe experiment to insure comparability of test results. The 
I 
test required one full class period for completion. Teachers 
1 administered the tests and returned them to the author, who 
IJ corrected all the tests. 
I 
,, 
li The Composition Samples 
IJ Specimens of composi tiona were secured from the exper1-
II 
. . 
1, mental 
1 of the 
I, 
and control groups during the week prior to the start 
teaching program. Teachers were asked to discuss the 
assignment with pupils one week in advance of the writing 
I and to give the assignment in the following manner: 
I "Almost everyone has some experiences that are amusing 
II 
r or exciting enough to share with friends. \then you returned 
11 to school in September, part of the pleasure you had in meet-
11 ing your school friends came from talking over interesting 
I! incidents of the summer. 
I 
I' 
"one week from today you are asked to come to class pre-
11 pared to write an account of such an experience. You are 
I 
being told of the assignment now so that during the coming 
week you can think over possible subjects and can come to 
class ready to spend the whole period in writing your compo-
l sition." 
On the day of the writing, teachers were asked to permit 
pupils to proceed without delay to the writing. One further 
direction was given at this time: 
"Try to tell your story as entertainingly as possible. 
Your writing will be judged particularly for the quality of 
the sentence structure you use, so take time to phrase your 
sentences as clearly and as effectively as you can." 
The Teaching Program 
During the week prior to the beginning of the program, 
the writer met with teachers concerned in the experiment and 
I 
I 
II 
I 
loutlined the purpose of the study, the method in which the 
11 teaching materials were to be used with the experimental 
!1 group, and the plan of procedure for the control group. 
I 
11 Each teacher handled a control group and an experimental 
: group. The control group proceeded 1'Tith its sentence study II 
!according to the teacher's customary plan. Weekly report 
lsheets were submitted to the writer, showing the amount of 
time allotted to study of sentence elements and the nature 
the content. Specific textbook pages were also indicated. 
The time factor was automatically controlled by the plan 
of teacher assignment. In one school the class period was 
II forty minutes in length; the rest of the classes had periods 
of forty-five minutes. The variable was counterbalanced by 
the fact that two experimental and two control groups were 
jequally affected by the difference in time. 
I During the second phase of the series, eight of the ten 
1 participating teachers accepted the '\'Triter's offer to demon-
j, strate one of the lessons. The purpose of the demonstration 
was to acquaint teachers with methods by which the cumula-
tive nature of the lesson content might be emphasized during 
jthe closing weeks of the experiment. 
Final Testing Program 
The last lesson in the series was completed during the 
week of May 3, 1954, and the following week was devoted to 
completion by both the experimental and the control groups 
I 
.I 
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J of the final sentence structure test and of the final 
il composition specimens. 
I 
As in the previous instance, pupils had been given the 
I composition assignment one week in advance, to allow for con-
sideration of subjects suitable for completion in one class 
I 
' period of writing. Teachers were asked to give the assign-
ment as follows: 
11 In the course of your school experience, there have 
ll undoubtedly been amusing (or otherwise interesting) inci-
l dents that you recall vividly and that you occasionally talk 
over with your friends. During the course of the next week, 
please select one such experience and come to class ready to 
1
write an account of the incident. Knowing of the assignment 
1
one week ahead should leave you free to spend the entire pe-
II 
I. 
l! riod in writing, rather than in taking time to decide what to 11 
write." 
I 
I At the begiP~ing of the period to be devoted to the 
11 writing , pupils were given direction concerning the element 
upon whi ch the composition quality was to be evaluated. 
Teachers were asked to give the follovting brie f instruc-
tiona and then to allow pupils to write without interruption: 
"Last "\1\"eek you were asked to think over what you recall 
of your school experiences and to select to retell in writing 
~ an incident that you cons ider particularly interesting . A 
I good basis for choosing such an incident may be that it is 
56 
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one you have enjoyed telling to your friends. 
"Write the account of the experience as clearly and in-
terestingly as possible, in sentences that are as well con-
structed as you are capable of making them. Try to plan 
your time so that your composition will be completed by the 
close of the period." · 
Teachers made no corrections of the compositions, which 
were sent with final tests for analysis by the writer . 
Equating of Groups 
Two groups numbering 180 each were selected as subjects 
i for the final analysis of results. Matching of the groups 
was based upon four factors: chronological age, intelli-
gence quotients, raw scores of the Otis Teat, and scores 
in the informal sentence structure test. 
Table IV shows no significant difference in the chrono-
logical ages of the groups: 
TABLE IV 
GROUPS ~~TCHED ACCORDING TO CHRONOLOGICAL AGE 
Group N 
Control 180 
Exper. 180 
Mean SEM 
(months) 
172.08 .445 
171.50 .409 
SD 
5.91 
5.50 
Diff. SEDiff. 
.55 .604 
C.R. 
. 091 
The mean age in months for the control group is 172.08 , 
,fo r the experimental group 171.50. The critical ratio .091 
1 
i ndicate s that the difference between the means is not sta t i s-
ticall significant . 
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Table V presents a comparison of the intelligence levels 
of the ti-m groups : 
TABLE V 
GROUPS MATCHED ACCORDING TO I NTELLIGENCE 
Mean 
Group N I . Q. SEM SD Di f f. SEDif f . C. R. 
Control 180 103 . 87 .647 8 .67 .75 . 93 .806 
Exper. 180 104 .. 62 .664 8 . 91 
The critical ratio .806 indicates no statistical differ-
I ence bet;treen mean intelligence quotients f or the two groups. 
Raw scores on the Otis test were used as the third basis 
I for matching because pupil performance in interpreting the 
test content constituted a basis for judgment of understand-
ing of a language :factor. 
Table VI shovls no significant statistical dlfference 
between the means calculated from raw scores of the Otis 
Test. 
TABU: VI 
GROUPS l•TATCHED ACCORDI NG TO RAvf SCORES IN OTIS TEST 
Group N Mean SEM SD Dif f . SEDiff . C. R. I . • 
Control 180 38 . 41 . 60 6 8.13 . 75 . 87 . 862 
Exper . 180 39. 16 . 629 8. 43 
The critical ratio . 8 62 indice.tes that the difference 
I between the two means is not statistical ly s ign i f icant. 
1 
I 
I .59 
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Comparative results of the initial informal test in 
1 sentence control are shown in Table VII: 
TABLE VII 
GROUPS MATCHED ACCORDING TO SENTENCE STRUCTURE ABILITY 
Group N Mean ·SEH SD Diff. SEDiff . C .R. 
Control 180 34.55 .93 12 . 50 .80 1 .. 33 .601 
I 
I Ex:eer. 180 35 . 55 . 95 12.75 
II The critical ratio . 601 indicates no statistical differ-
I 
ence between the means of the groups . 
CHAPTER V 
~{ALYSIS OF DATA 
The data were analyzed to determine the results of a 
planned program of instruction in sentence improvement upon 
basis of the following factors: 
1. Pupil growth in sentence control as indicated 
by the informal measure 
a. Initial and final status of the experimental 
and control groups 
b. Comparative gains of pupils in high, middle, and 
lower intelligence ranges 
c. Relative growth in relation to initial status in 
sentence control 
d. Comparative status of boys and girls in initial 
and final teats 
2. Pupil development of sentence power as evidenced in 
effectiveness of structural patterns employed in writ-
ten composition 
a. Distribution of sentence patterns in composition 
one versus distribution of patterns in composition 
two 
b. Composition length as related to growth in 
sentence control 
,, 
c. Incidence of structural errors in composition 
one as compared with composition two 
Group Status in Sentence Structure Test 
The initial status in sentence structure ability of the 
control group and the experimental group showed no statisti-
cal difference between the means. The mean score for the 
control group was 34.55 compared with 35.35 for the experi-
mental group. The critical ratio .60 indicates that the 
IJ difference is below the level of statistical significance. 
Analysis of status of the control group in the initial 
and final sentence structure tests is presented in Table 
VIII. 
TABLE VIII 
S TATUS OF CONTROL GROUP IN SENTENC • S 'rRUCTURE TES TS 
N Mean SEM Diff. SEDiff C .R. 
Initial 
Test 
Final 
Test 
180 34.55 
180 46.67 
.93 12.12 1.35 8.98 
.99 
Gains of the control group are here indicated as 
!, Statistically significant. Under the program in sentence 
improvement administered according to the teachers' regular 
procedure, the mean score of the control group increased 
from 34.55 to 46.67, the critical ratio between the two 
,being 8. 98. 
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Table IX shows the results of the initial and final 
I 
1
tests in sentence structure for the experimental group . 
TABLE IX 
STATUS OF EXPERD,rENTAL GROUP IN SENTENCE STRUCTURE TESTS 
N Mean SEM Diff . SEDi ff . C. R. 
Initial 
I . Test 180 35.35 . 95 22.75 1.34 16. 97 
Final 
Test 180 58 . 10 . 95 
Means for the . group which participated in the instruc-
tional program were 35 . 35 and 58 . 10 respectively . The criti- I 
·l eal ratio of 16. 97 represents a significant statistical dif- 1 
ference between the initial and final status of the group . 
Table X shows comparative standing of the two groups in 
the final test. 
STATUS OF 
N 
Control 180 
Exper . 180 
TABLE X 
CONTROL AND . ~~ER;I:~IENTAL GROUPS IN FINAL 
SENTENCE STRUCTURE T~ST 
Mean SEM Diff . SEDiff • C .• R. 
46 . 67 . 99 11.43 1 . 37 8.34 
58.10 . 95 
The mean score of the control group was 46.67 compared 
1with 58.10 for the experimental group . The critical ratio 
1 8 . 34 shows that the difference is statistically significant 
in favor of the experimental group . 
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Table XI shows a comparison of the gains of the control 
group and the experimental group calculated from the sentence 
structure test . 
TABLE XI 
COJ.-IT..P ARIS ON OF GA I NS I N SENTENCE ABILITY 
Mean 
Group N Gain SEM Diff . SEDiff. C. R • 
Control 180 12 . 31 • 83 10 . 33 1.25 8 . 26 
Exper. 180 22.64 .95 
The mean gain for the control group was 12.31 , com-
pared to a gain of 22 . 64 for the experimental group. The 
critical ratio 8.26 indicates a significant statistical dif-
ference in favor of the experimental group . 
· Relation of Intelligence · to Growth in Sentence Power 
I 
The mean scores of the initial and final sentence struc-
ture tests were calculated separately for the experimental 
and control groups on three levels of the intelligence range 
' Of the population: for pupils in the highest group 
I . Q. 's 110 and above; for those in the middle group 
j i.Q.'s 100 to 109 inclusive; and for those in the lowest 
d range -- I . Q. . 's below 100. 
Table XII presents a summary of the results of the ini-
I 1tial and final sentence structure scores for the control 
I 
group in relation to pupil placement in the intelligence 
range. 
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TABLE XII 
CONTROL GROUP -- SENTENCE ABILITY RELATED TO I NTELLIGENCE 
I.Q.'s 110 AND OVER 
N Mean Diff. SEDiff. C .R. 
_I=n=i;:_t~i=a_;:l""__;;;T;,_;;e_;:s_t_=5-4 __ 4_4-'.'-4_;:o __ =l..;;... 3~6-"---- 10 • 90 2.12 5.13 
Final Test 54 55.30 1.63 
I.Q.'s 100- 109 
/1 ========N===M=e=a=n===S=E=M==D=i=f=f=. ==S=E=D=i=f=f=.==· =c=.=R=.= 
~In=i~t~i~a~l~T~e~s~t--~6~4--~3~3~·~3~0~--~1~·~28~ 14.90 
Final Test 64 48.20 1.24 
I .Q. Is BELOW 100 
N Mean 
-=In=i~.t..:;_;i=a~l~T~e:..:s~t"----'6o..;;2"-----2....;;..6. 7 4 
Final Test 62 38.74 
1.36 
1.47 
Diff. 
12.00 
1.78 
SEDiff. 
2.00 
Stat istically significant difference is indicated 
8 .37 
C.R. 
6.00 
con-
trol group. Means in the final test place the groups in the 
same relative order that they appeared in the initial test. 
-F -- =--==- -==-
I 
I 
.l 
Table XIII summarizes the results of the initial and 
final tests in sentence structure for the experimental group 
on the basis of pupil placement in the three levels of intel-
ligence. 
,, 
TABLE XIII 
EXPERI~ffiNTAL GROUP - SENTENCE ABILITY RELATED TO INTELLIGENCE 
,,=================== 
'I ===========r=·=Q=·=='=s=l=l=o=A=N=D=o=VER=========== 
N Mean SEM Diff. SEDiff. C.R. 
-=In~it~ia=l~T~e~. s~t~--~5~2 ____ 4~2~~·4~8~---~1~·~6~7~ 20.94 2.41 8.68 
Final Test 52 63.20 1.74 
I 
II I . Q . I s 100-109 
,======================================================== 
N Mean Diff. SEDiff. C.R. 
-=-In"'"'i;_t.....;;i~a......;;;l;__.,;;T;_e.....;.s_t _ _,_70-"--__ 4---'o-=.c..;;.8....;;.o __ ~l=• 3"'"'9"'--- 17. 48 2.07 8.44 
f Final Test 70 58.28 1.54 
I=======================I=·=Q=·='=s==B=E=L=OW==l=O=O====================== 
N Mean SEM Diff. SEDiff • C .R. 
l 
Initial Test 58 27.34 1.37 26.73 1.98 13 . 50 
Final Test 58 54.07 
Differences in the means in the initial and final sen-
1
tence structure tests on the three intelligence levels of the 
/experimental group are statistically significant.. The order 
jor placement in both tests on the basis of the magnitude of 
I jt h e means parallels the order of intelligence levels. 
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Test results were further analyzed to determine the com-
parative gains in sentence structure ability of pupils in the 
high, middle, and low intelligence levels in the control and 
experimental groups. 
Table XIV presents a comparison of the gains as related 
1to the intelligence range. 
TABLE XIV 
Cm.1PARISON OF GAINS _ON THREE LEVELS OF INTELLIGEJ.'WE 
I.Q. ' s 110 AND OVER 
Mean 
Group N Gain SEM Diff. SEDiff. C .R. 
Control 54 10.89 1.37 10.38 1.99 5.21 
Exper. 52 21.27 1.45 
I.Q. ' s 100 - 109 
Mean 
N Gain SEM Diff. SEDiff • C .R. 
Control 64 14.92 1.31 5.92 2.04 2.90 
1
' Exper. 70 20.84 1.57 
I.Q.'s BELOW 100 
Mean 
N Gain SEM Diff. 
Control 62 10.76 1.42 15.38 2.04 7.53 
Exper. 58 26.14 1 .• 47 
Statistically significant differences are indicated 
I 
II 
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in favor of the experimental group on the three intelligence 
levels. 
The gains in the middle I . Q. range have the narrowest 
spread of difference; the upper and lo"tt groups shovT a wider 
difference in mean scores. Pupils in the upper intelligence 
range of the control group achieved a mean gain of 10.89 
compared with 21.27 for the experimental group. Mean gain 
1for the middle level of the control group was 14.92, compared 
with the experimental group mean gain of 20.84. In the 
bottom third of the control group, the mean gain was 10.76 
· compared to a gain of 26.14 for the experimental group. 
Critical ratios 5.21, 2.90, and 7.53 showed the differences 
to be statistically significant. 
Relation of Gain to Initial Status in Sentence Ability 
Analysis of test results was made to determine the re-
lationship of growth in sentence ability to pupils' initial 
1 status, as indicated in the first sentence structure test. 
IMean scores of pupils in the upper, middle, and bottom 
third of each group were calculated separately . 
Table XV shows the means of the control group in the 
initial and final sentence structure tests on the three 
ability levels in sentence control. 
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TABLE XV 
I NITIAL AND F I NAL MEANS OF 'r HE CONTROL GROUP ON THREE 
ABILITY Ll!.~ELS OF SENTENCE CONTROL 
CONTROL GROUP -- UPPER THIRD 
N Mean SEM Diff. SEDiff • C .R. 
Init i al Test 60 48 . 70 .78 7.55 1.49 5.06 
Final Test 60 56 . 25 1.28 
MIDDLE THIRD 
N Mean SEM Diff. SEDiff • C .R. 
Initial Test 61 35.65 .43 11.73 1.25 9.38 
Final Test 61 47.38 1.18 
LOW THIRD 
N Mean Diff. SEDiff. C.R. 
============================================================= u 
::;In;;;;;i=-t~i::..::a~l;,_.::T~e-=-s...:..t _ _,5::...::9'--___;;;;:l=9-=-· 8=9:::;..__.....:•'-'"7-=-3- 17 • 20 1.69 10.18 
Final Tes t 59 37.09 1.53 
The critical ratios 5.06, 9.38, and 10.18 respectively 
' indicate tha t differences in the means of the initial and 
·I 
11 final sentence structure tests on all three ability levels 
were s tat i stically significant. In both tests, the order of , 
magnit ude of the means pa r allels the order of ability 
placemen t . 
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Table XVI shows comparative means of pupils in the 
experimental group arranged according to ability levels 
established by the initial test in sentence structure. 
TABLE XVI 
INITIAL AND FINAL MEANS OF THE EXPERIMENTAL GROUP ON THREE 
ABILITY LEVELS OF SENTENCE CONTROL 
EXPERIMENTAL GROUP -• UPPER THIRD 
N Mean Diff. 
_SEDiff • C .R. 
Initial Test 62 50.40 .81 17.42 1.45 12.01 
Final Test 62 67.82 
MIDDLE THIRD 
N Mean SEM Diff .. SEDiff. C .R • 
Initial Test 59 33.88 • 47 21.12 
Final Test 59 55.00 1.32 
LOi"i THIRD 
N Mean SEM Diff • · SEDiff • C .R • 
Initial Test 59 23.30 • 61 26e80 1.68 15.95 
Final Test 59 50 .. 10 1 .. 57 
Mean scores in the final sentence structure test on 
all three levels indicate gains. Critical ratios show the 
differences between initial and final test means to be 
statistically significant. 
-
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To determine the relative amount of gain in sentence 
power on the three ability levels in the control and experi~ 
mental groups, analysis was made of comparative pupil 
achievement in the two sentence structure tests. 
Table XVII shows the comparative gains of the control 
and experimental groups according to three levels of ability 
established on the basis of status in the initial senten ce 
structure test. 
TABLE XVII 
COMPARAT I VE GAIJS ON THREE ABILITY LEVELS OF SENTENCE CONTROL 
UPPER THIRD 
Mean 
Group N Gain SEM Diff. SEDiff. C.R. 
Control 60 8.30 1.11 9.02 1.66 5.43 
Exper. 62 17.32 1.24 
MIDDLE THIRD 
Mean 
N Gain SEM Diff. SEDiff. C.R. 
Control 61 14.88 1.34 5.70 . 1.96 2.90 
Ex12er. 59 20.58 1.44 
LOW THIRD 
Mean 
N Gain SEM Diff. SEDiff. a.R. 
Control 59 16.61 1.45 13.52 2.12 6.37 
Exper. 59 30.13 1.55 
Differences in the mean gains in the sentence structure 
test in the three ability levels have statistical signifi-
cance in favor of the experimental group . The amount of 
difference is smaller in the middle-third ability level, 
but the critical ratio 2.90 establishes the amount as a 
statistically true difference. 
There is a wider spread of difference on the high and 
low levels. The critical ratios 5 .43 and 6 . 37, respectively , 
indicate the statistical significance of differences in mean 
gains . 
Sex Differences in Intelligence 
Analysis of the intelligence status of boys and girls 
in the control group revealed that the means were almost 
identical, the mean I.Q. of the boys being 103 . 82 and that of 
the girls 103.85. 
Table XVIII presents a comparison of boys and girls in 
the control group on the basis of the intelligence quotients 
established by the Otis Tests of Mental Ability . 
TABLE XVIII 
SEX DIFFERENCES IN INTELLIGENCE I N THE CONTROL GROUP 
Mean 
N I .Q. SEM Diff . SEDiff . C.R. 
Bo;ys 84 103.82 .93 .03 1.28 .023 
Girls 96 103.85 . 89 
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The mean intelligence quot i ent of the boys in the con-
trol group was 103 . 82 as compared wi th the girl s ' mean, 
103 . 85. The difference is not statistically significant . 
Table XIX shows the comparative i ntell i gence status of 
boys and girls in the experimental group . 
TABLE XIX 
SEX DIFFEREr CES I N INTELLIGENCE IN THE EXPERH1ENTAL GROUP 
N 
Boys 71 
Girls 109 
Mean 
I . Q. 
106.86 
102 . 39 
Diff . SEDiff . C.R., 
1 . 01 4 . 47 1 . 27 3 . 51 
.78 
The difference in the mean intelligence quotients of 
the boys and girls in the experimental group is statistical-
ly significant in favor of the boys, the critical ratio 
being 3.51. 
Sex Differences in Sentence Ability 
Mean s \tlere computed separately for the scores of boys 
and girls in the initial and final sentence structure test . 
Table XX shows the standing of boys of the control 
group in Tests I and II. 
TABLE XX 
STATUS OF BOYS OF THE CONTROL GROUP IN SENTENCE ABILITY 
CONTROL GROUP - BOYS 
N Mean Diff. SEDiff . C. R. 
Initial 
Test 84 30.75 1.36 13.99 2.06 6.79 
Final 
Test 84 44 . 74 1.56 
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Growth in boys' ability in sentence structure is here 
· indicated. In the sentence study pro e;ram conducted under 
the teachers' own plan of procedure, the mean for boys of 
the control group in the final teat was 44.74, compared to 
30.75 in the initial test. The critical ratio 6.79 shows the 
difference to be statistically significant . 
Table XXI presents the comparison of mean scores of 
girls in the control group in the initial and final teats of 
sentence ability. 
TABLE XXI 
STATUS OF GIHLS OF THE CONTROL GROUP I N SEl\JTENCE ABILITY 
CONTROL GROUP - GIRLS 
N Mean SEM Diff. SEDiff. C.H. 
Initial 
Teat 96 37.52 1.18 10 . 63 1.74 6.11 
Final 
Teat 96 48.15 1.29 
Difference in the means of the initial and final sen-
.tence structure test scores of girls in the control group 
are statistically significant, the critical ratio -being 6.11. 
Table XXII shows a comparison of mean scores for boys in 
1the experimental group. 
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TABLE XXII 
STATUS OF BOYS OF THE EXPERI~~NTAL GROUP IN SENTENCE ABILITY 
EXPERI~ffiNTAL GROUP -- BOYS 
N Mean SEI'-! Diff. SEDiff. C.R. 
Initial Test 71 36.37 1.51 19.86 2.16 9.19 I 
Final Test 71 56.23 1.55 
The mean score for boys in the experimental group in 
the initial test of sentence ability was 36.37; the mean 
!' score for the final test '"as 56.23. The critical ratio 9.19 
indicates the difference as statistically significant. 
Table XXIII shows the comparison of mean scores of girls 
of the experimental group in the initial and final sentence 
structure tests. 
TABLE XXIII I' 
STATUS OF GIRLS OF THE EXPERIMENTAL GROUP IN· SENTENCE ABILITY! 
EXPERIMENTAL GROUP GIRLS 
N Mean Diff. SEDiff. 
_I:..:n:::..:i=-t:..:i::..::a.:.=l:_.::T~e=s~t _ _;;1;:..;:0:..:;9 __ .,:::;..34--=-. 4_;;8~-"'1"""'._2...;..6_ 24. 9 5 1.73 
Final Test 109 59.43 1.19 
I In the final sentence structure test, the girls of 
the experimental group achieved a mean score of 59.43 as 
compared to the mean of 34.48 in the initial test. The 
critical ratio 14.42 represents the difference as being 
statistically significant. 
C.R. 
14.42 
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Analysis was made of mean gains in the sentence struc-
ture test scores for boys and girls in the control and the 
1 experimental group . Table XXIV shovrs the comparative mean 
gains of the groups . 
TABLE XXIV 
SEX DIFFERENCES I N IvlEAN GAINS IN SE~~ENCE ABILIT~ 
CONTROL G·ROUP 
Mean 
N Gain SEM Diff. SEDiff. C.R. 
Bo;ys 84 13.96 1.28 3.31 1.60 2.07 
Girls 96 10.65 .97 
EXPERIMENTAL GROUP 
Mean 
N Gain SEr.I Diff. SEDiff . C.R. 
Bo;ys 71 19.13 1.31 5.46 1.79 3·.05 
Girls 109 "24.59 1.22 
l\1ean gains for the boys and girls of the control 
group were 13.96 and 10.65, respectively. The critical ratio 
2.07 indicates that there are 98 chances in 100 that this 
represents a true difference in favor of the boys. 
The mean gain for boys of the experimental group was 
19.13; the mean gain for the girls, 24.59. The difference 
is statistically significant in favor of the girls, the 
critical ratio being }.05 . 
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Analysis of Results for the Complete Population 
Data analyzed up to this point have concerned only the 
results achieved by pupils in the equated groups. As a part 
of the service to teachers who assisted in the experiment, 
the writer submitted a report of the standing of each class 
in comparison with all the participating groups. A summary 
of the report is included in Table XXV: 
TABLE XXV 
SENTENCE STRUCTURE SCORES OF THE COMPLETE POPULATION 
AVERAGE SENTENCE STRUCTURE SCORES 
Control Grou;es 
Class Number Mean I . Q. Test I Test II Net G.ain 
106.9 42.1 54.5 12.4 1 
2 97.5 27.5 42.4 14.9 
3 96.9 17.4 31.4 14.0 
4 104.4 30.6 46.2 15.6 
5 105.6 37.0 47.4 10.4 
6 98.4 22.5 49.5 27.0 
95.0 29.0 38.5 9 . 5 
103.4 33.5 49.5 15.5 
7 
8 
9 105.7 20.6 54.6 28.0 
10 92 . 9 23.2 31.7 9.1 
Means : Nov . May 31.2 43.8 
EXJ2erimenta1 Grou:12s 
Mean I.Q, . Test I Teat II Net Gain 
102.1 43.0 63.1 20.2 
Class Number 
1 
2 109.1 49.8 67.3 17.5 
108.3 34.5 53 . 4 18.9 
101.9 29.4 61.9 32 . 4 
3 
4 
102.9 27.8 50.1 22.3 
105.4 31.1 62.1 31.0 
5 
6 
104.6 36.6 55.8 19.2 
112.5 42 . 7 54.5 12.2 
7 
8 
111.6 50.4 69.3 18.9 
94 . 5 23.7 42.6 18.9 
9 
10 
Means: Nov. May 37.1 58.3 
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Sentence Patterns Utilized in Written Composition 
Specimen compositions secured at the beginning and close 
11 
of the experiment were analyzed to determine the degree of 
!transfer of sentence ability into written expression . The 
!writer ' s approach to the analysis was through consideration 
of the whole structural design of the sentence, rather than 
I 
1/ through a tabulation of sentence parts . 
Throughout the lesson series , emphasis was placed upon 
procedures designed to build pupil awareness of the value of 
employing a variety of sentence patterns. Practice stressed 
the development of pupil facility in framing effective struc-
11 tures. The writer ' s analysis of the sentences '\'lhich appear 
IJ in the specimen compositions is concerned with evidences of 
'I change in the types, number, and length of patterns employed 
11 and with possible relationship between groi'Tth in sentence 
lpower and fluency as indicated by composition length . 
I All structural errors were considered separately, 
!except in the tabulation requiring analysis of total 
composition length . 
Table XXVI presents a comparison of the total distribu-
11 
jl tion of acceptable patterns in the four classes of sentences 
I employed by pupils in both groups in the initial and final 
I composi tiona. 
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TABLE XXVI . 
COMPARATIVE DISTRIBUTION OF FOUR CLASSES OF SENT •NCES 
CONTROL GROUP 
Classes of Sentences 
Composi - Total Complex-
tion No. Sentences Simple Compound Complex Compound 
I 2531 44.1% 13 . 6 ~ 34 . 0 ~ 8 . 3 % 
II 2645 44 . 9 1~ 12.5 % 35.2% 7 . 4 % 
EXPERIMENTAL GROUP 
Classes of Sentences 
Composi-
tion No. 
I 
Total 
Sentences 
2485 
2757 
Simple 
51 . 6 % 
37 . 8 % 
Compound 
12 . 9 ;& 
Complex- II 
Complex Compound ! 
28.8 % 6. 7 % 
II 12 . 7 % 38 . 6 % 10 . 9 % 
No appreciable change is here indicate d in the distribu-
o f the more complex forms were negligible . 
\1 The experimental group used fewer simple sentences in 
the second composition . The proportion of complex and com-
plex- compound sentences increased; the percentage of compound 
I sentences in both compositions \rTas approximately the same. 
II 
II 
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II Distribution of specific patterns within each of the 
1
; major sentence classifications was itemized for each composi-
tion. 
Table XXVII shows the comparative distribution of simple 
sentence patterns in the two compositions of the control 
group. 
TABLE XXVII 
SIMPLE SENTENCE PATTERNS USED BY PUPILS OF THE CONTROL GROUP 
Composition 
Pattern I II 
1. Simple subject, simple predicate 575 651 
12. Compound subject, simple predicate 69 51 
!3. Simple subject, compound predicate 191 172 
I 
4. Compound subject, compound predicate 8 1 
5. Simple sentence with introductory 
participial phrase 30 47 
6. Simple sentence with medial 
participial phrase 2 4 
' 7. Simple sentence with participial 
phrase at the end 71 89 
8. Simple sentence containing an 
infinitive phrase 169 168 
9. Simple sentence containing an 
absolute phrase 1 4 
TOTALS 1116 1187 
Simple sentence patterns in composition two f ollowed 
l
the same relative 
composition . 
distribution as obtained in the initial 
~~~r=== ============= 
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Table XXVIII shows the distribution of simple sentence 
constructions in the two compositions written by the experi-
mental group . 
TABLE XXVIII 
SIMPLE SENTENCE PATTERNS EMPLOYED BY THE EXPERIMENTAL GROUP 
DISTRIBUTION OF SUIJ:PLE SENTENCE PATTERNS 
Composition 
Pattern I II 
1. Simple subject , simple predicate 749 395 
I 2 . Compound subject, simple predicate 59 39 
3 . Simple subject , comp ound predicate 189 156 
4. Compound subject, compound predicate 3 3 
5. Simple sentence with introductory 
participial phrase 47 133 
6. Simple sentence with medial 
participial phrase 3 30 
I 7. Simple sentence with participial phrase at end 83 118 
8. Simple sentenc e containing an 
infinitive phrase 147 159 
9. Simple sentence containing an 
absolute phrase 0 9 
TOTALS 1280 1042 
Composition two for the experimental group shows a de-
cline in the number of simple sentences used . There is a 
wider distribution of patterns represented, the most notable 
increase occurring in the use of the participial phrase . 
I 
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Table XXI X shows the distribution of patterns of com-
!!pound, complex, and complex-compound sentences utilized by 
[
pupil s of the control group in the initial and f inal composi-
tions. 
TABLE XXIX 
I 
DISTRIBUTION OF COI'·lPOUND AND COMPLEX SENTENCE PATTERNS 
EMPLOYED BY PUPILS OF THE CONTROL GROUP 
Composition 
Pattern I II 
COMPOUND 
1 . Compound sentence with two independent 
clauses connected by a conjunction 304 288 
2. Compound senten ce with three or more 
40 independent clauses 37 
II 3. Compound sentence with semi- colon 
beti-·:een clauses 1 6 
TOTALS 345 321 
COMPLEX 
1 . Complex sentence vtith introductory 
adverbia l clause 224 293 
2. Complex sentence with adverbial 
clause at the end 297 269 
3 . Complex sentence with medial adjec-
tive clause 67 52 
4. Complex sentence with adjective 
clause at the end 129 137 
5 . Complex sentence containing a noun 
clause 144 181 
TOTALS 861 932 
C OMPLEX-C O:V.LPOUND 209 195 
II 
II 
II 
- t 
II Slight change is discernible in the types of compound 
II and complex sent ence patterns employed by the control group 
II in composition two. There is a notable increase 1n the use 
of the complex-compound sentence. 
Table XXX. shows the distribution of complex and compound l 
sentence patterns used by pupils of the experimental group. 
TABLE XXX 
DISTRIBUTION OF COMPOUND AND COMPLEX SENTENCE PATTERNS 
EII.1PLOYED BY PUPILS OF THE EXPERI MENTAL GROUP 
Pattern 
C01\fi'OUND 
1. Compound sentence with t wo independent 
clauses connected by a con junction 
2. Comp ound sentence with thre e or more 
independent clauses 
3. Compound sent ence vri th semi-colon 
between clauses 
TOTALS 
CONlPLEX 
1. Complex sentence with introductory 
adverbial clause 
2 . Complex sentence with adverbial 
clause at the end 
3 . Complex sentence \vi th media l adj ec-
tive clause 
4. Complex sentence with adjective clause 
at the end 
5 . Complex sentence with noun clause 
TOTALS 
COMPLEX- COMPOlJND 
Composition 
I 
305 
10 
319 
212 
211 
58 
135 
101 
717 
169 
II 
317 
22 
11 
350 
265 
28 2 
82 
224 
211 
1064 
301 
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1 
sition than in the first. 
patterns is also evident. 
I 
A wider distribution of s tructural I 
Table XXXI presents a comparison of the length of the 
initial and final compositions of the two groups. 
I TABLE XXXI 
COMPARATIVE LENGTH OF INITIAL AND FINAL COMPOSITIONS 
Control 
1
Exper. 
I n itial Composition 
Total 
\'fords 
39,419 
37,356 
No. of 
Sentences 
2776 
2707 
Av. 
Length 
14.2 
13.8 
Final Composition 
Total 
Words 
43,566 
44,799 
No. of 
Sentences 
2829 
2915 
Av . 
Length 
15.4 
15.3 
Length of the compositions of both groups increased 
i in the second writing assignment. Average sentence length 
I 
:j in the final composition was equal for the two groups. 
I 
Incidence of Sentence Errors 
Analysis was made of specific types of sentence errors 
made by pupils in both compositions. These consisted of 
four types -- the sentence fragment, the run-on fault, the 
comma blunder, and the jumbled, incoherent sentence . 
Table XXXII summarizes the types of errors which ap-
peared in the initial and final compositions of both groups. 
I 
TABLE XXXII 
COMPARATIVE INCIDENCE OF SENTENCE ERRORS 
STRUCTURAL ERRORS CONTROL GROUP 
Composition Composition 
Type of Error One Two 
Sentence fragment 32 21 
c_omma blunder 79 76 
Run-on structure 77 53 
Jumbl ed pattern 57 34 
TOTALS 245 184 
STRUCTURAL ERRORS EXPERIMENTAL GROUP 
c·omposi tion Composition 
Type of Error One T'•TO 
Sentence fragment 31 15 
Comma blunder 52 81 
Run-on structure 84 43 
Jumbled pattern 55 19 
TOTALS 222 158 
In both groups, the comma blunder was the most persist-
ent type of error, with the run-on structure second in order 
of occurrence. Significant improvement is noted in the 
reduction of jumbled patterns in the final composition of 
the experimental group. 
CHAPTER VI 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
It was the purpose of this study to formulate a program 
of instruction in senten ce improvement in written expression 
on the ninth grade level and to evaluate the effectiveness of 
the experiment on the basis of pupil ability to utilize a 
variety of sentence patterns. Bases for the evaluation 
concerned: 
1. The quality of sentence patterns employed by 
pupils in responses to teat items in an informa l 
measure designed by the author 
2. The quality and variety of sentences utilized 
by pupils in composition specimens secured prior I 
to the experiment and at ita close 
Twenty ninth grade classes participated in the program 
under the direction of ten teachers, each of whom was reapon -
aible for one control and one experimental group. The popu-
lation included 360 pupils. The experimental and control 
!groups each numbered 180 pupils, groups being equated on the 
basis of chronological age, intelligence, raw scores on the 
Otis Teats, and scores on the author's informal test of sen-
tence control. 
Each control group proceeded in its sentence study ac-
t cording to the teacher's customary plan, the writer having 
I 
verified the comparability of its content to that of the 
lesson series prior to the initiation of the program. The 
experimental group utilized the author 's lesson materials, 
~'lhose format was similar to that of a workbook. Throughout 
1 the program, emphasis was placed upon the writing of clear, 
well-wrought sentences. · Grammatical elements were presented 
from the viewpoint of their function in conveying ideas ex-
actly and in varying the structural patterns. As structures 
were manipulated, pupils noted the function of internal 
punctuation as an aid to the clarification of meaning. 
Lessons were cumulative in content and allowed for a gradual 
development of pupils ' independent judgment on preferable 
ways of combining groups of ideas . 
Conclusions 
1. Both the control and the experimental group showed sig-
nificant gain in sentence control as measured by the sentence 
structure test at the close of the program. The experimental 
group was superior, the amount of gain being 22.64 score 
points, compared to a gain of 12.31 for the control group . 
The critical ratio 8.26 showed the difference to be statis-
tically significant. 
2. Significant gains were made by pupils in three intel-
ligence levels-- upper (I.Q.'s 110 and above); middle 
(I.Q.'s 100-109); and low (I.Q.'s below 100). In the control 
group, under the teachers' o~m sentence study pro gram, the . 
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pupils in the middle intelligence range made the greatest 
amount of gain with a final score of 48.20, compared to the 
initial mean of 33.30. The lowest level stood second in 
amount of gain with a final score of 38.74, compared to the 
initial 26.74. Amount of gain thus bore an obvious relation-
ship to need. 
It should be noted that though the groups in the high-
est intelligence range made the least amount of gain, the 
initial and final scores were higher than those achieved by 
the two low·er groups. Here the time factor is significant, 
particularly in view of the type of response required in the 
test. There is obviously a limit to the number of sentences 
a pupil can write in an allotted time -- in this case, one 
class period. The fact that the initial score was already 
. high further narrowed the possible margin of gain. The dif-
ference betvTeen the initial ;me an of 44.40 and the final mean, 
55.30, for the highest intelligence level of the control 
group is statistically significant, the critical ratio being 
5.13. 
In the three intelligence levels of the experimental 
group the greatest amount of gain was recorded for pupils in 
the lowest level. The mean for the initial test for this 11 
group was 27.34. The final test mean was 54.07. The criti-
cal ratio 13.50 e~tablished the difference as statistically 
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significant. The upper level of the experimental group 
placed next in order of gain, the final test mean being 
63.20, compared to the initial mean of 42.48. The critical 
ratio 8 .68 showed the difference to be statistically si~1ifi-
cant. The middle range achieved a final mean score of 58.28 
compared to the initial mean, 40.80. Significant statistical 
difference is indicated by the critical ratio 8.44. 
A comparison betv1een the control group and the experi-
mental group accomplishment on the basis of the three intelli-
gence class ifice.tions reveals that the bottom third of the 
experimental group achieved a score in the final test which 
was less than one point below that achieved by the highest 
level of the control group. The final mean of the middle 
level of the experimental group is three score-points higher 
than that of the highest level of the control group. 
The mean gain for pupils in the highest intelligence 
1
level of the control group was 10.89 compared with 21.27 for 
' 
a similar division of the experimental group. The mean ga.in 
for the middle level of the control group was 14.92, compared 
I to 20.84 for the experimental group . Pupils in the lm·Test 
level of the control group achieved a mean gain of 10.76, the 1 
score for the experimental group being 26.14. The critical 
ratios 5.21, 2.90, and 7.53 indicate statistical significance 
in favor of the experimental group . 
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3. Measurement of pupil progress against initial sentence 
ability revealed that of the three divisions of the control 
group -- upper, middle, and bottom third -- the t\'10 lm'ler 
groups made the greatest gain. The bottom group had a final 
· mean of 37.09 compared to its initial 19.89. The middle 
group had a final mean of 47.38 compared to 35.36 in the 
initial test. The mean for the final test of the highest 
group was 56.25, compared to the initial mean of 48.7.0. The 
critical ratios 10.12, 9.38, and 5.06 showed the differences 
to be statistically significant. 
In the experimental group, the final mean of the upper 
level was 67.82, compared to the initial 50.4. The middle 
group final mean was 55.00, compared to 33.88. The final 
1
mean of the bottom third was 50.1, compared to the initial 
1 mean, 23.3. Critical ratios 12.01, 15.08, and 15.95 indi-
cated statistically significant differences. 
I 
Comparison of relative amounts of eain on the three 
sentence ability levels of both groups showed statistically 
significant differences in favor of the experimental group. 
Pupils in the upper third of the control group achieved a 
mean gain of 8.30 ~ed t o the experimental group gain of 
17.32. The mean gain .for the middle level of the control 
group was 14.88, compared to 20.58 for a comparable level of 
the experimental group. The lowest division of the control 
- - --=-------= 
group achieved a mean gain of 16.61, compared to the experi-
mental me~~ gain on that level of 30.13. Critical ratios 
were 5~4.3, 2.90, and 6.37, respectively. 
4. Sex differences vrere analyzed for their relevance in 
!establishing the relationship between the growth in sentence 
l ability and mental capacity. The mean intelligence quotients 
of the boys and the girls of the control group were almost 
identical, the boys' mean I.Q. being 103.82 and the girls' 
' 
' 
103.85. In the experimental group, the boys' mean I •• was 
106.·86, compared with the girls' 102.39. The critical ratio 
3.51 indicated a significant statistical difference. 
That boys in the control group made significant gain 
is evident in the final mean of 44.74 compared to their ini-
tial 30 . 7~ . Girls achieved a final mean score of 48.15 com-
pared to 37.52 in the initial test. The critical ratios 
6.79 and 6.11 showed the statistical significance of the 
difference. 
In the experimental group, the final mean for the boys 
was 56.23, compared to their initial mean 36.37. The girls' 
mean score on the final test vras 59.43 compared with · their 
initial mean, 34.48 . Critical ratios 9.19 and 14.42 indi-
cated the differences as being statistically significant. 
C.omparison of mean gains shovrs that boys of the control 
group achieved a level of 13.96, compared to 10.65 for the 
90 
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girls. The critical ratio 2.07 showed this to be a statisti-
cally true difference. In the experimental group, the mean 
I' gain of the girls was 24.59, compared to the boys' 19.13. 
j The difference had statistical significance in favor of the 
, girls, the critical ratio being 6.59. 
Notable is the fact that though the mean i telligence of 
, the boys in the experimental group 
II achieved a higher gain in sentence 
vras higher, 
control. 
I! 5. Transfer of training resulting from the 
he girls 
rogram was 
I 
1 
judged upon the basis of changes in the clistrib tion of the 
four classes of sentences in the final composit on. 
I Comparison of the proportions of the four 
1
! sentence classifications used in the first and 
,
1 
compositions of the control group showed almost 
the highest variation being sli~1tly more than 
I age point different from the initial distributi 
. !1 In the experimental group, there 
I in the percentage of simple sentences from 
ajor 
econd 
no change, 
ne percent-
ed reduction 
to 37.8%. 
Use of the complex sentence increased from 28 .8.o in the first 
composition to 38.6% in the second. Complex-co sen-
tences increased from 6.7% to 10.9% . The tende cy of the 
experimental group to employ the more complex t pes of struc-
ture is here evidenced . 
II 
-=~ 
II 
• 
--
Reduction in the number of simple sentence patt erns, 
however, was not a p rimary concern of this experiment. Dur-
ing the program pupils were led to recognize the vital func-
tion of the simple sentence and were given practice in formu-
lating "Vrell-t.ur-ned, concise patterns. 
6. A true picture of the transfer of sentence power into 
expressional use is evidenced in the breakdown of the three 
classes of sentences into specific sentence patterns. Com-
parison of the distribution of particular structural forms 
revealed little variation in the types of patterns used by 
the control group in the first and second composition. Com-
positions of the experimental group showed a marked redis-
tribution of types of patterns in the second composition in 
all three sentence classifications. 
7. The effect of the training upon composition length 
appeared not to have been markedly different in the tvm 
groups. Both showed increase in the number of words and sen-
1tences written, and the average sentence length in the final 
composition was almost identical. There appears to be no 
I 
appreciable relationship between fluency as measured by 
number of running words or sentence length and the ability to 
write a variety of sentence patterns . 
8 . Decline in the incidence of error in both groups 
shows some relationship to growth in sentence ability, though 
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there is decided room for improvement in this respect in the 
compositions of both groups. Use of the sentence f r agment 
declined, as did the jumbled, incoherent type of sentence . 
The persistence of the comma blunder and of the run-on error 
suggests that pupils ' skill in handling the mechanics of the 
sentence did not keep pace with their tendency to employ the 
' more complex forms of structure . Since the incorrect pat-
terns were not included in the structures listed in the 
' tabulation_of varieties of patterns, this weakness does not 
affect the findings of this study concerning transfer of 
1 training into written expression . It does, however, indi-
cate the need in the program for additional emphasis upon the 
correction of sentence errors specific to the longer sentence 
·forms. The author noted, for example , that a large pro-
portion of the run- on and comma-blunder patterns were direct-
ly traceable to misuse of the adverb then as a conjunction. 
Clarification of this source of confusion would effect a 
I 
marked improvement in sentence correctness . 
9. A' further conclusion seems significant: The nature 
;or the composition assignment necessitated by the demands of 
' the controlled research situation undoubtedly did not allow 
for optimum pupil performance , since the quality of exprea-
' 
1
sion is conditioned by not only the quality of the experience 
it utilizes as its content, but also by the purpose of the 
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writing itself. Undoubtedly a program of the sort utilized 
in this study would yield a higher degree of sentence quality 
if the plan of composition sampling could have a closer rela-
1tionship to dynamic learning situations that enrich and are 
1at the same time enriched by the quality of the attendant 
English expression. 
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CHAPTER VII 
SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH 
Implicat ions of the present study point to the need of 
further research in line "Vli th the follo"Vring purposes: 
-41-- --
1. To formul ate and standardize measures of sentence 
quality in written and oral expression. 
2. To design measures for use by pupils in critical 
self- appraisal of sentence quality. 
3 . To investigate the effects of a planned program in 
sentence study in relation to improvement of skill 
in handling internal punctuation of sentence forms. 
4 . To determine the permanence of r 'esul ts in sentence 
structure in t erms of its carry-over into the writ-
ing situations of subject areas other than English. 
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PENDIX A 
INSTRUCTIONS TO TEACHERS 
October 1953 
DIRECTIONS .!Q TEACHERS 
·The enclosed t ests are to be gi ven to both tha 
control and t he experimental group o Number s and 
104 . 
names are at t ached to insure accuracy of pupil i den-
t ifi cation. Please allow a full period for c ompletion 
of the tests .. 
Will you kindly read to pupils the following 
i nstructions: 
"t-trite ·your assigned number at the top of: 
your test. 
"This test in sentence structure can be com-
pleted by the end of the period i f you work 
steadily. Not ice that there are two p~ts to 
the test, Part II beginning on page 3. The di-
rections befor e e ach part are very impor tant . 
Please follow them carefully." 
~ Composition Specfmens : 
During the coming week the plan for securing 
the first compositions should be carried out. 
Please give the composition assignment i n t he 
following manner: 
"Almost everyone has some experiences that are 
amusing or exciting enough to share with friends. 
\ihen you returned to school in September, part of t he 
pleasure you had in meeting your school friends c ame 
trom talking over interesting incidents of the summer~ 
"One week from today you are asked to come to 
class prepared to write an account of such an exper i -
ence. You are being told ot the assignment now so 
that during the coming week you can think over p ossi-
ble subjects and can come to class ready to spend the 
whole period in writing your composition. " 
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On the day of the writing, please allov pupils 
the entire period to complete t he composition. 
The following brie:f instructions s hould be giv·en, 
so that pupils may know that sentence s tructure is to 
be the element upon which the compositions will be 
judged: 
"Try to tell your story a~ entertainingly as 
possibleo Your writing will be judged particularly 
for the quality or t he sentence structure you use, 
so take time to phrase ¥.our sentences as clearly and 
effectively aS yOU Cano I 
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DI RECTICI·JS !£ TEAc:·ERS 
PROCEDU~E FOR •.rHE EXPERIHENTAL GROUP: 
. _...,.-- .. ·..;..;....~;.;.:;;;,=== ---
The lessons provided in the series may be handled 
i n the same way one directs a lesson in a textbook or a 
workbooko All lessons should be done under teacher direc -
tion~ The explanatory material should be read aloud and 
discussed, the teacher making whatever explanation is nec -
essary to ins~re clear understanding. 
Pupils may write directly on the lesson page as · 
sentence patterns are discussed. It is suggested that 
pupils correct their work as they go along. A good way 
of checking on pupil understanding is to have sentences 
written on the blackboard by pupils. Have several pu~ils 
at the blackboard at a ti:me, each writing one of' the pa ·t-
terns. l~ this way it is possible to cheek several sen-
tences at a tiraeo 
Each lesson closes with a summary exercise which 
is to be cornpleted. independently. 't-Jhen time permits, 
pupils may discuss and correct these together, making 
corrections directly on the paper. The exercises should 
be collected ~~d returned to me . They will be called 
f'or periodically as lesson t~aterials are delivered to 
you . 
Please collect the lesson sheets at the close or 
each lesson and store them away so that no member of the 
control group may see them. 
PROCIDURE FOR THE COXTROL GROUP 
--
The control group will not participate in the 
les son series provided in the experiment. 
It is ho•')ed that the teacher will proceed in the 
presentation of' all sentence work :ror this group e1::actly 
in the rne.nner that would have been utilized had this ex-
periment not been undertaken; that is, that the amount of' 
time devoted to the study of sentence elements should be 
no mo r a and no less than the teacher has eustmaarily p~o­
vided.. The procedures used should be strictly those 
which the teacher has heretofore used in the study of 
se:-;tence structure. Reliable results will be obteJ.ned 
from the exneriment only if the features of sentenc e 
study unique to the lesson materials o:r the series are 
kept strictly within the ex·"leriraental group . 
l~eekly report sheets will be sent you so that you 
may record and submit to me a repor t of' the week's work 
in sent ence study :ror t he control group o These wi ll re~ 
quire very little t ime for c anpletion and are nec eas ary 
so that I r.-3ay have a basis f or c ompe.rison of the di.ffer-
ences in maphasis for the two groups~ 
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SCHEDULE QE g§SOKS 
If the day of your ~egulerly scheduled lesson in 
the series should fall on a school holiday, will you 
kindly take the lesson on another day that same week? 
Aside from regular vacations sueh as those which occur 
at Christmas th·'e or at eight-week intervals in the 
second semester, the schedule presupposes one lesson 
per week for twenty consecutive weekso 
REPORT OK TEST RESlJLTS 
-----
Careful analysis will be made of all tests and 
compositions, and a method of acquainting teachers 
and, wherever feasible, pupils, with results will ~e 
devised. During the ~ese~t half year, however, no 
such report may be forthcoming, since preliminary 
materials will be subjeet to validation and must await 
detailed analysis at a later dateo 
\:',:El~~J_,y B.El1 0W£1 
..._ ..... -.~ .............. ~~"-".:... 
The exparimentsl group wss g i ven Lesson on 
0 
The control group was given sentence study as follows: 
.A:noun t of' 'i:;ime 
~lGments covered: 
(If a te::c tboolc lesson waG used, pJ.ea ::le indica t. e t;he tj_ tle> 
of the book end the pages covered by the lesson.) 
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J~.pril 195~. 
~ ~ina! Testing fr2gr am: 
Copies of the f inal tests in sentence s tructure 
will be sent to you within t he next week .. Will you 
kindly plan to ad.."l'linister them durin g the w eek of 
May lO,after the complet i on of the f i nal l asson in the 
ser ies ? 
Both the expe r imental and t he control groups wil l 
t ake t he tes t G Because pupi l s in t he cont rol group 
h av e not used t heir ass igned number s of ten enough t o 
insur e their r emembering them~ I have attached s lips 
bearing assigne~ nmnbe r s and names to copies of the 
tes t . Pup~ls will copy the numbers on t he line i ndi-
cat ed at t he head of t he tGst .. It it is at all noss i -
ble, will you k i ndly arr ange t o have any pupils who 
are absent when t he t est is given take i t upon their 
r eturn, so that I may have camp1ete data on al l part ic -
ipants .. 
~ Final Cgmpos i tion Specimen: 
The s econd phase o~ the progress cheek will com-
pri s e the final composition specimen to be s ecured 
from both the exoerimental and the control groups 
durini'the -week of May 10.. "It would be a good Pian 
t o announce during t he preceding school week that 
pupils should think over a subject .for the composition 
wi th a view to writing it during the class period on 
t he day you assign ., Ask pup:tls to be considering as a 
s ubject an amusing (or otherwise interesting) school 
experience that seems particularly memorable . A good 
bas is for the selection may be that it is one they 
have enjoyed r ecounting to their friends $ An alter na -
t ive choice of an out-of-school incident may be made 
i f pupils prefer ., Knowing of the assignment a week 
ahead, with a possible reminder from you in the int erim, 
s hould leave pu~ils free to spend the class period in 
writing, rather than in tryi ng to decide What to wr1te., 
On the day the composition i s to be written, please 
give the assignment as follcwe 1. 
"Last week you were asked to think over what you 
recall of your school e~erienee and to select to retell 
i n writing an i ncident that you consider particular ly 
int eresting ., A good basis for choosing such an inci~~nt 
may be that it is one you have enjoyed t elling your ~r~endso 
"\vri t a the account of the expe:ience as c ilearly and 
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and i nterestingl y as possible, in sentences that 
are as '\mll cons·tructed as you are c apab1e of' 
making them .. Try to plan your time so that your 
composition wil l be completed by t he ·close or the 
period .. 
"\-lrite your assigned number at the head of' 
your paper o" 
APPENDIX B 
THE LESSON SERI~S 
Copyright pending 
1954 
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LESS OH I 
In addition to t;he five s enses that everyone needs , a 
-wl"5. ter must have anot her sens e - - sentence sense, How good 
is your s entenc e s ense? Do you lmow the difference between 
a sentence and a group of trords t hat is just part of a sen-
tene~ -- a sent ence f r agment? Do you sense clearly whel'"e 
one statement, or questionp or command, or exclamation end~, 
and anot her begins? Once a student acquires that ability, 
he has made an important step toward writing wells 
Toda.y' s lesson will help you ·co take account of' stock 
and to locate type21 o:f sentence weakness that you may have . 
l!}hen you know the exact np ture of your sentence el .. rors p you 
will be able to correct them more I•eadily. The real test of' 
your ability to hru1dle sentences comes, of course, 1n the 
\lri ting you do both in school and out. Exercises like the one 
below, however, can help you build the :foundation for writing 
improvement. 
Insert correct punctuation and capital letters Jn the 
following selection to show sentence divisions. wben you 
have finished~ you irlll be ready to talk over JIOUr corrections 
with your classmatesD 
EXERC ISE I 
--.;.-...;..,._;;..--....-
Have you a microscope I have and it is a source of constant 
fascination for me because it has opened to me a world or wonder 
I have discovered that there is beauty and pel ... fection in the 
tiniest objects if I told you to look at the wing of a bee and 
to compare it·with the wing o-r a fly you uould probably declare 
at once that there is no difference ao far as you are able to 
observe here ia wh~re the m2gic of the microscope comes in 
under its powerful lens you discover that each of the win~s is 
covered with t..rhat appear to be tiny pins the npins" on the 
wings of the fly ar e farther apart than those on the wings of 
the bee both wings are intricately ribbed but thei1 .. patterns 
are n.ot at all similar in design 
Let us look at the drop of water on this slide can you sea 
anything i n it of course you ca.n 8t to the naked eye it is oru.y 
a. d~·op of water now- l e t us put t he s l i de under the m·!tcroscope 
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t::ome c.:le on t h e drop of i~atex·' look see ho .. clee.r the l :t:ttle 
creat1::res e.:::•e noH a~ they dal't around in the water i n frantic 
speed when 1m put this drop of vinegar upon a slide 't>Ie shall 
need r~o dye.l> since :tt already has a b:t"ownish tint t:Je discover 
under the micl,oaeope that it . contains many long organ1sli1S that 
sHim leisurely about bece.use of their shape they are called 
v5.negs.r eels 
dontt ever let anyone tell you that a boyts micro~eope :i a 
only a plaything H; is a magic inst:r•u_men t that wil l open new 
uorlds to him and .fur·nish hi!n with answers to countless ques -
tions ., 
1r you made any errore in the preceding exercise , it is 
ll!-{ely that they fall into two distinct types: punctua·tion of 
a sent;ence f'ragmen ·i:; as a sentence, and running i:;vo sentences 
together,. Given below s.re examples of such errors, and sugges ... 
·~ions :for corl .. ecting them.. As you examine each o.f ''-he sentence 
pa irs, ~oto particularly any that may resemble a pattern upon 
which you made an error ~ 
THE SEN1'El iCE FRAGNENT 
The sentence fragment type of error occurs ·when a part or 
a sentence (a. subordinate clause., or a phras~) ie written as i.f 
it were a complete sentence. 
TYPE A: lncpmple_t$2: Hurrying despel ... ately 9 so that I might 
catch the early bus~ 
Complete : I hur1•ied desperately~ so that I might 
catch the early bus o 
Remember that every sentence must have an independent 
The group of words, Hurrying desperat_~, is a particip:l.al 
So that .!. !!)-i,15ht catch ~ ~rl~i bus 5_s a dependent clause .. 
because there 1s no i ndependent clause, the first group o~ 
in the pair listed under ~ A i ~ not a sentence., 
clau .. e .. 
phrase .. 
Thus 
lrJ"ords 
notice that when the subject and predicate,. I hurried, are 
substituted !:or Hur!'l'~~~ an independEmt clau~e is suppl.J.ed,. and 
the idea is not~· completely s-tated,, The clause ,. I hurri~ de::;rpe_£-
atelx 1s :9.:n innepende:nt clau!!le ~ tha·c is., :J t could be used alone 
.a~ a sent0nc e ,. 
3. 
TYPE B: 
I11complete: Because the armnuni·tion was running out and 
the water supply ~as low~ 
Q_omplete: Because the am.muni·cion was runnj ng ou-t; and 
the water supply was lou, the captain ordered 
his men to retreat. 
Notice that until the in(1ependent elause was adde_d, tha 
group of words was a non.senteneeq 
Incontplete,: The . sudden hush thro,.Jghout the vast hall. 
the lifting of the baton~ the first strains 
of the overture. 
Cor.tplete: Then . crune the sudden hush throughout the 
. ~ast hall, the lifting of th9 baton, the 
t1rst strains or th~ overture~ 
Until the f'irst g.roup of words· above was converted to an 
indepennent clause, it was merely a series of phrases -- a 
sentence fragment. 
TYPE D - 1: 
-----
Incorrect: Thare have been some excellent motion pic-
tures based u~on old story ravoriteso For 
example, Cdp~ins Courageous, Treasure 
Island, an ~ Adventures £! 'om Sa~e~o 
Correot: There have be0n some excellent motion pic-
tures based upon old story favorites -- for 
example, Captains Courageous, Treasure 
Island, ana:The Adventures 2£ ~om Sawyer. 
The phrase beginning with ~ ex~aple belongs with the 
independent clause. 
TYPE D - 2: 
Incorrect: Our terum· seored heavily in the ri~st quarter. 
After which our opponents seemed to gather sudden 
strength. 
Correct: OUr team scored heavily in the first quarter, 
after whieh our op~onents seemed to gather 
suu.:.:- ~trength. 
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The group of wo~ds begi nning wit h af ter which is a subordi-
nate clause, dependent for its me~~ing upon the statement i n 
the preceding independent clause. 
TIIE RUN- ON SEUTEHCE 
--- . - ~~~~
The run-on type of sentence error !a one in which two or 
more sentences are w:rltten as one. 
Incorrect: The snow fort had taken t wo days to build, it had 
two thicknesses of ice blocks for walls. 
Correct: The snow fort had taken t\ro days to build. It had 
two thicknesses of ice blocks for valls. 
Notice that a period, not a comma, muot separate t he two 
independent clauses. 
Inc orrect: Are you on the basketball team with ~iour height and 
speed you 1d make a fine player. 
Correct : Are you on the basketball team? With your height 
and speed,youtd make a fine player. 
Notice that the .first pattern in the pair above ran together 
a question and a statement. lllien the necessary punctuation i s 
supplied, the 1deaa become clear. 
EXERCISE .ll 
Eaeh of the following . contains an error similar to the types 
we have just identified. Re'Wl'lte, making necessary corrections. 
1. Have you read the adventure story, Swallows and Amazons,i t 
is a very amusing tale ot a group ot :boys and girls who played 
castaway on an island. 
2. We drove to t'Joods Hole. 'l'hen went by steamer to the quaint 
island of Nant-ucket. 
3. Ted 1a ~ -~u!et_ level-headed uerson. On whom you ean always 
depend in a erisis . 
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4. There a~e rally t1o eomplete plots Mntning through 182 
Merchant of Venice. The bond pl ot and the wi nni ng of beautiful 
Portia. __... 
5., The fury of the wind, th~ l eaden sky., the mounteJ.nous wave ., 
6 Q Alt hough Penny is two yoars younger than Jan . 
7 . l~ot ""r'-shing to be J.a.te tor the opening curtain. 
8. Dad thought I'd better sign up for the classical course he 
wanted me to hav~ training in Latin and higher mathematics . 
Pupil Humber ----- Date 
--------
.;;;.EXE=R..,.C...,I..-SE..., ll 
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A 
Ttlo'~c;h ''JVI o!' u~ ~ s r··'. ,•r:) 'c l)e . • 1 ·Jar . .J wo o ' l rec ognize the 
n<?~d of o ..;r oc- aul r~n.g sorne ':)i:' t ht3 sl · , lls tha '.- 8uc ce s stu.l e. u.tho""B 
=3rnp loy t o r-1£. 1\. G th e lr wr lt jng '~ le a l:' , !'ozoce f ul r.a inter en tang 
One s~ch ~bility 1s s k ill 1~ using a ver i ety of sentenca ;~ttern a 
a skill tns.t can be lea"'n8d t in•ough careful practice , because 
wr i t.~a - 1s e5ser. tially thinKir.g ., en import-snt pu.rpos:3 of' JOUr 
l~tl p.;lish co·urse is to help you to ·.hir.k c.learly ~mo to present 
your idqg~ in wall~phrased pAtterns that eay what you mean aftec -
tivgly nnd inte r a ting y. During th ls s~~les of Jsson s you will 
b:: taucht i1ow to manipulate ideas u :. ma _y di1'fer1r.t pBtt3rns t:nu 
t .. J r sco(_r. lze the change· n lllEHill.l.ng that teke placa Wilen .t-nrts CJ1' 
s gr. t"':!nces e.r.g sh~ft ed or -· ephrased . 
Because lts structure is relative l y eRsy to und0rs~ana , we 
!'lhal l b ~1 in 'IIi th the simp) e sen.t9~·.ee , .t'erhap :JOU wi 1.1 t;e sur -
pl'lsed to note how many di f f'e :r- Gr..t pf:l t tarn.s of' the ~UIULJl& sentor~ c.e 
tn ~ r 1 ore. A ~ell constructed slmpla sentence c an fraq~ntly 
~xp ress nn idea more of'f"ecLively th~n a rnor· e i'l.vol v ed stete1non t 
c a n . prir.cipelly becsuse it goes <Hrectly to ";tte point with 
rtl atively f'ow word~ . -
.t'AR'l' I Veryir.g the ~! of ~~ject onti Preaicate 
I<'ro;r; your proviouc study , you will recall that a sirnple 
s e n ten ce hps one complete subject and o.e complete predicate 
lt :na .KGS or.e complete a.ssa:::-t~on; t.hp,t isy it cor.tc1in! one sta te~ 
:nen t :, quostion ~ cocnrnand ~ or exclamat.ion ,. 
Show thet the fo~lowtng are simple sentences by plecinb 
a v e P ti c sl lina b e t Jer-;n th0 comp J.G~-e subject. and the complete 
pr'.3die e t e 1.Jli. ' e rl ~ne t:h<? sub ject no · r, or p :i.."t:l r.ou.n once ,. the 
pred lca e \~ rb tL ~ co . 
' l 
. ' r.J ' .. 1. l' 
b in 1 r. :J..ns I ant a ::.·oePi.~~g ~~t-'~"eam wu a baint:, play!:Jc. upo 1 
t~e smouluer ing roof. 
'lou. will nota thet in the p:peceding s .n tences so.~e verbs 
preJedad the simple subjecy . lt is possible to VDry the ~Lru 
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tu:·s of' tLe simple sent.encs by Chtu.ging the order oJ.' the ~ubje c:t 
ur.d pr-9•. ,1 c f.! t e ,, Since most simple sen terAc e s arG ftri t ten with the 
sutj?ct PP?ceoing the predi ate~ wa se:v that a s e ntence l1!t.e the 
follo~ing is written in natural ora1r: 
Tho flock of screem1np seagulls swooped down. 
ort~r.} to rneke the "thought more .forceful, thG ser.t.er.ce 
is writt-9r. ·.dth the pr·\?dica•·.a~ or a pa:I~t o.f tlie predic ate pre ~ 
cedinG tha subject w Sue a sentence 1s said to be 1n 1r.v ertea 
(or tr~~sposeu) order . 
N0tice how the sentence ge1ns in force hon it is r!.ri tten 
in inverted ord_r: 
Do,_vr. swoope( tho flock f screaming SGagull s " 
All of' the followinp, sirnple senter .. c es s:::-e ..:.n na tural o!·aur 
f{ewrite t:-1e ser.tencas to sho~J ho~ :\.nver·ing .,_he OI•d a r of' subject 
ana r :;:t.l:i c ate may val" the p~ tteri" ... : 
L ·r:1o ::.ost intere sting part of' the sto .y- Ou.as n. ow c. 
:? ~ A p-rac eful col 2..i e lay 'r.:efore the ble zing t"irepls ee , 
) I' t .. 
~ ~ 1 have seldom met such courtesy i n . cnilde 
4 . ~y naw bicy la stood there besl.d ~ tne tre3. 
5 o 'i:,e crumpled body of ·~he young limber la_y or .. the 
: ·· :- ledge 
1 ,~ . ~~r· €9 ft-~ ·.~-.· ~·lr .. ... · struc~~d thct ;,() '3 ,_. fi'.p .... ~· ,,•::J •'-' r~L :::1 .> ' 
0 .·--
ont.r-• in 
,..I 
' ' . 
. t. • • I 
'""' :·I! 1. • ; l 4 ,, ' - :~ 1-•• ' ~ • , 1 • ~ r.,. 
i; ::J.lr-:ple sGn Leneo may el so hav 8 .-s> compo·..1ne1 p:r•edic ~ ta. 
r....:x emplP. • The s (:; r·m lashed rhe l-each and ctrove t•le l~t. t 
suilboats sahore_ 
Plsca s verticaJ. line ~otwean the com~lete subjact one th e 
~cmpl3to prcoicet6, Underline the simple sulject once, a~ erch 
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He:a·J.1.Ler that wh1.lt•-wer 1 ts len¥!h, a si:nple 
<?.!':.~ co:.~plete "su17jfic,I ~~~ one--:_~J_s f"preoicate7 san t.ar.ce 11e ~r.li£ e.no the.. t Tr" as :i er s 
01~."1:2 ~ thought .. 
?ne :nmple s en't'lnce m y be phrased i n an.y one ot four· !Jps · c 
'l'he ro: lowu1g table su:tu:.ari:r.e s t;le se pat. t9.t•ns ~ 
h simpl3 senten~e moy have~ 
1, e siiflple subjC:!ct <?no a s·Ir.ple pree1·.cvta; 
hxample ~ l.sSellB e.xpJ orerj the ~··!.1 ss1ssip~;i River 
~. a compou~d nub act and a s.1mpla rec1cete ; 
.I<~xample: .L.aSal Le ana Father ~ior,~u€1tte a;·f.i}Ora<.l 
the Mi .. is3l.ppi 
3~ c s imple subjer.t ar.d a compound predlcete; 
f'XBIIlP!2.= LaSalle explored tho Ylississip)i River 
and ~lc·~ed it tor ¥rAnee, 
4~ s compOU! .d subject r.::nd n compour~d pr•eciioat.e; 
Gxam}; b2_: LaSalle and Fe ttH~r ~Aarquette .:•xplorc 
the lit:l8318sippi River and claimed l.t .ror 
France . 
1.1 .• r · JF t·. ,.n t1~ s'lr.t .• ce for 
t.o:t ~C3 pat terr..B -
HOWl' 8 th~ ~-- ., .!. 
tlq r P.·"Jy to t.:} .l wni ch pattern or tho s ~mp. F.t 
1 The lnd ·an . c....out:s crept t-.owrJru t,h.:-3 ptonGer 3nCo;apalent . 
Tbey bia in he.toll fr a sa of th~ pra irie , 
;::: L0\"1 · har.ging m..Lst rolled H e t;l''BY " ouu ec.i·o"s the 
ploin. lt ob3cured the scon e c 
;·)., hushed V0 1C8 S 
dp, ·~ness .. T~1e 
f' th~ sottl9rs came to thl3m thr•out.h the 
rAstless stom~in~ f he hors9s ce.ne , too 
4 n The p1oce~r s stood on ~uo •d in the sbeltar of th9 watnn 
circle Thay pointed t o1r •ifles ut over ~nd dark 
rrflsslsr.d. 
b . '!.'he lr ..dtrms sudden y ga •1e their pi~rc .l.nb -.,er ··cry. ·r ue ) 
swept ~owr.. upon t he camp ~ 
6 The dof gr~wled mena c ing y . 
star .eo af ter· us 
lt bare c.... its fangs . lt 
7, 'rhe hi£!-:h sP.a s poun.o eCi the b ·:J ech ·. 'l''tta y scoopea tr e 
sanu from under the co tte~ns .. ThGy weakened ~le pi ling 
unn~ r the bos~ c lub wharf. 
8 rAflny p·ir s . r. r;.y r.eighl>orhood go to camp ev e1·y summer . 
l•.eny toys ~n my ne:lehborh ou go _ too. 
9. Th9 radio carried th~ full prorram of tho convention 
so did th~ tolevision-
10 .. J ;;;rry j umpad upon his bike ·· '..l'Gu jumpea on lus. '£naJ< 
rollonaa tne f~re 8ppsra t 1s 
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r· . n 
1- M.;:~th8r rwcJ becon.e e:x.esperotecJ. at oL r forgetfulness~ Shs 
haj prep~rad a dafinite time schoaul e for O\r chorBBo 
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~1 ,. llvving b.=J co:r.e ' 'xaspGre ted t~· t our forge ti'u.lne ss, J..~<O ther 
hr;u propnrede aeri"nl te "".'i'r.e SChGOUle t'or our c:·tores, 
b .- r .. other, having b8co::;e C?.x~u:;p:H"flted aL ou1• i'orLat.t'ulne~s 
• l:lp_r_,; pr··3Ptl f.o(la""""d.ef'Y.n.J":-'"te -t-f!i,(3 sc11.Gd.ule for our c,JOr·e s 
~~ T110 trn1 tor was s :r•lppGd of' h:.Ls com!tte.r.ri .. He fc ed the 
disrrace of court~nartinl~ 
2 ., Stripped of hl<> co~.1.t:1a1d. the traitor i'aceo the uisgr ar: e 
· o lcO'i:l:-;·t=mo r t 1 a 1 , · 
b .. 'J?he traitor, st;rl.pved o.r lu.s comr~land, f'acea tt e oi SL n(· · 
of court=mort.+"~-:---
riotic e the~t in th:a seccr.d pat ,ernt we apoppe · the nclpin, 
y .~ rb we s ~nd used only the p8.1' .ielplo st!~~~pe~ un.cj i t~1 moa1f1ere. 
Comb;_ne t he 1'ollo ·.'!1.ng patrs of sent nceg ISiS illu.ntrated. J.n ; h 
J~ drift d out to s aL. 
~ . 'l'l C boyf: hod CC111.ple tea their tan.::s ,. 'J.'hey v~en'i.:; inside the 
shop to col lee: t Ghe ir .PDYo 
~. 'i¥e hnd >".lai ted long p-9 s t the ti!1H3 of o~ · .•• api.iOin tme · t ?~r. 
fcl t :i.mpat ie r~ t., 
4. Mother was o ccup i d with household c.ff La . S~1e cdo no'·-
not1~a Bill 's d~jected mv~ne~, 
l.r:.o:Lcat:int:: the possib e r. mte:t• of p" tterns :ln vJ.tuch ti1s iuca s m<:s _,r 
b 8 .:;owbined to 1•epreser't the use oi' pprt.ic.i.pia.l phrfl.ses., Bec~·i tc~ 
l 'l r t f ·i e '! (' : ~ ..,__ ~·'-", ... aa" (l f'! )_ . ih0 :-l ~· ye ;70\"fl 1 ::1 v;~y c.ow ~ •- 8 - ,. · ·- '> • _,. , I.Av ·--
4--.t-~ A ::-1 <-"' L•"'!J.""'- r: t. ..-3 r:·I 9.S .. lJ o f · hi.-~ (J ,J pOr:' .. l t: s (..:;, 
..J l. - ...... ·-.... -~ . ... \.) .• - -
' ... : 1 ~3 c t""'i.!t~ t 
l .. ... _ · :--', 
~ ·r n n ~ ' d ~ ~ ro s s tJe ~ mma r 
1.. 1 ' ~-~ ... ~0 1.~· r :.... ~(r: i·· 
,' . ; 1:., < ; I ·0," };;.~J t >lJ r '1,. .. 
r "1.. 'r ( ._, . • J 
I 
. '\:' 
~- Dad fixed a star~ e·.o~ us. 
He d~~ended nn ~xplanaLion. 
~ .. A si·lplo ;.:>(~ . t •3r.ce v-i ch a compou 1c1 p:r·ediceta: 
2,. 1. sir:f)lo s:mter.ce rrith a:.. introductopy participial pil.rasa; 
~. A simple sentence ~it~ a purticipiol phrns~ in ~he 810Ule: 
~ rl simple Gr.Lence ~~1 th S parViclpiaJ. phr ase et the end : 
B. The do~ ~&s nlormed •t our pprosch a 
He gro':i7ed meu~cingly,. 
J.. Ji simple sentence, in nr:1tu.ral ord!li., wl tl ::.:. compo n<l predicatG~ 
~-?. ., A sih.pl e sentence i;.1 inverted order~ \'!1 th a compouna predicat-: 
3 ·. A sim}:.lle s entence with an introduc tor7 part ic ipinl phrase : 
4 A sinple senter.ce 'i7ith a par~icipi[ll phra.so in t:t:e miaala;; 
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~:o:nc t:unen two sir,:pJ.e sen t.an.c.e. , p_ •:> so r.l(•Se.1 y related. r: p+ 
~hoy mey be combined to form ~ne - ~nt • .ce 
E.xampl ~ ~ Ted WiD lame hit e b.cm . run over t h& l'ie;ht !'~ a}n 
-- bleachers Th~ g &me wa ~ver -
Ted Williams hi' e hom ~ ~un ov e ~ the r iLht fle . d 
bl eacher~ and the gemo ~~s ov er , 
Put paren these3 around Gach of t ' e -'-.hough s in the pre~ d. ~ 
i ng sentence,, Notice that eal!h psrt ~ --f:l.S a ... mbjec"i.. a.;1d pr801cat" 
of its ownp and t hv t.. each co r..tains a ''omplete thought ,) l:Seca~Hl 
e a ch :ldea expresses a complete t hcugb '"' we ~E..y ,hn t ·there ar3 
t..-vo indep end ent c lPlL ... 3S in the scnten -~e, 
Yon r. 11 ecsll th~t e clause is ;;. par~ uf' a sen ter.ce con= 
tai.ning ~ subj8Ct and a predic ate.. .A:,J J.n.oependent clause ~s 
one which e.xpresses !! complete tl'l~~~?. ln other worus , if 
such a clause ~ere written alone ~ it ivula be a simple sentence 
A sen tence mad e_ .!::E o~ t wo or mor· f:' -~~-:~ end en t clauses is 
~a.lled c ompound sente&c e~ 
Notice the un e of the word but :\: . this sentEJncs ~ 
We waved frantical ly ~ but t~ e people on s' ore did not 
no t i ce us o 
:otice that but c onr ec ts t-o cls~saB. eac h o~ which could 
be a simple sentence - .1-1. ~vord wh"ich C-' 11n.ects two g !'O clf./.S ol wor·a. 
of equal i mportance ls call d a co=ordin~ting conj n~tion a 
£o-ord ina.tin~ mean s "maklng equal " 
In e c ompound senten e;. the .. r.c! a~ Jndent cls.ut'I ·Js are usual 1 :; 
co'"'.nected b y co-ordinating C'onlun~ t~ c·~. :3,. Common co~ordin~ tlng 
and nor. 
Usir(~ "'ll, • •• o· --:, ·-· , -o ''. r·_(; , n : c . · · . . ~ -+ . ur .. 
_ ··J pe . UO!J t cla uses by -:or.1l!las · 
1. Slll311 gi~re you so .. n~ l1ot c·rl ( ·:;~1 1 c:.~ ... pct 
~ould you prefer o ao~d drinl~ 
~ He neve r seems ~o hur ry : 
He a,wsyE f~nishe on tiwa. 
3 . A Champion bi ~ycle is strcn~l huilta 
1 prefer B J i~hter model 
-~L Set yourse1f B. go t:J.l fo1·· the dt ' ~ Raach i.t 
5, Ha never a~Jlc3 a fnv ....... ,~. 
lie never er~nts one 
E::ou=~mpl~: E:~plorel:'S of c. westei'n c.;"v o c r:lme upon the 
perfectly preserved body o,· e prehistoric 
lnaian ; t-;he o. · .Be ove!'Y star· r.lec. ~he sci en tifif! 
world,, 
r"~~r --=·E'Ilt the c mpotmn sentence pntt rn. Scme santan~es ma 
L In 1.';'83,. b'ran~~ 1.n en ~· c.,....ed t·.hG • · \:y o*~ Ph.:- lf.tcl3lph1R ~.s ... poc•i- C:)~J. By :,;,30 .. t , c.-hi!.:!~ . ;f,;~('lrr.· .• r:nQ o ite 
~eal~h~est ~1&i~ens. 
~. Sand for the ne~aasary b)a lkS, G0t your upplicat1on 
in ear: y. 
:)" He al\':lays &tand.G high in il iS C:.· ~ss es . 1 t.~ vo nav~·q·· 
seen hin study~ 
4 ~ Shall wo go now? Do you ~ish to wait for a l ater bus~ 
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5, Mother insi3ted up•· n m: tnk~.ng my raincoato ~'hG ~'(~ th<~r 
1.1en had pt•.adicted ho~H=!rr: 
t;~o Lo ~r,is pol!' ;,·.·..;t.l ,t} t·J~ -~,r~v c·'"•'r· ~ ~~< ·l1t r..~~J!..·,...~ ~·.-l !: ,c; t. ~ . "··) 
,- thd Sl:,ple ser.+-ence unc :.i\10 '~-':' 1' 1:': c •P'f.('' ~"~.d ... "lt.<:~ ...... ~ 01· 
Gtin r··3:.tully comtj_r.e i·~cas :t•1 '\iar :l-=:•-:i : .. nc. '3{·.er'"·1-;<-J p~_tt:-. n.;, .~, ;, 
C'vn ·.r;ritLGn (3XP!'·3~Si0n ..,.all boglrl :;c ~ho r:.ig1s ~..nzit .~"u fJ~· 
f.~ro•:Jir~t, l.r. your e.bili ty to hanGlo h:ngl.t~J-,. 
:::o~r-b.tr.s eaeh of the s antenc 0.1 in the pairz b~lo in ttl 
patterns listed. Punct1mte ~ent-nces correctly. 
1 The horse was terrif~od by the rlsmss. 
He bolted madly 1nto the street 
., ,· A simple sentence "Yi th t:< con1poux. 1 pl'Gdicv te ~ 
2. A simple sentenc & wlth an 1ntroduct ry p~rti ipiel ~hra~e: 
3., 1~ simple sentence w~- t.h a pa"'tic.~p'l- ~. pt.rase 2n tr a mioale: 
4: .tl comoou ·.d senter.c~ in whi h idaas .Sl' .-,nrnbined by a. co -
ordineiing conju~ction~ 
b A cmapound s nt<mc o in :v . i~h 1~l1e co = rdina ting conjuac tl.on 
is omitted: 
IJ o The old prospector suzpectect e trap. 
He approached the m·ns y rouna-about routev 
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v t.: n 
. J .. li ,..:.J,. ~· -· • ~ 4 , .. 
·4 A co:::_r;ou;-~a ent.e r.c13 .i.n wh'lch 5uAss :r-H·e corn tnneu b:~ a co-
ord~nrti&~ conjunc~ion~ 
·-
5 .. A coo..tJour.d sentence in wnich "Gh3 co~ord.i lu'tlng conjunct.~o 
c 01:11 t ted ~ 
11 L 'l'he pEd.n t e rs ha: fin:l.sheo their· '.JorJ:e.., 
'l'hey p lea th<"i!.' eouipmen.t in the tr.ucK.,. 
l . A s .. mple sentence ;;1. th a compouna pred1 r. te ~ 
i.L A s 5.mple sen t~nce r~ th e:1 t ;:L tl'' .Jcit c to l':; participial phrf' se; 
3 ~ A SUlJ?le sentencE< with r. participisl phra se in the Hi.l.UO.o: 
~~ - 1 c: c:J!•iPO v ... d se ,t.enc- i n '.Jh~dl ideas are combinad b~r & eo.,., 
o _' ·. : "\ .. 1 -~- i r. c: r; on j un c t 1 n · 
d 128 
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Tr1c i'o,Uo>.•i;, g ::: ·~.i.l. ::.enc groups contain errors. .l.!..J: fn~.:.... 
·3·".C•l c~ 0 .. 01~1 r.md mal~G ncc3:3nary co r ree tions. Tal K ov er :YOUr 
c0 ~action s ~ith you clnasmstaap noting reasons for th~ c~unga3 
~:ou mol{e c. 
1 . Your allowance Ri ll cove a l l of your ordinary axp~nse s , 
Provided that you budge it carefully . 
2 .. rrhe war mode us K3en ly a a re of' :t' emot e p ll;\caz i n th~ 
:uorld names l il{e 1'erewa, So.ipan.i< eno Guaa alco.nal bec ome 
household word s in--mie h o!ne oT ev e r•y sol a L n• o 
3. Ths boy s w alk~ng alo~g to~ a ther t elling e Ych o t a sr of 
their troubl es o 
The sentence b~loa can logical l y be d i via ed into two parts " 
Dec i(JO v.1het they are, ::1.nd place parenthes es a round a ecn par·t .. 
~hen the gong sounded on the day af ter the h ixe, tho 
campers rolled out of bed r e l uctentl yo 
You wi l l notice that t he statement ~ ~ c ampers rolleu out 
of~ reluctantly 9 is a.n 1 dependent clause because it is a 
completG thought u The group of rJords, . -~~n .E!:! ~ sounoed on 
~ d a y art~r the hil{8 :~ is a claus e)> bu.t becaus e t he thou~ht 
~ nt it cont~ins is d apsndsnt upon the rest o f t h e sentence for 
i t s meaning, it is called a subordinate or de p endent clause d 
Cu.ch a sen tonce 1 co:npo sed of an independent c l a u s e and a u~~ penaen ":; 
cl ause , i s aall ed e comple- sentenceo 
A com~lex s en t e nc e contains one indep endent clruse a nu one 
- ~ - -
Oi.' .:10re subordi~ (de p and e n t) .£!_auses .. 
In the f'ollowing senteP.ces, underline the i ndepena ent 
c lauses onc e, the subordlna t a clauses twlca: 
l o Since he broke his ankl~, hQ has not played on the 
hi~h school team 
2. Lo~~Y cal-ed ou~ ss soon ns he caugh t sight or us. 
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. -~ '.:·.Yt:t.ld :1•) ·t; 
:t:hough the :1.ndepsrndont clm:. sa :·L .'· tb.e more j_.mpo !." ·t ant (:ls.n::; !"j 
:L·. the c omplex sEmtence 11 the suhoi:d :i.- --~ ~:·. te clause m.er·:lt~l a tts1t:'o:r>. 
be ..;au so its llSe pePmit;s one t:;o pl.n' a s .. :lcle<3.S in. many diffe1•sn.t 
,..~,: tte::•J."l S ,, You. ma:_~r recall i'1•oJ'll. -~ ·our .· l.ght1-;.gl'o.de study of c l a.nses 
t · -.a.·c a subJ:n~dinats ©lause m.ny 1 "'' usc< 8.8 a.n cldject:J.v-;~ ox' 1':is fU'l. 
Rd Jorb i nl modifier a 
To{iay we shs.ll cor s ider tr"J.~? USE' .·:;f ch.e suborcL'l.3!.[1. t\E:l c .lauso 
'.-:i l:.:i.ch dor3 s the worJ~o: o::.' an adj ec t :1..ve" Such a subordinate c l a uss 
,-r:. 
Wh !d:; nouns a:r•o modified by the ·.·;.: .. der V.ned adj e.~ ·tive c l :rntsus l n 
c.: ::_ :3l.t' se .'n.odi.fies: 
3 ., Billy enjoyed the boolt tb.~t ;c;~~ sent h:lmo 
4 ... Ht3 is a pereo~~ ~'oi: .:~t:?E! :;:1~ 
r•esp ec t o 
9Cl.',lOtU. l"t.i1 ,. 
~~~~··· 
Notice tho t. eacl:. of tllEl ur.de x·lL Gd clause a i£.: :l.n'i:;rodu c eC. 
b~' a pPo:noun o The pronouns serv0 to e onnee t t.h.e tw•J cluus as by 
that in tb.o 
t Le ud jectiv0 clauses to the nouns t tn:r modify., lllotice ths rela= 
;::. 
I I 
't ,_.,.,.. •t' .. O' 1: .... ~l i .· ... 
·(;~ i= ... : .. \ 
; , ___ y_.._ ... • 
'JL··:::)"!' i.:(~ ':be B~. , a::.+. .l-.r · ~ ~ · ;:u..1.sa9 ir ~l)e r··:~Jo.,; r,~" s;-::t .. en~ ,. 
,. Y ..:n ~-l"~ .. o 1 c i ~ !; 1 re~~n. :t•r;~ q"-~0r1<.1ur; to ·.[-,( .. not.ln ·;1at. th :1 
.; ·::; ~ .,! J'.:, \ .J, • Li 
.. • I:. An ne '!U :is hso F.l :Jr-.:.. O.iil S J.gn fl.~ro s 
u .,,_•k. 
·~ 
T"< 
). _· ... 
reset art rrom t • a r es t uf 
'h(!l yunc t ua t .l( r, 
l'~ t.c the wora ~o l'led. 
G 
~ -
·:~.x&J:~pl a; 
---~ 
stud e nt a ll t h~ JU~1 e~ho 1 -
r ,;rr :·.~ ~ a ... e 
·.h -
-· ........ 
• \• ,, r ' ~ • 
. '..:....: ... _ . 
t'1 
e 
n \ ~~d.a.:i be :a 
t:.11f> :.:l.Glin1n; 
Jcu 
sa tho <". 1 a s a tall s which 
·- ·-
C' 
":"rw o r d, ~!.::::. 
~. ") •. the ;~::_ ho: or s hip.-. 
~'· x·' ,, ... and 
ebov · 
' .. 
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EX ERG JSE VI. 
List here the six ra lRtiva p~onouns: ~-----' 
---··-- ~-
, ana 
Usa the relative pronouns to combine the follow~ng pa~rs of 
f3·3 11 tc~Ec:G so RevJri te r~ach p&il., as a complex sentence con ta1ning 
nn ac ~l cctive clausen Rm.'!embor to sat of!' by commas any claus cv 
that does not id:,mtify the pn.1•son or thing >ihose name is moui:t'.Led. 
b y the s ubordinate clause." I n other '"o.rd:s, if the clause ao0s 
not nnmver the mH~stion ~?Jl £;.~? you should sEJt :1t ort' by corn...'1las r, 
lo Edna is the eo1 tor of the school papero It won first 
prize in the national contasta 
8o Our orchestrs lesdar is Hr o kaul Dicksono He also 
directs the Legion ~P.ndo 
3. The first ~rize was awarded to Petero His impersonations 
of the camp counsellors made u s roar with laughter? 
4 .. Here are sevoral unusual snapshots, We t-ook them or. our 
trip last surr.Jnez• o 
b a All the boys turned their money over to Carl~ They had 
complete trust in himn 
(You may write the sentences on both sioas of th1s paper u ) 
! 
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1 · • .,. ·n l" ' '' • · · , · · •. - • 
--: .. 1, <....;"'....: .~{o..> ....... .;,J,l.u ·~·'·,-~ "Ctt·•~, ·t:;~?.t t .. -ln '.!]U ..... -:. J ~ •. l.J ,'! ~~. " .... _ .. ,. _ ... 
c.· u·.;.~.-;:.; as F..n. a':.l,") oc · .... lve .morl .. f · or. e .:~:. \;IE CO!";ii:)i ~~.ed 
u;::;inp; ::t•ol& tivo r;ron· 1.:r~o to s l'JlP: ·the r'-'1a i:io.t sh:J..o 
"Lc ec.n ·' ·· 
l) .. . ; ",. 0 .. . -
,).. ~-i.L- ... , .... . ll (~~ t' 2 0 y 
bet ·1een t~.··;~ .... ·.o 
Coabin.e the) .folJ.c·~>Ji· .g p:::Jir s t o i l lustrat!i the usu of ·>-;'·le-
nd jective clause : 
L. Tho Spanish monks esta ·,l~shed mlssions in tl: a Sout;_J.;; 0 ~ ",, 
The fucn~s won the lova of t e Ind1anso 
~0 Special pro.lC!e ws.:J givr-m t o Pet;dr Ca.mpbello He h~d 
served as chairman of the msmba~ship drivea 
Tb~ Adve r bial Clause 
A subordinate clauRe may also do the w l"k oi' an adverb; :;ha 
i s., it m~y rnod.ify a erb_, an udjoc.tive.~- o:zo an adverbo Find tl•e 
7ord ruooified by each of the u~darlined clauses in the fol lO?ln· 
sentence e> : 
t h e une of connectives co.l ... ed :uborcl.i2:..s.t1~ conjuncti~o .Mlvc:-·.~:· 1 
ell.1u sen ar· e 1Htroduced by subordinating con,ju.nct:lona, th<3 most 
c ommon of whi~h include the words ~f·~~!.: a.:..~ be~:_o~, ~~ ti.:!J,. 
~~"' .!!~~f' >'Jl1El!:~.ll ~\iJ.:,~l' -~~~!.~ » 2!E.erev£-" becs.us~"" if, ur~l _:. 
Notice th.::d~ t1ese words a1~e called s~!Jordine~!_~ ~l'lj unct~or~~ 
because they sre resp~nsible for ma k1ng thq ia8a they introuuce 0f 
minc~r 1'11portsnce to tt.e :idea Gxpro ssed. in the inC@penuent r;.l.a\n .. 
Ex- n£_le: Wl"":u:m "the young s:}.ngo?.:> a.ppGsr£Jd ~ the audlencil 
a::iplaUd<::•d ;. {'T'he ::'irst Cli:U.\3'1 1 cu.bo.Pdinat! d ():J b. :. .. 
'I'i".e subo:t'"'dL;.::.::."'l ·.·l~n.:'"'•- ruc::i·· f'i ws l&'J.Cf~-;'"} 
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3 . We came w1thin sight of tho to~1. We recognizad fam1lier 
l9::1dm. erk!'! , 
4 1 set the cabin in ordero Louisa want for the mail. 
Notice· that t e adverbia l clause may appear eit1er at the 
b~g:li:.ning cf' the sentence or· at the end" When t h e adverbial 
clsuse comes first , place a comma ef ·ter it, Plflce a comma 
before ~_, E.~~.' or for ~hen the clause g ives e. ra:ason., 
By v.1ay of sumrruariz:tng t.~ll the sentence patte~ns in ~ hich 
ideas may be combinedk recast the following pair of sentences 
to illustr&te each of the patterns lis tada Remember to place 
a corrw1e. after introductory clause s or phl aa e s P bat·.r~een inae= 
suboi"dina te 
pendent cleuses, &l'~d before and D.ft!9rA clauses which are not 
e:Js8ntial to the meaning of the -., d modified,, 
ho horseman gelloped out of the v~l lag~o 
ThBy raised a c oud of brown dust uptn tha plain = 
1 ~ Simple r.entencs wit;h a compouud predicate~ 
2.J Sir.1ple sentence r1it~1. an ·ntrod.uc ~~ory perticipial phrase ; 
3o Simple s entence with a p rticipial phL~a· e ir. the mi<.tdlg; 
3 
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5.o CO;'•tpound santenca, contai.nin.g a co=ordina ting conjunction~ 
6o Compound sentence in whJ.ch t.he co =ord1r4o.t ing con,junction J.. S 
omitted: 
7 " Complex ::>entonce ·~J ith ndjec t iv clause in the middle: 
B Q Cor.wlcx sentence -.~ith t:tn adjec t ive c l~:.tu s e a t the ena: 
9a Comp l ex sentence with an introductory adve rbial claus e : 
10~ Complex santence with an adverbia l clause at the end : 
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LE3S01J VII 
Today's l esson i s a summary of all the sentence patterns 
you have studied. You now know ten different ways to eom-
bL~e ideas& As you carry the pair Qf ideas through all the 
patterns, notice how rnany different ways there are of ex-
prt%1S ing the same thought. 
l!hen you have completed Exercise VII, your teacher will 
allow you and your classmates to write your combinations on 
the blackboard so that you may discuss the patterns and 
notice the way the sentences should be punctuated. 
EXERCISE ill 
Rewrite the following pair o.f sentences to illustrate 
the patterns listed: 
The savages swooped do\m upon the village. They took 
the defenceless settlers completely by surprise. 
lo Simple sentence with a compound predicate: 
2~ Simple sentence with an introductory participial 
phrase: 
3. Simple sentence ~dth a participial phrase in the middle: 
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4., Simple sentence wi ·i;h a participial phrase at the end: 
5. Compound sentence, containing a co-ordinating conjunction~ 
6 .. Compound sentence with eo-o1~inating conjunction omitted: 
7o Complex sentence with an adjective clause in the middle: 
8. Complex sentence with an adjective clause at the end: 
9 .. Corllplex sentence with an introductory adverbial clause: 
10 .. Complex sentence with an adverbial clause at the end: 
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·; .. 11 ~' • ••.• 1.-.er .--; ·~1 ·- ~1 / ex'tc.t.l-
o Jr, .• ; •.·. 't··.i: :J..,C..Lr~ I -.1 i .... h ~. -l:-&3 e. ·e oi' gl•e. :e .. 
-~· r: i 1 ~ l' .:.~ :.. • .... a ... ·. v' ] .. - 1 r:. ~ .,.. ·~ · .1 o- .. -- ·n~· 'P11en ·.rr-.u 
... _ , _ _,., _,.. v .~. ''-·.1 __ ,._'" ·- · · .• :· J. -u u.. ,J.. J,' 
n ,~ .. -; p~lnd fJ ·;:~-0 !'::entancc. i11 2t1d1 a .. ·~· i'.' .... '3.t m')::•e em-p.i.la.s·1.J ia f,iv .n 
t·J the 1 .... !-l .. ,O::.."' i(lea the.n to the mlno:r· OL3" You 1 ave alr6adv notec 
t:..,: ·-. r: .. id&u ph~ased as e n inde H;nd ~.·nt~ c1a :we ~l'1 a -:rell-oi-de e 
'.!·.:n iit=;!1Ce ::..a !i.Ut-~:;.·aatica.l:ly gi v n the irrlr:>O:t"tscc of' a major 1 den 
·' .hile onR :rhich is pre.s&n '·ed in a au· ordint-:tG c:J.a.1,se Ol" :ln P. pln· e 
l:.?~OmE.~ \:!la·'·ively less impor-tant ... 
.!'.~ yea have comb nee pair:s of s 9I tenco3 j n yo r pPevious 
le:ssons, you havt=; noted thnt in all but~ ti"le ~or.11 ou.nd sentenc . .:. l t 
wa~ necesE a~!y to phrase o:nl7r on~ thought an eel:'. independent cleuse _ 
1;·Jn~n t~he c the~ ... thou~~y·c in the; pair · a~ redu~ .JJ t o a subol"din ,.te 
..-;lar!:-e Ol" to a phrn.se, it be:car~:3 the lead :lYi:ifl\"''j:-'l;ant l.d •. , 
l!<:.,t1co the ~wcces!'!l"lfe step~ by whJcb ti: ... ..,: ···lr.st ld0a. in ~en­
tsnce 1 hclow is reduced 1n importance: 
B:~!g:.le : Ivan 10t:J had dhrpleased his l'Ei..f-1~~-·~~ an(1 he had 
been bnnieb0:i t"'rorn Rothertmo ., 
.-.z ~ CONPT.~EX SEI~TI!:FCE -~ The first idea i.., ~ubo:~d.ll1ated i an 
a~jectiv clausa: 
J <' 
Iva.n1 oe t,-110 had d:i.spleaned hi~· ::.:"Rthel, hod been 
'll i) f:i :.."st~ idee. :i. B subo:c6 .. nn ed :5n a par•v:i.c t-
pi a_ pln ... ~.H.' : 
Tb.- impol"tnnc ttCLn!"f' in writing :-ny sentenc iss of: cout'~e, 
.18. rir: ~ :!Offi'~t''L .. g interesting to say.. !JO 1 ~ S l!l ilupm:•'ta.n;,. i3 the 
l!bili ty to present such idoas in ~ cleF.r and interesting 3tyla . 
gur.h of wh<:>.t l~J'e call style is tr~ .ee blo "i>o a ?Jl'i tel"' ~bil1 ty 
_iJ,.Bt, to :Jelect idaas 1.ror'i.;h eonvey:'ing to his re , der, and sec")l d 
t: a:;:·.,.·· uge tl·em so that they stsnd out in c lee.r tei~a.il. You 
nho!-n i~. t~lligt3nee ~nd tht~ expel .. iences you have hacl \<Till d oternd.r;. 
t!'·e q a:u:·;:r of -your icl.f;>aa , but the sJ-:ill of' pr•ssentlng t bose .td s 
cJ.e ... r·ly e.na eflectivE..l;{ is some-r.hing you can leiH"n~ 
: u · :h'~ ')llll_)OS-: of· t : ... _.L IJ J.e ... F<Hi ··c gi ~ V t f'n .. 'C.t'lCE' j rae t.:;.co 
· ,r-··1 )tl . < t5. z ~e:1te:r~ce.-1 tr. a v~r·il: ty cf pil t., .. ·ns 1"11<': - e 1 ·,e ·. 
ln t o 
no, and t;h.en the othel. ... assmnetJ ch.'!_ef' :i.mportanci"" by its bei.ng 
vhra.sed a~· an 5.n-clepend .r..,t clause .; 
Here 'lre the thr~& idscw to bo COi.I.hi ;lE)cL ~ 
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:in 
u 
11) rn·hP. fl•..,...,t """'" ·v;r~ 0 ... ~ v.·r.1.e e·t_1n 'C)l"Ok-~ J~t-.I-OU,_.·,.. thA "JO -tn 
... - ... "' ... o:;o. - "- "' -- - • V .<..l • - t~,.... "" L • • '11. - p; 
ha~e,. 
2 _ The ridtn .. slgLted a little vl!.lage, 
3v 'I'he vi1lag - lay Ol1 llf.1. edge of the plr.in ,. 
2., :·ia::dng_ the seco d ~~ .!!.0.POX'ta~ -- subo:>:dinating all but tht: 
s'3dond thought: 
As tl e f'irst ra.:..··::. of the sun broke ·i:..h~·_-.-.-Jf.'h the morning 
hu.zG, ·t.he :t•ider £!.::.;·~.::;.~ .§;_ littl~ ~-~·--· l,j.i.ng on the edge 
or th~ --pfain: 
Talk Oit'er with .\ ou ... cltlS8~nates the m;;.n:-.1er 5.n wl ich the Jd a:r; 
uel"e suhordinated in each of the sentenees ,,. Hocice ·_at the doa 
oi' thG third sent.;;;nce ma~r be r> ducod to e. nz•eposi t:tonal phrase 
me ely b~r omittiLlg the pa:'.."t5.c.iple, l;y1 g . 
Exrun:nle: As tl:..e fJ_:c .. st r-ays of' the sun hroke through thG 
morning hn~e 11 t :1e :~tder sighted s. little village 
on the edge cf' thf.l plain., 
' .. 
'( 
; ~·.:---, r- . h. ~.c. ni; ': .::: ·t ·.:,r: .• : 1 "1~);;, ·t:O:;I. 
.. ~r·~·,_-w:inj~ s~~s .::. ... ttdr:..:-.5 tr~ -~t'l.t~ \\'c , · :~·u~·t. 
:.~ r,t .. 1v t'unaal') 9.'1J~~l.i ii1t(j ·t!le ~ ta~li .~n ... 
lla h~ld a1o ·· • liF"):.t·;;c,d tore .1. .. 
,., ·· t!U "U ... 1-
I : had bf'en . ·lndlea fpon the f'1 ""0 on r:;ount :)l::.~;nt.:~~ ., 
"·7akh'lf!, t.he first :i 1 0.a impor•tant -·· ~mbor':iinnt.:i.ng al] ,_,ut tr c 
i: Lt•st ·,l:.:m.sl t ~ 
') i·,!ak:i.ng -:·he ~ eeond ·i ~.~a. important --sl.1bOl"din3tinr~ ~u.:;_ Lut tr,e 
;-;,econd thour~ht .. 
3, t-!akinp; ':;~0 thJ!rd j_de-:: "=npo~-:-tent - ·- subold:'\_r:t : ting a:!.1 hut the 
-chi x•d thouf"'Lt. 
FL The r.;-:.;n:mt tree2 ·.;· ·. J,lJ.e :i.n th"'' stor:m_. 
The~ cast sha.do;.ft;; ·upt..n t.!1e •re·;~ p.avomen·':. ., 
The shadoHs \>Jere :.1 1~3 d::mcing black ·wj t.:.h~ :j" 
1 , 1\.'isldng the .. ir•st 1del :'lmpc.r-tant -- r:~uoord1 nut:tng alJ. but the 
f.tr-:<}t thot:p;ht: 
2 Hr;.ldng c;t,e st:eond ~ det:·. important - - ~ubOl"dina ting o 11 hut :.:;'·l 
c eccmd tl·:-.ought: 
r~lald.n.r; th . third :. d.ea ir.n<a"tant ~- ~n:bordina t,··- g s ll. but t e 
t r .. ~ _ d thr".n.~ht ~ 
.. 
- 'J ) I 1 ) "' . 1 . :. 
l;", .I ~. ··-: ,.""• ) ·-~ (.. . .. ... ,:·: ) _..,. { r.; .. :. :, ,, l . ·. ..:-; .. 
.. ,· ~ .... · ... '.(~"' ;...._) "'·· ··£·1'"""·":- ·...-;.~-... ~~ .... , , .,.,.:.~'"""~'r .•l'l'•r~·· :..:·.""-···J_(·, --:.,-;l\'·"-: ;.~·· .~·, ·:~..,1;":',: ... ,, 1.'" 
'. ·.; ..:.' .1 _ _ ..;._~~ ,,._ v\...... l-'J.J· .. \t·~- ~ ."~'. .. · .~ •. ·.c.··-t..t~) _ .. ::.~~:. .; •. .:.. ---. ..__, ...... 5..: .... ....- .., J. 
,(1":~ :J:,erm&e 1:.1 ~.h:\:.0Jd:'f ,· 
~ '-~ '•1~: ')tlt ~1:.,.., pc- .:; ~:J .·u:;_(:_, (~()J·1~1):lr:: at:; .icro .. :-a o.~~ ·c~ne fr,l J..~··i~1.-.llf~ ,_! e~ 'Le:f, 
'~-. .. ~).2. G0C:t 5.· .. -~a,, subo:i:d:n.nting th.:, l!.:.;~V·SJ:r't<~:. p B·~t::::: H~; ·,:-n~J d:i<'> O~! 
: -~l.>'-) ~) ~ 
!J:'he f'laYi1€ · -:;np .~~d bJgh a":x; J ~:. "tb~'; FL::!.n·;:; v .;:;dw'.>ods . 
It i.;-or:,;is tied :.hen in·;:;o gau.o':ri.; 9 t~.: .. C~;.''~-"'tYi :.·:)::: .:!·e:::l" 
It ca.:3t acr:.,;; .: ·che nl;;y ar_ a.1. 1 .;~!'Y r{i.£~1"·'~., 
Tbe p;:_are c c-ul d be sean j" >:z' :·r;:ll d;!! ..•• 
~1.:~ )-lJ.tlg tJ.1::1 f''j :r·st i :lMt. im,..,oi~·r.<t:..~."C ~- :rvto :;• ~1 nat':. ~fs ELl o·ut ';he 
j t ·r-;:,; t ·r.t:m;r;[tt ~ 
,;: . n~::J..i:d ng the s;s,, nd i d{:)p importr=~ni.; ~ ... t>vbo:.:"'d~ nat; ·1 ~.lg .111 hu·t t h 'l 
dee .nd thour;ht: 
I\Io.king tha th:L.:·'d it~:;.,. -~.mpo:;:•'tar.·t ··~·~ 1-m.bm.:'' i. "~: (,~_i"J{:; ::f.;.1 but --J:L 
: 'il:L r-6. ·~; hOll.~:,:l t : 
i! r-'l::l¥1ng th-9 ::'t...r:.:ti··t .• :l.C!e~1 i:aroo r··tant .-.. ~tHbc, :r•cP na ~:t ng ~~.~ 1 but Gr!6 
fOI.U.· ~b. ~· h<:FJ;:, h'tj. ~ 
:·.i·:>:··,e •..:n 'J~e t.lackbo~ ·o: ·~£1.:, dlf'.;:'e:., ..-:.CI~ typ<:'s of· ··;o:.n;h~ n: .;1.t 1. 
·. ·.1:·6 ·:,.-:h. ~.~t.J'tJ':t:=- cl.:;·sstnt: ·G-:; t; l:::rv~ ., __ ;e~;;\t :;;'tt:lt::; ~~;{:,; ~·r!.(;J{~- . ~---~~·,:.nE-~ ·-J:t"\ ::, _,_, 
•. _, 1 .-~.. ( ·: JC.."'~: ·~:.i=··;: ;- t!'·.:~n (J~-;~·· . .31,..:::1~- ~.Je(-::i_d,;:~ : .. :}..,-7t;~1 ~~:-;:.~·t; .. ;·::.~.:J:e:-13 .~l.:e .. l -!3 
-~'.• ·:/ ~ • :"'iv! t~\~ 1( '(· •.j11·~ t :J~q:y :r:...:::~~'\·t~'t(; i~J.~r.· ~-- ~:~~ ... 1:!.:1'\?. ~- .... !:~ ... , :.--.,]~ 
.L- .:.~ ...... t.;f~·..;l_\~1;.~ 
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:.E.)SOT: IX 
Though a great many of ;your 1de;as w! 11 read1ly lend them-
sal ves to phrasing as compound or complex sentences, there are 
time!! when a well construc t ed simple sentence w111 bet ter serve 
y~ur nurpose Often you will deliberately insert a simnle sentence 
in a paragraph an1ong the more involved pattern!>l, just for the sake 
of variety., An ef'fect1vely phrased simple sentence, with vivid 
picture words and dramatic verbs , may co~nand the reader•s atten-
t i on because of the forc efulness with which its idea :i s presented , 
Otten in narrative wr1ting~ at points or mounting susoense, a 
s ~n .. ies of simple s entences may be deliberately used to create a 
dramatic effect, Often, tooJ a simDle sentence may achieve direc t-
nasa and force by stati'!'lg an tdea :i n the fewest ~oss:1ble worris , 
Form the habi t of examjning your writing, when you are !)root 
reading a first draft, to detect needless reuetjtions or uatterns 
thut p,ive too much importance to a minor tdea " · 
~·,1ordy: IUs hair- , which was red·. was be.dly in need of 
cutting .. 
Concise: fUs red hair was 'badly in need of cutting 
vlord-1: Rip was known as a ROOd-natured f'ell!)w, but he was 
also known to be lazyo 
Concise: Rip was kno~m as a good-natUl"ed~ but lao;y fellow ,., 
In the ideas underlined in the sentences below, only a few words 
are important? Rewrite the sentences, so that the ideas may be con-
cisely exnressed~ 
1~ The flowers which grew in the gar~e~ drooped in the heat~ 
2 , l·le recognized Paul ' s laugh, wh1 ch was very hear~~ 
3~ There on the doorstep stood an angry l ittle man who had a 
flowing white heard, 
Another 1o1ay of strearol. n5.n~~ yol.lr ~entences is by reducing 
c)a se to an appositive: 
\•:oroi: Hr.. Sloana, who was the town postmaster, knew alJ 
of the summer v1si tors by name. 
Conc:i.se: tJir ., Sloane, the town postmaster, knew all of the 
summer visitors by name ~ 
Rewrite the following as simple sentences contalning apposi-
ives Remember that an appositive is set off from the rest of 
he sentence b~ commas 
1. In the eity of Copenhagen stands a monument honoring 
Hans Christian Anderson, who was the beloved ur1ter of 
.fairy tales., 
2 ~ Co~:~e~ entered r-1-axic o City a nd captured Montezuma, who 
was the chief of the Aztecs 
3. The union ~>.ff1.ces are at Pittsburg, which is the center 
of thE~~ Amerl1.-;·an r:teel i ndustry o 
~otiee how the follow1~'lg sentenc e is improve d when all non-
~sential words are st 1 t.P·,eC:1 away: 
Hord;y ~ The cat was sle£·k and well-fed and never had chased 
a mouse " 
Co 1e 1ee ~ The cat, sleek a.nd well - f ed, had never c hased a 
mouse ~ 
TJotice that adjec -~w ives which fc.llow the noun they modify are 
~t of~ by commas~ 
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1 .wr"te c c, r f t£ .e f •.lo ~ng flO Uw '- i t 11ay c ontain onl y thP-
:3 n .:1.a. mo11.f:.. :)I'S s 1m:llrtr ln pnttc rn to t he above illustrat:i on 
1. The t ow :r -o e wcs w •r·• and r r o.yed and threatened to break 
at any mo:il~n t ~ 
2 ,. The queen vas ~till brave and majest1c, and she approached 
her doom with an unfal tering stepo 
3G The survivors were gaunt and exhausted, and they were gi n 
their first hot meal in a week ~ 
Still Emother variat ion in the above pfl_tterns would be to place 
the modifi e rs before the words they modify; for example: 
Still brave and majestic, the queen approached her doom w1th 
an urita ter1ng step,, 
Gaunt and exhau8ted, t he survi.vors were given their t'"irst ho 
meal i n a week. -
Recast the following sentences to illustrate patterns in wh~ eh 
the modifiers precede the nouns modified: 
1~ Willie was still hungry, so he helped himself to a halt-
dozen cookies and a generous slice of gin6erbread~ 
2 ., The 15lave was faithful to the end; be thrust himself 1n th~ 
way of the spear intended for h1s maetero 
dewr1te the foll owing at~ well-expressed, concise sinmle 
n e • tPnc f-1~: 
On .h~ parlor wall hung the family nortraits, which were all in 
.e .. v-y ~11 t .frames , 
~~ 'The mountain road was steep e.nd treacher ous and was closed to 
traffic after nightfall ~ 
:1 Grand ather df)l ighted us wi th his s ongs, which were rollicking 
, ea c.~hsnteys about the bounding main and Davey Jones' l ocker . 
1+. Frja~ Tuek was a jolly ol d fellow with R bald pate~ and he sang 
· duet with Allen-a-dale. 
S. was nine o'clock, and we were ready to start for t he beach , 
6~ 10 boys were tired and discouraged, so they dec ided to give up 
t hf~ tt'Pasure hunt until another day .. 
't ven~or h as t~. nu~1or o · 
• ~ o d a 11~ht·ou ~ ~ 
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Ll!:SSON X 
-..~---
li]_,. t~hc~ l®E~son~:; ~~he:(; :~rc~-~1 l1ave COL1})1ete.~ ~;o date -- ~ ·~l!is 
e:t"'ie:s~ ,.;houJ.d by nm · b.awe :made ;~ron eonse:i.ous of th:J n.eed of' Y.-J~ll 
-ohJ?a.i: ed sentenees i n all vour 1<il"i t·t®:n o:-+,l"'<as·t~don and of' ty e!§ o:"' 
se:n·cence e:r•:r-O.Y"S to be ~:n; oidad.. Can ytm COl'ilSt:r>uct :t:Gntence~ ·ch.at 
ar>eJ no·~ only correct. in f'cn .. m, but: also clee.i-. Gt.nd eff'eetive 5.rt 
ph.r-· .sing? Today• s lesson 'brill b.e a c:om:plate £'>ertde~:.-cr of the ·v-ax•i-
ou~ skills ;iih!!.'G the ~-or>k of' ·the pl!lst t-Jeeks has help®d you to 
develop . 
You and you::1.., clussmt::r'Ges ~,:rill tmrk toge ther on thi~ les8o:n .. 
Ar:; you P1"'oeeed th:.rough tha lra:r-ious p:t"ac·i':iee exer-c:ts:e::.i here z>e-
vlev_..red:o do not hesi ts:l:;e to asltr qusstions concer,niP...g any poJ..ntd · 
tr1at'; aJ?e not clea~ to ~rou~ n:. is a s:r_gn of :lnt~lligenee to kno ·? 
·t.hr~t~ you do not; u.nders tand atld to ... ~E:el:;: help . 
Re·0r:'L te the folloi!dngg cor:r->~-:c·iiing sen 'tence 'Heaknesf!io§ ... .L' •• ~~ 
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you 'talk o>Je J.? eo~rections v1:i tb. your cla"!mna.tas 11 you ·~ill noti<~e 
L~ht1t i:n some :tnstane®r~ ·l;he~'E:) 8.zoe 'tt-Jo or :mol"'e possible uays oJ': 
impx'ovi:ng the stateme:ntf::l . 
1 . On ~rcormy ds.ys v ou::. ... gym a(d:;i,:ri tie til a:t..,e held indoo:r.·s ths.t 
:ts t:he i:;:ime ·:~hen OIX!? COiD.Ch. get~ :1:n hil!l eor:lf"CJC'Give t-m :.>.;~k · ~d 
bod:v-bui1d:lnP.: a(.d;i vl t5.EH9 v ~~ . 
2 .. A f•ull fo:(>cy-fiv® rainlliiee.t of' 8tJI.•enuous exer-cise and ·' hen ,a 
ref'£?eshlng sho~rliS1" 
3 .,. Tn. . g:; _r.~- ·!.'-' -, ~·:t od nlHay = :e11e ~ . hy .. 
011 nue._ ;; ""Y2i?ie·t;~r oi"lf 1:\ .. ~t1·~y ~:~.;:I_es+B. 
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II.. CO(.'Birr;.: r PAT:\.::; OF ID'LAS DT A VtdUE.TY OF PATTEm:s 
!~ocast the follo 'ing paire o:f ida as in three di ferent ways. 
trying ·f,o use the nat tern that best shows tlie l"elationshi p · 
between the t1.--o thoughts. ~<.Then you he. 'ire fin:ished , you may 
talk over with Jour classmates the noss ihle combinations You 
wi ll not e that s ome ideas may be c ombined a~ many as ten d1~­
f erent way~~ 
1. She saw us . She waved her gny scarf in welcome. 
2 o Jean Val Jean tugP:ed desperatel y <> He could not lif't the 
tealil out of the mud o 
& sure your sentences are punctuated correctly.., 
Your teacher wil l have different patterns written on the 
blackboard Talk over the sentences thus formed . Note that some 
of them sound distinctly more gr-own-up than do otherso How do 
you accolL~t for that? 
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JL.~ ·''--~Tl.I 
"-~ec ".._: t t:l.L 
s-)g.::~os ~aC:.: 
Da.rknesg ~•as com ng 0.:1. 
~·:0 f'i nnll.r disco •ered th Green D-Pagon Inn .. 
r·;; was tuck .ad away be .ind a tall barberry hedge. 
1, Suhord .. !. ating all but t he first ·~hought: 
2 .. Subo:t: .. dlnat!ng all but the second thought : 
· 3 ~ Subordina;ing all but the third thought: 
--v. PIIRASIFG IDI!:AS COl··TCISELY 
Re~o~ri te the following sentence~ so t;h&.t the ideas mar oe 
clP-arly end effectively stated in e.s fe~4 wo1 ... ds as possible: 
1 'for--1 seized the ~~o::Jc" and then he turned 1 t on .. he dog!! 
that 'tf'ere fighting .. 
2 .. The careta.l{er of' the estate t1aa ,just opening the gate « 
He 'l:aa a gnome-like crea.tu_a .. 
3. There was s.n old man by the nrune or Simon ~ .o acted as 
night -watcmnan at the plant .. 
..1 --
-..:: .d '" m :t. ..;_ C{'S J :dce t ... o .... olJ.o · n : 
1'he gues to having left, t·1e hot1se rli'J ""-Tecy quiet .. 
'I·b.i ... j n not o. very eormnon ·~ype of ~t1•1 c · u1 .. e, anrl n5..n·,h ~r ( 
n l r- :d.E \-tho US E! i -~ before th~1y i:-tcet it in a study o:r th:f s kind tL 
1sue. ly peopl•:: y-~10 read a great deal . Aa you undoubte ly know, 
c·Lt· of ·i~he v lua.'.) e by-pz> due ··o of ree.ding is an a.u&r'e. eas o goo -
Look cal'"E:~ u l ly at the s ,nt .. mces again, partJ.c.ula.rly a·c the 
How do ycu kn ~ that the r.r, -=oup c,f uo:'ch.1 Ui1der __ ined n ee.ch 
it O (Je::$ not: lHtVe -. clos0 ·velationsh:ip to a .. :r one t·JO:Fd :in the maL.! 
claus e 
Ye t lt ca.n be coPr ..... ctly tu::cc 1n the me.nnoP llltlil 'G:C\Jted. Such a 
.• 
f D .. actice in phi .. asing tho pattern ·Hill t5lve you l: not:he,J:• :. .• ev.n., o.~.. 
~ ~-..: 'J 
.. . 
. . 
Notice th~t:t you n~e::r"oly :;.?educe 
t~ · .. _. r ~( ). :·. c ~ ·as '..:'-r . 
- ...... 
• 
,_ .
.l.t . ...: 
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2, He l~.rted the he;a:~ry bef'dl1_, and !!!E_ !!!'loulclers si;rnined bene~.th 
·i;ha !!,01~.ht .; 
3 Becauoe m-v m the~e had r e fu s ed me an advance on my: allo anc~. 
I11ad-·to p,) .. tpone "m'ST"fr~tow.--· 
7" IIe e ~me forward to greet us, and his f'~ ~~ wreathed .!.!! 
ami~" 
1 "-
L~ ."'01: XII 
r:ow that you have had some prc.ctice in IM.nipulating sentenc es, 
you should be able to examine c ritically all first drafts of your 
written t-Tork w1 th a vi ew to improvi ng :.our se-ntence structure. 
i.'hen your ·teacher suggests that you revise your composition, you 
Bhould be able t o do :more than merely correct errors 1.n sryelling 
or in mechanics of express ion ,. Dur5ng the writ1ng of a first 
ch~art you are principally c~ncerned wlth getting your ideas down 
on paper~ cnc~ that ts done and you have sald all that you meant 
to say , there comes the important job of "polishing" your writ-
ing -- of substituting vi~orous and colorful words for tame ones, 
of striking out unnecessary words or phranes J of fashioning sen-
tences into clear and varied patterns ~ 
T'.ae lessons that follou contain selections which can be 
improved by combining p,roups or ldeaa ., In the first exercise 
given below, for example)) it is possil-Jle to combine pairs or 
ideas s o that the relationships between them •ecome clear, and 
so that the selection reads ~ore smoothly~ 
First, r~ad the selection over to yourselr, noting ways that 
the pairs or ideas betwaen ·the vertical lina21 may be combined , 
~emember to aim first for clear, correct stt~cture, and then ror 
variety of sentence nattern. Sometimes an otherwi se desi~able 
sentence is weakened because 1 t is exactly like the patte::::·n that 
precedes it . 
EXERCI3E XII 
-----
The grotesque totem pole 1 s collliilon to many Indian villages ,. 
It has an interesting histoey. / Long ago it had a practical 
use " It served as the actual doorway of the Indian home./ 
Time went on . The pole grew smaller e/ It was given a prom-
inent olaee. It was nlaced beside the most 1mportant home 
in the village~/ No two poles are alike. An authentic totem 
pol e is al ays earved from white pine ~ / Its figures carry 
soecial meani.ngo They are symbolic of t he h1 story or the 
tribe~/ 
A birdlike figure somet~me~ surmounts the pole. It re-
sembles an eap.;le with outspread ~·ings./ To the friendly 
visitor the open wings are a sign. It i s a s ~ gn ot welcome ./ 
To an enemy they are a warning. The tribe is under the 
special protection or the god whose image is shown./ 
On the paper provided, rewrite the above selection, phras -
ing your sentences clearly and effec t1 vely. :.'hen you have fin-
ished, your teacher will talk over wi th you the varjous patterns 
that you and your cl:,ssmntes have written .. 
. end over the following selet:: cion. 1Phough j ts content j s 
co1ro11rat:tvely simple there iH a cht:t Jlen~e in it for you .. 
Notice that wfthin the vertical ltne divisions there so~etimes 
as many as four sentences wh1.ch !ray be combined .. Talk over 
tii th :;our cla.ssrnates the oossi hl1l YJa ttcrns. i)ec ide U':lon 
the ones you think are bestQ Then rewrite the selection as 
clearly and effect1vely as you c an, selecting your patterns 
wjth a v:tew to ach5ev5ng varjety of structure .. 
>ben you have rinished, you may have time to write 1llus-
trntive paragraphs on the blackboard, so that you may ,iudp;e 
the ooss1ble combinations that you anrt you~ classmates have 
been able to use effectlvelyo rrotice how many different ways 
you and your classmates have been able to p!'lrase ·'£hP. same idea . 
Dick locked the door. Ile knelt Jown beside the chest. 
The chest wrs an old one. It stood in the corner./ It -
had evidently been bui 1 t by son1e English seaman of long 
&RO• Its cover wns carved in nautieal desi~nso Some of 
the designs illustrated sketches of Dritish sa511ng 
vessels./ 
Dick lifte(i the cover ~ He discovered a Dhot op:.raph. 
It was faded. It showed a fierc e s eaman ... Hi s face 
looked out threateningly from the Jellowed orint~/ 
Another ohject to catch his attentjon was a mapo It was 
brittle with age . It was Jr.arked with curious stgns and 
crosses . / Dick opened ·it ea~erly o He sat down on the 
.floor. He !lPread the ma..., out before him ~ / 
Suddenly a door oocned downstairs. A murmur of 
voices sounded . / D1ck 11stened 1n the afternoon qujet . 
lie reooP:nized one voice as that of the old mariner / 
II1s heart pounded violently. He seized the map. He 
thrust 1t inside h1s jacket . / Be quickly closed the 
chest. Ite quietly unlocked the door. He crept toward 
the open window. / Dick swung h~mself over the s111. 
He dropped lightly to the ground./ He entereci the back 
door of the tavern. ne was just 1n time to gl'Oat the 
two sailors . They were standinp; at the foot of the 
stairway. They were conversi n~ in low tones ~ / 
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EXERCISE XII - B 
9:'he .follo·,-:...nc; is one po:ss5.ble r:;nris5.on o.f Ex. XII~f.i.. 
Other combim1·\.;lo:.1s o.l"e, of course~> po3sible.,. Pupi1s shm:.ld 
i"eront combinations on tha l-)lackboard ror analysd s s.nd c ompar-
EXERCI3E XII-A: 
The grotesque totent pole which :1 s common to many I ndian 
villages he.s an interesting history.. Long ar:o it had a prac-
tical use , fo r it s erved as the actual doorway of the I ndian · 
home . As time went on, the pole grew smalleru It we.s given 
a prominent place beside the most important home in t he village. 
Although no t wo poles are alike, an authentic totem pol e i~ 
always carved from w h i te pine.. Its f'i Gures c a rr;y special 
meaning, !'or ·the:y are SJ!Ubolic of t he history of' the tribe . 
A birdlike f'igur e r esembl1.ng an e agle tvi t h outsprea d 
wings s ome t i me s .surmoun ·(;s the pole ., To t h e friendly vis :'J. t or 
the open wing n ar-t'l a sign of wel come .. To a.Yl e nemy they are 
a wa1~ing that the t r ibe i s under t he special pro t ection o£ 
the god wh ose image i.s shown .. 
EXERCJ§E XII-B: 
Ha.'td .ng 1oeked the doOJ."' 9 Dick knal t do~m bes ide the old 
chest that stood in the cor-:aer., '.Fhe chest had evi dently been 
built by some Enp;lish searrau of• long ago, :f.OI ' its covel'" Has 
ca:t"'ved in naur;ieal dasig:nl!j_, some of' r.:¥h:lch illus trated sket ches 
of Brit i s h saili~g vessels. 
Dl ck lif'···ed the cover and diElco·ifer<9d a fed ad ph o·cogranh 
showing a fierce seaman uhose face looked th..l,..eate n ingly out 
from t he y ellowed print. Another object to cateh hi s atten-
tion Na s a map 9 brj_ttle tJith a ge and mar ked \-J:i t h cur i ous 
signs and crot3se~ . Openi ng i t ec.~gerly , Dic k sat down on tha 
floor and s pl"ead the ma.p out b efor e h i m,. 
Suddenly a door ope ned. do. .. msJcairs!) and a r~1P,r-tnur- of' 
voices s ounded . Lis tening in t h e afternoon qu1et 9 Dick rec-
ognized one v oice as that of the old mariner.. Hi~ hear t 
pov.ndine violerr~ly, he sei zed the r:1ap a...Yld thrust i t i ns i de 
hi~ jacket. He quickly closed the chest, quietly unlocked the 
door"' and crept 'i;oHal ... d the open uindo·!.or.~. St-:dnging h:'i.maelf' over 
the sill 9 he dro~,;peot lightly to the ground.. He entered the 
cloo:-t• o:f the tn:vm.-:n just in time to greet the ·t,___ro sailo~:"s who 
were ~tanding o:i-; the foo ·(; or the stail"'way con"~!e:rs.:.ng :tn lm·.r 
·(;ones. 
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Lr;-::;s o:· XJ:ri 
-
The attent i on you have been g.1ving to ways of' improving 
your ab i lity to write effec t ive s entences should hel p you readily 
to detect er rors 1n s tructure such as are contained in Exer-
cise XIII A. In the space below each of the 5tems rewri te the 
sentenc es , rnaking necessary corrections ., 
EXr.RCI:3E XIII - A 
-
1. Margie owned three horses , two were work horses and the 
other was a thoroughbred colt nam~d Billy. 
2. '' ~e spent a very bus~,J mo:rning. PackinR our camp equin-
ment, calling our frl ends to say "goodbye:' and getting 
dressed for our trip. 
3. The journey took us seven hours we had to change at 
Providence t o an exr>ress to newark. 
4. ~·,~ater skiing is a thril ling sport. Espee1ally if you 
have the necessary amount of dare-devil courage . 
Talk over with your teacher and clas smates the eorrectlona 
you have rrade and the reasons for them. In your own wr itten 
exnress1on, be par ticularly careful to avoid errors of these 
types. They re;,resent serious weakness i .n wr:i t 1ng ab111 ty. 
Pupil liumber -----
EX1 .RCTSE XIIT ,. ;.; 
~.;.;.;..-.......;;;.. 
Though the content is :f.nterest1ng in the tollow1.ng para-
graDhs from a ninth-grade pupil's composition, the sentences 
have a sameness that detracts from the qual1ty ot the expres-
sion . 
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l;otice that the following paragraph eontail'ls sent nee that 
are practically 1dentieal in pattern, since each ie a complex 
sentence w1th an introductory adverbial clause: 
As I watched my father and mother drive away, 
I felt e. sharp -oang of homesickness.. As I ran 
quickly toward the camp recreation hall , I as 
determined to shrug off the ~loom . 
\·Jhen just one of the sentences is changed, note h6w much 
more forceful both or them seem: 
my 
As I watchen~fa.ther and mother drive away, I 
felt a sharp pang of homesickness . I ran quickly 
toward the camp recreati on hall, determ~ned to 
shrug off the gloom . 
Re~ite each of the parap,raphs given below, changing just 
one of the patterns. It does not matter which sentence you 
change, as long as the new pattern is correct and clear 
1. I stood at t1.4e doorway of the hall and swept an eager glance 
over the crowd inside. A girl of about my own ap,e came forward 
and gave me a warm smile of welcomea 
2. She led me from one group of girls to another, introducing 
me to everyone as her new friend. 'l'he campers gJ:"eeted me 
cordially, assuring me of the fun in store for me in the weeks 
ahead. 
) . Jane herself had arrived at camp only that afternoon, but 
everyone s eemed to know her . She had been feeli.ng a. bit lonely. 
and she had overcome her On~ f eeling of depression by hefri&nrl-
ing me .. 
rup~-::. Humber 
---
EYElW I ~->~j XI !l_::_Q 
Re -:rite each of the f ollowing ·')a pa.graphs , c ombining the 
idf,as betwe en the ve_ t ical lines, s o that the s entenc es r.1ay be 
clearly and correctl~ eJP..,ressed., You may s h i f t the pos:J t:ion of 
any group of words, bu t be careful not t o omit any :ideas .. 
... .. .. . ·~ ... . ~ .. , 
·~ · ~. .. - ' ": . -.. 
rfue scoutmaster c alle d t h e boys in our platoon top,ether ,. 
Tie did so to give s ome instructions.. They were las t .. min-
u ·te jnstr ucti ons about the r oute we were to :t"ollow on 
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our over-night h i ke up Nount '-.'ashington., / He turned· to 
the port abl e black board . On i t he had s ketched a r ough 
map.. He pointed out t he t Ja jor lanchnarks along the t rail ., / 
,_:e were deli.ehted at the prospect of the thrilling climb.., 
~~ listened eagerly ~ / 
' )e set out the next morning .. It was rir-;ht after break-
fast.. ; ,:e hoped t o be at the half-way point by noon o/ 
The other campers gave us a r oyal send- off . They called 
out .-ood-natur ed warnings * They warned us to beware o:f 
those f e arful creatures of t h e woodlands ~ Sueh crea t ures 
~.re commonly cal l ed 11sni ~es .. 11 / 
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':.'oJk ov~r w:5.t.l1 ycu: .. tos.c ... 1.e snd yot...,.. c_a..,sme.tNi t he wn:;.s 
.i.n uh:i.ci:l idea s in th) follow1. ng selection may ""~ C combined. Then 
rewri te the exe1~ise as clearly and efrectively as possible . 
EX: rW I SE XIV 
The boys securely fastened the entrance to their secret 
meeting place() Then they spread out the map on top of the 
packing case. The packing case served as their council ts.ble .. / 
The man was a very old one " It had been f ound by Paul . He had 
found 1 t in an old desk in h:l s att:J.c ./ It wa.s clearly a ground 
plan for sor(1e piece or land., Along one side was a row or 
squared lines . These obvtously repr•esentod a wall o/ A small 
rectangle stood in the upoer corner. It was mtlrked " barn . "/ 
It was flar~ed on both s3des by clusters The clusters were 
shadowy , They were evidently trees.,; The rest of the plan was 
lined off in straip,ht rows~ Along each row were written tiny 
words. They were now indecipherable The pencil writing bad 
become smudged. / The boyB turned the map thls way and that . 
They could make nothing of it . / 
Suddenly Dan gave R startled e~o He snatched Ul) the paper .. 
He burst into a loud l:augh . / lie pointed to the faded words i n 
the rows , IJe rnanap:ed to p,asp, "Tomatoest" 
Then the boys understood " The ~aper was not a treasure 
maD at all. It was only an old nlan for a ve~etable garden / 
~.'hen you have finished, there .ma.y be time for you and ~· our 
class1i e.tos to cony d ifferent coro inat1ons or id~!l.s ·on the black 
boa~·d so tha.t you l'I1B'T note how !Tleny p~tterns :f t ls po sibl to 
. \~.-r 1 n the selection .. 
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The following is a poss ible revision of the 
Pu~ils will undoubtedly suggest additional ones. 
good plan to a~low several different versions to 
upon the blackboard . In this way, strengths and 
may readily be recognizedo 
EXERCISE XIV 
-
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selection .. 
It is a 
be placed 
v-reaknesses 
Having securely fastened the entrance to their secret 
meeting place, the boys spread 0 1lt the map on the top of 
the old packing cas-e that served as their council table. 
The map, a ve1~ old one, had been found by Paul in an old 
desk in his attica It was clearly a ground plan for some 
piece of land, for along one s i de was a row of squared 
lines, obviously re~resenting a walla A small rectangle 
marked "barn" stood in the upper corner.. It t-1as flanked on 
both sides by shadowy clusters, evidently trees . The rest 
of the plan wq.s 11ned 0ff in straight rows, along which 
were written tiny words, now indecipherable bec ause the pen -
ell '~r lt i '1f': had become sr11udged ? The boys turned the rao.p 
this way and ~hat but could malre nothing of 1 t" 
Surluonly Dan gave a star·ned cry 11 snatched up the paper, 
a•1r1 ur t inti') R loud laugh , Pointing to the faded words 
~ ~. t:he row~, he managed t o gasp, "Tomatoes ~ " 
Th.=-n tf f?' bo:Js understood that the. naner was not a treas-
u~· · ··.up r.. • r?ll, but only an old plan for a veP:et able P:erden , 
• 
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-~ uil -,~-. !be-· 
L3S.sor:· Y::..t 
-......--- ._,.._, 
In ;your le.st sentence-study letJson. y o 1 \-1ere given nl"ac t.1ee 
in combining as l'J'leny 9.8 three sentences in pattern~ that re-
quired careful phrasing so that 5deas coul d be pre~ented in clear 
and vari ed patterns_, 
'Read over care.fully the selection g:'i.ven b elow Your class 
.-rill do the first paragraph ora.lly,. talking over -vhe- various com-
binat ions that may be Made . 
Rewrite the rest of the selection.. Thar·e will probabl y be 
time !"or some papers to be read uJ.oud. so thn·t you may see hew 
many different patterns are ~ossible . 
F.XERC I SE XV 
Rusty stared gloornily out a -c the pelting t~~in.. It was niak-
ing short wo~k of the imposing s now.man on the front lawno/ The 
snot..'II>ani s battereJ silk hat had already ass,lTtl~<i a jaunty angle 
This was probably bec au:3e of t he rapld shrinkae.::;; of.' i t8 vearer ' s 
noble b r owa/ Tiny streams ran down the bt.:>d-y _ TheJJ· forn.od an 
irregular pattern(' The pattern \\TB.S ne1 ther e:.~. ;-:-ck3 nor stripes .. 
It was a curious combination of both./ Rusty r.oticed one 
stream., It was broader than the :rest., It run eJ"ti•ai(l;ht down the 
snowman' s body to the hem of his spread:tng eoet ., / It was appar-
ently bent on dislodging the row of stone ht:.ttons. The buttons 
extended down the w~:lstcoe.t .. / 
The boy flattened his nm~e e.gainst the s treaming pane ,, He 
became completely en~rossed i n wondering how long t he butt ons 
eould withstand the aesault . / The m:t.ddle butt-on went first .. / 
It made one desperate attempt to settle itself mo r e deeply o 
Finally it gFtve up o I t t-m.s swep·t down the stream~ / It struck 
the two lower buttons with force a The force was evidently t oo 
much for -thei r uncertain hold.. They gave up the ghost., They 
joined t he travels of their neighbOl".,l Suddenly Rv sty g:lggle d ., 
Hhat made him laugh was the s i ght of the tlu.,ee separate splashes 
made by the buttons as they l anded in the puudleo The puddle 
was a t the snowman ' s fee to/ 
Two top buttons still remained~ The f o rce of the stream 
near the throat was evidently not s uff i ciently strong to dis-
lodge them so read1 1y./ 
Rus ty suddenly shouted in glee., The snowman apl')eared to 
give a despairing shrugQ/ The next i nstant he had collapsed 
into a shapeless heap. On the t op of the he~p rested the silk 
hat. It was the only remaining s ign of a brief. but dignifi ed 
lifetime"/ 
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( Dets.eh th:I s 3b;:;.e·c so ti"lat ~rou ·-:on 1 t have to keE)o tui"ning tha p!:!r:e. ) 
EXERCISe: X:V 
l 
TEACHER e.s COPY ...;..;;.;;~,;..;;;;;...;..;....;;;._ 
The following structure for Exercise XV is merely -sugges-
tive.. Please allow any other aoce":>table combinations .. 
EXERCISE XV 
....-.-........-......... -
Rusty stared gloomily out at the pelting rain which 
was making short work of the imposing snowman on the front 
lawn. The snowman • s battered silk hat had already assuri1ed 
a jaunty angle, probably because of the rapid shrinkage of 
its wearer's noble browo Tiny strerums ran down the body, 
forming an irregular pattern that was neither checks nor 
s tripes, yet a curious combination of both. Rusty ~oticed 
one stream; broader than the rest, which ran down the snow-
man's body to the hem of his spreading cost.. Apparently it 
was bent on dislodging the row of stone buttons extending 
down the waistcoat. 
Flattening his none against the streaming pane, the 
boy became completely engrossed in wondering how long the 
buttons could withstand the assault . The middle button 
went first.. After one desperate atte~pt to settle itself 
more deeply, it finally gave up and was swept down the 
streamo It struck the t~o lower buttons with a force that 
was evidently too much for their uncertain hold, for they 
gave up the ghost and joined the travels of their neighbo1 .. , 
Sud~enly Rusty giggled at the sight of the three separate 
splashes made by the buttons as they landed ~J~ the puddle 
at the snowman's feet .. 
'1\.ro top buttons still remai !~ed , for the force of the 
stream near the snowman's throat was evidently not suffi-
ciently strong to dislodge them so readily. 
8uddenly Rusty shouted in glee as the sno'Wlllan appeared 
to give a deepairing shrug . The next instant he had col-
lapsed into a shapeless heap, on top of which rested the 
silk hat, the only remaining sign of a brief' but dignified 
lifetime. 
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~er:i:!c.ps you rnve b.:;en a.H 1~o, a.s you ~.1.:1ve rel..rritte.n selec-
tion.:; in the las t rew l~ssons, that yo a:..~e ~1)le to hancll oom 
types of: sentence pat· .... er:ns more easily than others. Dee ide ·pon 
.,he partieula. kinds of sentences that you f'ind hard to ma::lipu-
late~ Are you careful always to place a phrase or a clause as 
close as possible to the word to which 1t is most closely 
zoelated -- the t-~ord 1 t modifies? Do ~·ou vary the order of' eub-ject and predicate? Are you carefUl to proorread, so that you 
may avoid run-on sentences and fragments? If you can an~wer 
1 yesn to all these questions, you are on your ue.y to acquiring 
sentence powar. 
In the following exercise, do the fil"st. tvro parar;raphs 
orally 9 sugr,esting various ways the sentences may be phrased 
Then rewrite the rest of the selection, so that the ideas may 
read smoothly and elea1 .. ly" 1-.ben ~'OU have .flniahed~ there may 
be time to put some of your pa.ragr~phs on the blackboard so 
that you may note the many possible sentence combinations6 
EX:CHCISE XVI 
Ruety grunted in rel ie.f .. He set th~ '!~i t dripping pail 
of. ater downo/ He straightened his v1eary ~houlderso He looked 
up axpect~~tly into the red face of the circus man~/ All morn-
ing Rusty had toiled under the bla zing sun. ne had been carry-
ing water f'or the elephants. / The raoment t.m.s now at hand. He 
was to receive t"t-10 special passes o The passes would be for the 
a.fternoon performance of' the ngt"eatest shov.r on ear~h. "/ 
EAeerly the boy held out his hando ~1e man offered him 
the two narrow slinsol He took them., He dashed off happily. 
II:i.s stubhy legs ra~rly fle1r1,./ He apnroachsd the crowded m:td-
we.y~ He came to e. skidrUng halt / Ilt~ ros& on the tips of hi~ 
sem~f'ed toes., He peered anxiously in the direction of' the big 
show tent I 
There she stood.. Her anxious glance swept the crowd . The 
crowd milled past I She bore herse~f with nll the dignity of 
her• ten years, She was dressed in a st1.ff white orgsndie It 
had a wide blue sash .. / I!er golden curls had evi dently just been 
brushedo They shone in the aunlighto/ 
Rusty swept the back or his grimy hand over hie nersp1r1ng 
:face. It left a smudge acrose h:i.s freckled nose./ He ran his 
:ringers th:r•oup;h his hair. His hair was wirry copper./ lie p;ave 
9. hasty tug to the drooping belt of his .faded trousers. lie 
sauntered :rorwa.rd leisurely~ lie whistled softly./ 
The little girl snied him. She skipped happily ~o~~ard. 
Her-- smile warmed h~a heart./ She linked her arm in his. Rusty's 
ma."Ylner did not hetray the pounding o:r h:is heart./ Hith a lordly 
wave he handed the tickets to the barker. The two children were 
borne into the tent on wings of purest joy./ 
~~leas_. etach ~ ~. pa;e.) 
EXERCISE XVI 
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TEACHER'S COt:! 
The :following structure tor EXercise XVI is merely sug-
gest ive o Please allow any other acceptable combination. 
EXERCISE !!! 
Rusty grunted in relief as he set the last dripping pail 
of water down. Straightening his weary shoulders, he looked 
up expectantly into the red face of the circus roan. All 
morning Rusty had toiled under the blazing sun, carrying 
water for the elephants~ Now the moment was at hand when he 
was to receive two soeeial passes for the "greatest show on 
earth." 
Eagerly the boy held out his hand as the man offered him 
the two narrow slips. He took them and dashed off eagerly, 
his stubby legs fairly flying . As he approached the crowded 
midway, he came to a skidding halt. He rose on the tips or 
his scuffed toes to peer anxiously in the direction of the 
big show tent. 
There she stood, her anxious glance sweeping the crowd 
that milled past. Dressed in a stiff white organdie with a 
wide blue sash, she bore herself with all the dignity of her 
ten yea~s. Her golden curls had evidently just been brushed, 
:for they shone i.n the sunlight. 
Rusty swept the back of his grimy hand over h~. s perspir .. 
i ng face, leaving a smudge across his freckled nose. He ran 
his fingers through his wiry copper hair. Giving a hasty tug 
to the drooping belt of his faded trousers, he sauntered for-
ward leisurely, whistling softly . 
Suddenly the little girl spied him and skipped happily 
f orward, her smile warming his heart . As she linked her arm 
in his Rusty's manner did not betray the pounding or his 
heart. With a lordly wave, he handed the tickets to the 
barker , and the two children were borne into the tent on w1n~s 
of purest joy. 
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LE.3: ·or X.VI I 
--- ---
Ina~on~ of doing today '~ 3elec~1on sectence by sentence, 
you lvill recrrst t 1e ideas ono perar,raph at a time, so that you 
may note ho~1 each particular type of s ntence pattern compares 
,.ri vh thone whi ch precede or follow it. 
Read the selection caref\llly, Your tencher will allow 
severt 1 pupils to sugp:est .. Jays ln which the paragraphs may be 
recast to illustrate effect ve and varied Datterns. You will 
undoubtedly like some corr.b1nat1ons better thnn others . l'! fter 
you hare talked over the entire selection 1.r. th:1s Wfily, re-..1I'1te 
it clel.n•ly and effe ctively. 
EXERCISE XVII 
Earie w:~s the p5 cture of utter dL,may . She stood before 
the mer~u bosrd. She: t.;{-ls trying to dec dG what to hove for 
her lunch . / Just thHt. tYiorn:tng a frank r emc.1•:'{ frorn her brother 
Penry had forced her to the 1lllportant dec:L.Son w The decision 
was tlJf.l t she nsimply must" begin to diet ~ / r·1a:r-1e ' s diet prob~· 
lem was a r eal one. Shn liked food. She liked not only rich 
uesserts , but food of all kinds./ now she ~!ad become calorie 
conscious /\11 the joy seemed to have gone out of life./ 
RuefuJly she pushed he1~ tray along the rail. She selected 
a fruit salad. She declined its accompanying rollo/ Soup was 
her next sel ection . It waa a thin soup with a few floating 
verr,etobles./ She hurried past the dessert section. There 
.usc_ous apple dumplinKS sent up a tantali~inp. fra~rance / 
Glumly she naid t he ca.shier . She tool( her place at the 
eighth··grade table .. / She gri ned sheepishly t the teasing 
remarks of her classmates. She attacked her un1nvit1ng repas t 
wit ~cant apoetite. / In a few moments the last trorsel had 
disanpeo.red./ She wA, still hungry. She l.ool d longingly in 
the direction o the well-stoc ed counter. ; 
Suddenly she rose. She snatched up her shabby brown 
purse. She took her placo at tle end of the lin3. The line 
wo.s n w nesrinp; the tray rack.,/ 
She blushed painfully She returned to meet the ~oo~-
nn ured jeer of her friends .. / Iler tz•a · l. ore a complete lunch-
eon . It cons1sted of mac aroni and cheesa, a sweet roll, a 
bottle of milk, and an apple dl~pling The dumpling wa 
crowned with a generous cnp of whip':Jed cream / gar'e s1p:hed 
happily. She began to ent~ / 
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The follot.dne stl"Uctu r .e fm."' E'leercise XVI :is merely suggesti ve. 
Please allow any o'i;her acc f:n table combinations. 
EJC:RCISE X.VII 
-
The picture of utter dismay, ~(arie stood before the menu 
board trying to decide t-rhat to have i'or her lunch. Just that morn-
ing a. .frank remark from her brother He:r.;.r;r, had forced her to · t:'·>-e 
im~ortant decision that she "simply :must' begin to diet. !1arie's 
diet problem was a real one, for she liked food -- not only rich 
desserts g but food of s.ll kinds. row that she had become calorie 
conscious, all the joy seeraed to have gone out of life. 
nuefully she pushed her tray alon:r, the ra.illl selecting a. 
fruit salad but declining 5.1ca accompanying r·oll.. Soup was he!" 
next selection -- a 'i:;hin soup wl th e. feH floating vegetables . 
She hurr:i ed -oa.st the desser'(; section whet•e 1 usciou3 apple dump-
lings sent up a tantalizing fragrance~ 
Glumly she paid the cashier and took her place at the eighth 
grade table.. Grinning sheepishly at the tes.sjng remarks or her 
classmates, she attacked bel" tmin,r:iting repast 'tvith scant appetite. 
In a few moments the last morsel had disapuearerl.. Still hungry , 
she looked longingly ln the direction o? the well-stocked counter. 
Sud ·1enly sh~ rose, sna·:~ched up her shabby brown purse~ and 
took her olaee at the end o~ the line, now nearing the tray rack. 
Blushing painfully, she ret;urned to meet the good-natured 
jeers of her friends.. Her tray bore a complete luncheon, con-
sisting of macaroni and cheese, a sweet roll, a bottle of milk, 
and an ap~le dumpling crowned with a generous cary of whipped 
cream., Harie sighed hapr)ily and began to eat .. 
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In your previous lessons, vertical line~ Here placed be·vwecn 
groups or sentences to show you which idea~ might be comblned v 
Today you w.i 11 be a3ked t o decide upon s entence grot•pings, noting 
those thoughts Hhose cl ose relati onshiu vi ll vermi t t heir being 
phra~ed in s!ngle sente1~e patterns~ 
Read the f ollowing selection over to you~selr and see i f 
you can tell which ideas seem to belong together . 
EX2RCISE XVIII 
-
The signal vas given. The skater~ darted awayo The 
runners of their skates gave off a shrill sound. It was 
like the high, thin note of a violi.n The contestants 
were to cross to the far end of the pond. There they 
were to circle the tall poles~ The poles bore their 
school pennants. 
The day was cloudy. The racing f~. gures soon became 
indistinct 1n the distance. It was difricult to tell 
who was leading. ~e peered anxiously towards the oppo-
s ite shore. ~·Je saw the skaters reach the far end of the 
pond . ~-Je saw them turn swiftly. lt.'e suw them start back 
over the frozen stretch. 
They came nearer. 
c ame dist1ng,1shable. 
ahe ad. It was clad in 
like a streak of flame 
The colors of their jackets be-
Suddenly a sli~ f'igure darted 
a bright red ski suit. It rlashed 
across the :fini.sh line. 
A roar went up from the crowd. It ':.:'as a roar of 
trh nnph. Jane ' s victory meant something. It meant that 
Plymouth Hip,h would hol~ the cup another year~ 
now go over the selection again, plaoing vertical lines 
bC;tween gl."oups of ideas that you ·think are closely enough r e -
lated t o permit of effective combination. You will need t o be 
particularly c areful if you decide to combi ne more than two 
ideas, lest your sentence pattern become too long and unwieldy. 
If, however, you c an combine such patte rns in phrasing that i8 
correct and clear , do not hesitate to do so . Be fore you write 
the selection, your teacher wil l talk over with you the s entence 
groupings upon which you hnve decided. 
Re71r1te th"" c:Aerciae as effectively as you can. Remember 
to tolOl"~ r~jrst for correct structure. Aim also for clearness and 
for variety in the types of' sentence patterns you eelect .. 
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TD;ACIIER t S COPY: 
EXERCISE XVIII 
As you d~.scuss with pup5.l s the possible s entenc e g roupings, 
it may be necessary to call their attention to items that i ndi-
c ate closeness of relationship between ideas and to p,uide pupi l s 
away from attempting to combine too many ideas. I~however, a 
pupil ean combine as many a~ tour ideas elea~ly and effectively, 
allow him to do so. In paragraph one, for example, some stu-
dents will prefer to make two sentences out or the first four 
ideas eiven; others may be capable of combining all rour as one 
s entence . 
This exercise has purposely been made short, so that pupils 
may have time to discuss fully the possible sentence groupings 
before rewriting the selection. n1e requirements of this lesson 
and the next lesson will involve pupils' declding upon ideas that 
may be combined; hence the necessity of their understanding clearly 
all phases of today 1 s lesson. 
h'hen pupils have finished wri ting, please allow them to 
reAd aloud their papers ~~d have several particularly good ones 
1,1ri tten on the blackboard . Thus pupils may note the wide variety 
of ways the ideas may be manipulated, and, incidentally, the 
punctuation requiredo 
The following is suggestive of possible revision of Ex . XVIII . 
Please ellow any acceptable combination of ideas. 
The signal was given, and the skaters darted away, the 
runners of their skates giving off a shrill sound l:lke the 
high, thin note of a violin . 
OR: As the signal was given, the skaters darted away. 
The runners of their skates gave off a shrill sound like 
the high, thin note of a violin. The contestants were 
to cross to the far end of the pond, Where they were to 
circle the tall poles bearing their school pennants. 
The day being cloudy, the racing figures soon becrume 
indistinct in the distance; and i t was difficult to tell 
who was leading. Peer:lng anxiously t owards the opposite 
shore, we saw the skaters reach the far end or t he pond, 
turn swiftly, and start back over the rro~en stretch. 
As they came nearer, the colors of their j ackets be~ 
came distinguishable·.. Suddenly a slim !'igure elad in a 
bright red ski suit flashed like a streak of t1ame across 
the finish l i ne . 
A roar o:t tr-iumph went up from the crowd. J'ane 1 s 
vic tory meant that Plymouth High would hold the cup another 
year& 
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.i..!r..u1·:_; \·roek you:.:- se! tence o·~t~<Jy 10s;:::on Gl1msed ~·ou fi :r'::--;i; '; 
decide t.rh:lch ideas you Hlshc,d tD ca:nbine 11 and t;hen to I"ecast 
such g:Poupt~ oi• rG:t i:!.·G.ed ~;hought2 h-1 e lea e:nd val:>ied patt..erns ... 
'I'oday vs selection will g:lve ::·ou. fu1:>"the1" practice in thi~ impol·-
tant ekill .. 
F'·· ~st" read e ch po.ragl,aph over to youl"self.. Pls.c0 verti-
cal l:tnes to show -which ideB.S you believe should be combined 
Ymu• cl~.ss ;.-Jill talk over the cholces you have made~ and yovr 
1'ieB.cher 1>1ill cleax• up ""DY question~ you may have .. 
r.rhe s to1~y ha.s been d:! vldsd. into two pa.:t .. ts.. · Af'te :t'" you he. e 
discussed the possible groupings in the ent:h:e story, you -.;ill 
:l"0Hrit:.e one par·i; of ':;he sclectJ.or:. , 
EXERCIS-E j~J:X 
------ --
I.. Dejectedly Fl~ee:ma.Yl leaned gainst the .fence.. ITe kicked 
flercely at the h at•d packed r-.mmr.. On the neerby hill a anm4' 
bat.tl0 W'as in Pl"Ogx~ess d It \-laS a battlG between t:h.;-) F'ra.nklin 
Hill Scm:~pions and the Ames St1-:.eet Dodgo:r>:rj" The yells of' the 
young Ha:r"riors tostJfled to the fu.ey of' the confliet .. F1 .. e~- a .. 
h'tti.'lched his thin ehonlde:r•s against the biting cold.. lie wished 
vainly that the boys '\i!Ould not;ice him'! He a.lr:o \<J._shed that 
they toould :1nvi te him to join t;he :run .. 
ncharge I 11 can1e the lusty co·runa..nd.. Tod Perkins 1:'11J_1 .. dled the 
def'ensive wall o:f his fm ... t. He 1..ras tl"_e valiant captain. He 
urged foJ:"'Vm.rd the f~t'·ont ranks of' his co:mpany ~ 
Im!nedia.tely the ScoiYpions swep·t acJ::"OS5 ·i:.he field., They :eL. o 
a hor:de of' wild.l-;9· yalli:ng '!..l i!H .. barinn~., Each 't·ms a:r.'Med with 
fi~tfuls of hard snouballs o Instantly the air w~.s fi llcd ~ .. i th 
f'l ying missiles. r,1e .. ny of' ·chese found the:tl: .. marks to th~ ace om-· 
pG.n:i:mel'1t o:r 1~ueful hm~ls of pain., lrJith raY:cous cries, Tod "as 
everywhfL"e ,~ He ~11e.s i.raving B. tattel"'9d. reef fla.g.. It 'tJS.S af':ri:x.ed 
to a bx~oo:m hs.ndle.. lie spU1"1"ed hi f'l company on. Ile -was unmindfuJ. 
of the hall or snowballs. 
II.. Free111an wa3 on the s:1.delines. Ire "tvs:i;ched tensely. II:i.s idol 
shouted .f1 .. e.:ntically to the second b ata111.on to advance. Sud-
denly his hear.; f't"oze i n dismay. It did so because anothen:• uell-
oi med. shot heel f'ound its ma:(.>k_. Freeman saw Tod crumple.. He sa:;..; 
hun slm-np i'o1:wa ·d onto the icy g1 .. ound.. He· dropped the bannei• .. 
Almost be.fore the flag touched. the ground, Freeman had dasb.e,_, 
:rorwa.rd~ IIe ~matched it up. His stl..,eng·fih was born of' aagernes . 
He assisted Tod ·t;o his feet.. He linked him toHi!l~d the home foyo ·· .. 
Once there, the staJ_wa.r·f; co!mnandel' fou._nd voice.. He J s ~lL.e 
to se..y g:A:•imly, "Nice Horlr, l<'ree1imn ~ old .fell out Go in ·i;h'32?e 
and 1 ead ' em to vic t 2 r:y· & 11 
17~-
-----~ 
I1'remnan gave tl blood-cur-dling ya_14' It "l:·!f''"lld ha o stz<t:.ck 
terror to the ntout~:s\'; hen:!:·t~ o Tl1.e yolli"1g and ~:-:eeently 1-mi.ghted 
H9.1"rior dashed do·..rn the field... Hltl v.yas a small btm.dla o:l.~ :t,adi. ant 
vel or .. 
na-et in thex-e and fi ght l n ht:1 ;:;hout;e<1,. His high-pi tcb.ed 
voice tJas oddly ha.!'sh.. nue '11 beat ·Ghooe lily-li"t'·~r-00.. t.::~ ~:unps if 
it takes all '&.o--intel .. !" 
EY..ERC ISE XIX 
--~---a;:, 
(Please d~tuoh .t hlr:ll sheet and re"t;t-r:1.-te the par>t assigned .. ) 
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This lesson is simila.l' in 1..,equirement to that of last t-leek. 
The rirst part of the period should be spent in helping nupils 
decide which idene belong together. If' you think that your class 
should attempt only the simpler type patterns, it might be well 
to avoid lengthy combinations. Some classes~ however, may be 
able to handle more complex patterns with little difficulty . 
Beeause of the length or the selection, each pupil will 
write only one of the two parts, though the preliminary diecus-
sion will cover the entire seleetiono It is suggested, therefore, 
that the class be d1.vided, with one part assigned to each. Hhen 
-pupils have finished -v.rr:lting the seleet:lon, they should read aloud 
their revisions .•. , Particularly good combinations should be li.Ti tten 
on the -blackbo ~rd.~~ so that puplls may note their ef.feetiveness .. 
The following revision is merely suggestive, Please all ow 
ru1y other acceutnble co~bination . 
Dejectedly Freeman leaned against the renee. kicking fiercely 
at the hatbd packed snow. On the nearby hill a snow battle was in 
p~ogress between the Franklin -Hill Scorpions ~nd the Ames Street 
r· dgers~ and the yells of: the young warriors testified to the t>ury 
of the eonflic tD !lunching his shouldors aP.ainst the biting cold. 
Freeman wished vainly that the boys would notice him and invite 
hiDl to join the funo 
11Charge!" came the lusty command as Tod Pel"kins hurdled 
the de:fensi ve wall of his f'ort.. He was the valiant captain who 
urged :forward the i'ront ranks of his company it 
~ediately the Seopions swept eeross the field, a horde 
of wildly yelling barbarians, each armed with :r.t stf"uls of haJ>d 
snO\oTballs.. Instantly the air was filled with flying missiles, 
many o:r which found their marks to the accorapaniment of rueful 
howls of pain.. Uith raucous cries. Tod was everywhere, waving 
a te.t·tered red flag affixed to a broo111 handle.. He snur1:0ed his 
company on, unmindfUl of the hail of snowballs~ 
. . 
On the sidelines Freeman l-mtched tense-ly as his idol 
shouted to the second batallion to ~dvance~ Suddenly his heart 
froze in dismay. for another well-aimed shot had found its mark. 
Freeman saw Ton crumple and slump forward onto the icy ground, 
dropnin~ the banner. 
Almost before the flag touched the eround, Freeman had 
dashed forward and snatched it up. l·Jith strength born of eager-
nee~, he as sisted Tod to his :feet and linked him t oward the home 
fort. 
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Once there, the stalwart cmmnander found voice to say grimly. 
nuice t.zork, Freeman!) old fellou! Go in there and load 1em to 
vict'ry!" 
"Old :fellow!" -- this f':t""o:m the best f:!.ghter in to'Wn1 
{TEl;; ABOVE IEED IJCT BE CHAUGED. ) 
Freeman gave a blood~eurdling yell that ~rould have struck 
terror to the stoutest heart, and the young and :~.>ecently knighted 
warrior rlnshed djwn the field, a small bundle of raqJant valor . 
"Get in there and fir.;htl" he shouted, h i s high-pitched voice 
oddly harsh. "He'll beat those lily-livered trrunps if' it takes 
all winter! n 
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, ~ ~entr=:uc ' ,,a';~" .'1 s todny .. c 1 ! 
p ., c -1 ~rly C(L'eft•l to clLck y ... u~ ... phra.Jing to b · ._ ure tr·at 
It is ccrrcct aad clear Remember that of~en L very good en-
tr 1.co is weakened oy the fact tha·c its str'Uc .ure is exac ·,ly l:Ur . 
:hat or f!.i'l adjo1_ning sentence.. Sometimes merely the shift of 
singlt.; word or ph. ase may bring about an :!mproverr.ent :in the way 
a ... -;hought :1 s express d 
I1 the followin~ selection, thought group~ are indicated 
b)l vertical line)!, so that you n·ay give your c OO!plete attention 
·o rewriting the· stor~ and to cmnparing notus with your class-
mate~ on the most effective ways of phr~slng tDa ideas. The 
selection is divided into two parts. You wlll be assigned one . 
Take time to make this revi~:i.on represent your very best e.f.fort . 
EXERCISE XX 
I., Rusty stooped beside the front porch" He ~r(;opped to survey 
the broad stretch or g!•een la~me/ In tha clipped smoothness, 
lJ.. ttle ridges traced themselves in a st:t•· PC<-~ pe.ttern The 
I•idges had been !Y!ade by the sweep o.f Rusty• la:wn mower .. / 
Since noon he had wo:nked busily.. He had oeen hoping to finish 
5 n time for h1 s tb ree o 1 clock appointinent / 
Cutting the gra~s wsg his regJlar chor0~ I was a ti e-
some tank.. He detes ed it / One condition, how(:H'et•, leu hlrn 
,o perform the ,job f'ai thf'ully .. / His fathe:t' hn:i become exaspe1"-
at8d o.t Rusty's easy forgetfulneas.. He h a d dec:tdec· on a pl n .. 
Rus t;y' s al owance \-i'Ould be given him only 't·hen the la:wr1 be"twe~P1 
the house nnd the barberry hed~e had been n~otly clipped / One 
· a111t of ·the assignment he pnrticula.rly disllkedQ It wns the 
laborious aJggin.g of the dandelion p .... tche~.. Tne;,r dotted th, 
. l"Ol"!t lawn~/ 
'l'he l::rwn T1JO!i.T8_ ,ave fopth a mete.J. lic ":"a:·i~:le. Rusty pu..,hed 
:tt alone the last bt·: of shaggy ~r-~en f1,::. r:.r;:~.. The f . lng€'! li1 .. d 
th:J co 1crete walk .. / He seL.;ed the long .. b: a"l~d ga.t•ch.m knife .. 
J:e <"-:~tt::cked ·i:;h~ d . nd·3l~_o:'l pui::0l1 ~ vigorously. Ilia bre.ath c • L.1 J 
in ~;~pJ.os~ .. e ga~ms1 .. I y Another ond ess helf rw · :r 'as ed. Rtu ··y • ~ tnsk fUL con .• plo"t;e ~ He :1 sh,.:lld ·'-he mo 1e ar~und 1;o the too~ .. 1 .:! 
,hind ·t.he house. H(~ da..si1eu e gerl~1 · in o ~-rw k:i tchen. His 
·no·l.her ·a ~: --m!"dng the· e .. / With an apol~t-1eiative f~l~unt 7 he acce " 
0d a gi:nge • eooki (-'1 The Bl ... t .nt might have b 7en interY)reto<l a.•J 
11 t.tln! k y u .· "/ 
II. Ho r11d not pe.Jne :fol' c onver .... ation He r~c.cept(~d the ·oJla.:> 
b~.l .... h::.ld out to l1i . H , dashed upstair . / He splanhed cold 
IL ·c :- across his .:rEi ,kJ.en. faee.. He rn.n a comb in patiently 
r'ul:" C0ppe): ha:i.!' .. He g e _ln. ty glance at 
Y:'or .. / \·!'n'lt. l c 31.1'- evid ·ntly 1'1at:i f:le him 
::rn app1 .. vhw w:.r .;: ~i'i.;h the boy who e:r.•inn.e . h c 
'i 
f n 
h~ u 
le 
at 
.· 
• 
~t.,,loy 
h ·: cJ:' 
• I 
-1.1"tr · PC h:. :-J ••• o:r 0 •. 
~.C''i:1'8y mo mt ~ he 
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Hu3t:r t 3 manner ras <:!·cudied in its aoph·' ... ticat:lon. IIe r.~nve 
hif.~ t•.,u::-..1 order "T1.ro ctra~fb 'ry ic ,;-cl"'ea.m noda.s • . )leane -- ~ith 
Jm:bJ.e scoops of ice .rerun! 11 
• 
EX~!.!.:RC I SE XX 
-
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LESS01J AX 
Please have a pupjl read aloud the preliminary paragraphs 
of the lesson, in order to clarify any questions~ 
Because of :lihe length of the selection in Exercise XX, the 
class may be div1dedp each half being assigned one section. ThG 
ffirst part of the period may be spent in writing the sto~y. 
Pupils mEJ.y then read aloud their revisions, noting the possible 
ways of recasting the ideaso Having pupjls place particularly 
effective patterns en the blackboard will serve to emphasize 
desirable combinations. 
EXERCISE XX 
T'ae following is au~gastive of possible revision: 
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I. Rusty stopped beside the front porch to survey the broad 
stretch of green lawn.. In the cli-pped smoothness, little 
ridges made by the sweep of Rusty's lawn mower traced them-
selves in a striped pattern. Since noon he had l~orked busily , 
hoping to finish in time for his three o 9clock appointment ~ 
Cutting the grass was hie regular chore, a tiresome task 
which he detested. One eonditiong however, led him to per-
form the job faithfully ., IIis father 11 having become e::casper-
ated at Rusty's easy ~orgetfulness 9 had decided that Rusty 's 
allowance would be given him only when the lawn between the 
house and the barberry hedge had been neatly cli~ped. A part 
of the assignment that he particularly disliked was the · 
laborious diggir .. g of the dandelion patches dotting the rront 
lmm. 
The lawn mower gave forth a metallic rattle as Rusty 
nushed it along the last bit of shag~y green fringe that 
l~ned the front walk. Seizing the long-bladed garden kni~e _ 
he attacked the dandelion patches vigorouslyp his breath 
coming in explosive gasps. After ru1other endless half hour 
h.ad pa.ssed, Rusty 3 s task wa.s complete. He pushed the lawn 
movel .. around to the ·tool shed behind the house and dashed 
into the ld tchen, where his mother was working. i·!i th an 
appree iati ve grunt ·that might have been interpreted as 
"thank you," he accepted a ginger cookie~ 
II o 1r!i thout pausing for conversation, he accented the d ollar 
bill held out to him and dashed upstairs. He splashed 
cold water across his freckled face, ran a comb impatiently 
through his unruly copner hair, and gave a hasty glance at 
himself in the mirror. 1'>hat he saw evidently satisfied him, 
foZ" he exehe.nged an e.pnrovinP: wink with the boy who grinned 
back at him. 
TEAC1lER 1 S COPY 
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LESSON XX 
In another moment he was down the stairs, out of the house. 
and loping toward the end of the atreet. Coming within sigr~; 
of the appointed meeting plaee 9 he slowed to a leisurely wa~ 
He ambled up to the pretty young miss who stood waiting outt Le 
Carson's Goode Shoppe. With elaborate casualness they greeted 
each other, just as if their meeting had been quite accidental. 
Entering the stoor, they made their way along the narrow aisle 
and mounted the high stools before the fountain. 
Rusty's manner was studied in its sophistication as he gave 
his usual order. 11 Two strawb'ry ice-cremn sodas, please --
wi th double scoops of ice crean1 ! n 
APPENDIX C 
INFOfu~~L SENTENCE STRUCTURE TESTS 
Copyright pending 
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Pupi r: 1b .1 
-------
Da · 
PART I 
---
:nm.:;cTro:~s: Examine carefully each of the following grou-os of 
ic1eus. II' the thought in a selection· se ms to you to be expressed 
as effectively and clearly as possible, leave the space below it 
blank. If you think that a selection is unsatisfactory, rewrite 
it so that the idea or ideas may be clearly and effectively stated. 
You may change the wording or the order of ideas, but do not omit 
or add any ideas. Some selections may be improved by combining 
tivo or r.:tore statements. You may wish to divide other single 
patterns into mol:"e than one sentence., 
1. Small rarmhouses were swept away in the swirlinc waters . Barns 
were swept away, too.. f1.lso livestock and equipment. 
2. The Cliff Eouse is one of the beauty spots of the Haine coast it 
is a rambling inn. It cornmands a vast sweep or the rugged shore-
line .. 
3. At sunset, a forest is still and lovely, sweet with the tang 
or fir and spruce. 
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4. The next morning we set out on our bicyc le trip to Provincetown 
it was ri~ht afte~ breakfast. ~1e distance was about sixty miles ~ 
Sot Dad lent rne his fisl:ing rod. It wo.s h:ls favorite one. ~>:J.1.ich 
h3 on in che 'Grout touL'neyo The tourney was held last summer . 
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6. :adna.ppccl 1 a novel by !1obert Louis Stevenson. It is a very 
exci t inr: a<lv<mture ta.le .. It recounts the adventures of n young 
boy.. lie \·ias c arrie<l to sea b'JT a bo.nd of smugr-;lers . 
7. Upon climbing the hill , we crone to a ramblint; p;ray farmhouse 
set back among flov1ering lilac bushes .. 
C. Pollowine; the po.th th~t led to the shore, the wuy wns so dark 
that the gi l"ls could not distinguish fru:Jilinr landtne.rks .. 
9. The boys peerecl anxiously in the dil.,ection of the shore. As 
they did so, they were startled to see a dark fir;ure. It was 
creepinr.; stealthily toward t he rowboat ~ The rowboat wa.s moored 
beside the ~1harf. 
10 ~ Tomorrow our literature class will visit the Higgins Armory . 
It is a private ruu~eum . In it are contained suits of armor 
and weapons . They are exact replicas of those worn in 
medieval ti:mes .. 
11. A few boys , equip~ed lvi'th hatchets, were detailed to clear 
away brush at the spot where the pine was to f all . 
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3 FOL1·1 A 
l'"'Q T'n oxlllbi' •s 1mique &1< cc1or.ful,. .J..'C co1sinted of a 
sel"::.es of miniut .1re sketcho .. .1.,.,ney ho od the artist's pre-
limina.I"J plan of the r.rural,. l\lso the bright detail o~ the 
four main panels. 
~II 
DIRECTIONS: Combine correctly o.ncl effectively, in as many dif-
ferent patterns as po sible, the pair of ide~s given below. 
Please write on bot h sides of this paper ., gumber your patterns 
The rocket soared across the sky .. It showered bright 
sparks upon the dark surface of the laKe~ 
I ·, ·~( . 'I I ,.,. : • I )1 
, ·· .. ·- y· :l.t,. ::...B !14 ...... ~" ·:t_ .J..O:·.'u.!.Jt. 
:_ • . ~-'-'- ·' .~ ~c ··, --~- and e 
-·r:c .., ', -~c) ··'h,e · Plea.•e t.J •:.J.l.!.l_.._, c.; u .: .. ~ ~ 0..lU-- ., ..._, 
~'-1.:1 pe.t.i_crll.-:ow -:::_t: 1 .. ay ·!r::_~-.D o~1 bo-Gh r:i0.es of' thls paper 
The fi:._,st rays of the "'lUl tipped the pi.ne trees . The 
·,ood.sr:1d! c-c o..1t u.pon i:;he trail to the ·t;x•upp ... r' s l;)Qg .. 1fbo 
lodge lay in the hem"'t of' ·che lake country., 
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F'CHL': D 
Do.t ~ 
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PAHT I 
DI:I.ECTIOI:S : Exa.'ITiine c~u·efull·v e ach of the foll owi nf, gr01.ms of idens 
a the thought in a sel0ctionv S C 8 l r.S to you to b e e_;;:pressed . as ef.- ec-
tively and c learly as pos sible , leave the space b e low it blank . l .f 
you think that a selection is unsati sfactory , rewrite it so that the 
i•lea or ideas may be clearly and effectively stated . You may change 
the t-:ordine; or the order of icleas, but do not omit or add any ideas , 
Some selections may be improved by cor1bining two or more statements . 
:·ou may wish to divide other single :') attern s into more than one 
sentence. 
1 ~ Cher•okee ponies paraded around t he arena . Fj ery nus tangs paraded , 
too,, Also palominos and pintos ., 
2 . The :··au til us also des~rves a word of mention i t is a submarine. Jt 
is run e nti rely by electrici ty. 
3. r~t dawn, the world seemed to stand on tiptoeJ hushed and wa :'l.tinr; 
for the first trill of birdsonB• 
~-· The following morning they sto.rted out on their long journey b ac k 
to llppleton village, it was j'ust before <layligh'G .. 'l'he distance 
was about forty miles . 
5. Uncle Jed proudly showed us a music box.. It was a beautifully 
carve d one.. 1:.1hich he hod bour,ht at an antique auction .. 'l'he 
auct:lon was held last surm:ner . 
2 PO· : B 
.) ·.h.t "~ :' .: _ "'-s a br:olr by Ja"'J..: Lcnclonc It; :ts o. vePv oxrd :..Inr: 
a.ivc.nt i. ;n-·i;o1·y., Jt ls' lcdd pr::.nci;.w.lly in tho ~-o:.···:1. I·; 
takes pln.ce about the time of' i:;he :aomlike gold rush . 
7 After lea,Jine the I·~arginal ~.ray , :1e c ~:m;e s uddenly rpon a 
quo.int cabin, half hidden behind a .flower-covered wal l . 
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D. :-teaching the road that led to the camp , there was such a fog 
that the lady who was driving could hardly see where she was 
~oing. 
9 .. Paul lifted the knocker on the front door of the weather-
beaten cottar,e . t..s he did so, he wns startled to see a r;aunt 
face. It was peerin~ at him from the dark 1-lindow. 7he window 
was beside the porch. 
. . . 
10 . The class will go by bus to College Park. It is a beautiful 
spot :for a picnic. It offers opportunity .for swimming and 
boating. There is also space for baseball and other a.etive 
gru:ies. 
11 . The scouts, laden with suop11es for a three-dav camp1np, trip , 
hiked toward t he point where the other squad was to join them. 
J. FOR:: B 
--
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12 . ~1e first part of the prog~am was extremely interestingq It 
consisted of a moving picture.. It showed the process of traln-
ing the Seeing- eye dogs. Also the methods by which the blin(l 
are taup,ht how to use dog guides. 
~ll 
DIREC'l'IO'i.S: Combine correctly and ottec tively, in as many d11'-
ferent patterns as possible , the pair of ideas given below. 
Please write on both sides ot this paper. J:\nnber your patterns. 
Giant waves pounded the shore. They splintered the 
tiny sailboats against the pilin~s of the wharf. 
. . -: ·. 
• 4-
DIREC':'J. ,..l:S: Combine the :followinB 1J.eas cor rec t ly and effec-
tively in as many diff er ent pattern8 as possible . Pl ease number 
your patterns . You may write on both sides ·of this paper . 
Th.e dense fog rolled in across the r.1arshes. The ~io­
nickers hurried toward the beach house . T'oe house lay at 
the sheltered end ot the cove . 
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APPENDIX D 
STANDARD TEST 
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.. ., . 
.. I • 
OTIS QUICK-SCORING MENTAL ABILITY TESTS 
J3y ARTIJUR S. Orxs, J>n.D . 
J:onncrly Dcvdopmcnt Spedal~t wuh ,\d•i;;ol') Board, Gmtral ':IWf, Cniled States Warl>epartmeDt 
Gamma 
c 
GAMMA TEST: FORM C 
IQ ........ . . For Senior High Schools and Colleges Score ..........• 
Read litis page. Do what ·it tells you to do. 
Do nol open this booklet, or tum it over, until you nrc told to do so. 
Fill these blanks, ghing your name, age, birthday, etc. Write plainly. 
Name.. . .. .. .. . . . .. .. . . . . ............. Age last birthday ...... years 
t1nt name, lnlllal, and,lau namo 
Birthuay. . . . . . . .............. ~reacher. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. Date .............. 19 ..... . 
Month Day 
Grade .... . . . . School. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .... City ..................... . 
This is a test to sec how well you can think. 1 t contains questions of different kinds. Here 
is a sample question already answered correctly. Notice how the question is answered: 
Sample: Which one of the five things below. is soft? • o• :t 3 • s 
1 &lass 2 stone 3 ~ 4 uon 5 1ce . . . . . . . . . . . O®QQ 
The right answer, of course, is cot/on; so the word cotton is underlined. 
And tlte word cotton is No. 3; so a heavy cross has been put in the 3d 
circle. This is the way you arc 'to answer the questions. 
Try this sample question yourself. Do not w.ritc the answer; just 
draw a line under it and then put a heavy cross in the .right circle. 
l :t I • t II Sample: A robin is a kind of-
1 plant 2 bird 3 worm 4 fish 5 flower .......... 00000 
The answer is bird; so you should have drawn a line under the word 
bird and put a heavy cross in the 2d circle. Try this one : 
Sample: Which one of the five numbers below is larger than 55? o· 2 I • II 
1 &3 2 48 3 29 4 67 5 16 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0000 
The answer, of course, is 57; so you should have drawn a line under 57 
and put a heavy cross in the 4th circle. 
The test contains SO questions. You are not expected to be able to answer all of them, but 
do the best you can. You will be allowed half an hour after the examiner tells you to begin. 
Try to get as many right as possible. Be careful not to go so fast that you make mistakes. 
J)o not spend too much time on any one question. No questions about the tat will be 
answered by the examiner after the test begins. Lay your pencil down. 
Do not turn tlris booklel until you are told to btp11. 
Published by World Book Company, Yonken-on·Hudson, New York, aac1 Claicqo ~ 
Copyript 1939 by World Book Company. Copyri,ht in Grat Britain. All riclll1 ~. ~- v.a.&. ..-roo" 
lr ftU fat itCOWriflaW. ft.~ fl/ ... ,_,II/ II fJf .......,_ ............. .,_ 
-., ..,._ Me,...,_...,.,...., •.,. /tltfrMW /Ne 101-." • rlr' If f1 • r-~-. 
Examination begins here. Page 1 
1. The opposite of defeat is-
I glory 2 honor 3 victory 4 success .i hope ........ ............. . 
2. lf 4 pencils cost 10 cents, how many pencils can be bought for .JO cents? 
16 240 :J4 420 5200 ................................... .. 
3. A bird docs not always have -
1 wings 2 eyes 3 .feet 4 a nest 5 a bill .......... ................ . 
'· A hermit lives in 
1 solitude 2 desertion 3 gratitude 4 compulsion 5 quiesceace ...... . 
6. Which of these words would come first in the dictionary? 
1 high 2 lost 3 held 4 love 5 bear .. 
.......................... 
6. A lion most resembles a ~ 
1 dog 2 goat :3 cat 4 cow 5 horse ................................ . 
7. Copper is cheaper than gold because it is-
1 duller 2 more plentiful 3 harder 4 uglier 5 less useful ........... . 
8. 11tc first drawing is rclatc·d to the second in the sam(' way that the third one is' to one of 
the remaining four. Which one? . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .............. ...... ... . 
This~ is to this dh[] as this ~D) is to 1 dQ) 2 (01 3 ~ :1QJ 
9. An electric light is related to a candle ns n motorcycle is related to ~ 
I a bicycle 2 electricity 3 a tire 4 speed 5 glow . . ............... . 
10. The opposite of extravagant is-
1 miser 2 humble 3 economical •I poor 5 wasteful ................ . 
11. A party consisted of a man and his wife, his three sons and their v.ives and two children 
in each son's family. How many were there in the party? ' 
I 7 2 10 3 9 4 11 :; 14 . . . . . 
................... ... 
12. One number is wrong in this series: 1? 1 5 2 6 3 7 4 9 5 9 
What should that number be? 1 7 2 8 ~ 9 4 10 5 6 ............. . 
13. A meal always involves -
I a table 2 dishes a hunger 4 food .'i water ... 
u. This)~)~ is to this § as this ~is to I~ 2 ffl 3m 4~ 
15. A lake always has-
I boats 2 fish 3 an outlet 4 a bottom ;, sand .. 
................. 
16. What letter in the word WU.MINGTON ic; the sam!' numlx>r in the word ( unting from 
the beginning) as it is in the alpha be: t? I T !! N 3 G 4 T ~ 0 . . . .. , . 
11. Which word makes the truest sentence? i\ youth is(?} \\iser than his father. 
I never 2 rarely 3 much ~ usually 5 always . . . . . . ....... . 
18. Which one of these things is most unlike the other four? . · · · · · 
1 shave 2 bend 3 chop l whittle 5 shear 
19. The opposite of never is-
• • • • • • • • • • • ... • •• •• a. ••••• 
I often 2 sometimes 3 occasionally 
0 0 .£?--9 ~ 
10. This 0 0 is to this 0--0 as this cf'o is to 
4 always 5 f requeotly ......... . 
I~ 2x aO .~· 
11. At a wedding there is always -
I a minister 2 music 3 ftowen 4 a bride 5 1 cake ..... . 
n. If 10 boxes full of apples weigh 300 pounds and each box when emp~. ·~·~;.,uncb 
how many pounds do all the apples weigh ? w~ ' 
110 2170 3187 4100 5301 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . 
Page 2 
23. Jf a boy can run 2 feet in fu of a second, how many feet can he 
run in 10 S<.-conds? 
1 1 2 20 =~ 200 4 -h 5 100 
2,. A clock is related to time as a thermometer is rdated to-
1 a watch 2 warm 3 a bulb 4 mercury 
5 temperature .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ......... . 
25. Becoming greater is a good definition for -
l diminishing 2 changing a decreasing 
4 vanishing .) increasing . . . . . . . . . . . . . ........ . 
26. If the first two statements following arc true, the third is ( ?). 
All members of this committee nrc Demo<.rats. jones is not 
a Democrat. jones is n member of this committee. 
-1 · true 2 :false a not certain . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 
27. If the words h<'low were arranged to make a good sentence. 
with what. letter would the second word of the sentence begin? 
same means small little the as 
Is 2m :31 4t 5a .................. .. 
28. Darkness is related to sunlight as (?) is related to sound. 
l noise 2 brightness :J air 4 echo 5 quiet .. 
29. A mother is always ( ?) than her daughter. 
I wiser 2 taller 3 stouter 4 older 5 more wnDJUeGJ 
30. What people think about a person constitutes his-
1 personality 2 character 3 reputation 
4 biography 5 career . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...........• 
31. A man always has -
1 children 2 nerves 3 teeth 4 home 
32. In general it is safest to judge a woman's character by her-
1 face 2 cooking 3 clothes 4 deeds 5 soe~ec11e• 
33. A circle is related to a square in the same way that a "'"''"'P-
is rclat<'<l to 
I a circumference 2 a cube 3 round 4 corners 5 a 
u. What is related to few as ordinary is related to exceptional? 
1 none 2 some a many 4 less !i more 
36. Which of these pairs of word i" not like the other four? 
I taste good 2 cry weep ~ Uft raise 
4 merry - gay 5 large - big . . . . . . . .........•. 
36. The opposite of gracdul is 
I weak 2 ugly a slow 4 awkward 5 ""'~W.J 
37. TI1c two words prctisc and indefinite mean -
1 the same 2 the opposite :l neither same nor 
opposite . . ..... 
38. Of the fiH' thing., below. four arc alike in a certain way. 
is the nne not like th~sc four? 
1 smucgle 2 steal 3 bribe 4 cheat 5 sen . ' 
St. To insist that stones have thoughts is-
1 absurd 2 mialeadmc ~~ improbable 4 uafalr 
5 wicked ......................................... . 
60. The opposite of brave is-
I lDtrepicl 2 weak 3 u.claeroa 4 eonadiJ 
6 ~ .••.................•...•.....•••.•••.•••. 
... 
80. 
61. 
61. 
63. 
M. 
Page4 
Auwen for 
E9 Pace' 
Answers for 
Paget 
I 2 3 4 5 
One number is wrong in this series: IF 1 2 4 7 11 16 22 28 00000 1 2 3 • 1 
What should that number be? 1 3 2 6 3 10 4 29 5 16 · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · 69 
23 
00000 
This~ is to this tl as this ~is to- 1* 2<¢> ;i~ 4 ~ ................. eo6666 o' 02 03 04 01 
How many of the following words can be made from the letters in the word LARGEST, using any letter any 
1 2 8 4 6 2<t 
number of times? 00000 
great, stagger, grasses, trestle, struggle, rattle, garage, strangle 1 6 2 7 3 3 4 ' 5 I .... 61 1 2 3 4 
0
6 
~i:~:e fo~o::~a tra~t ;!p~~~;!er? 4 loyalty 5 admiration . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 62 66666 25 OOOO 
A statement based upon a supposition is said to be- ,!:") do-•tic. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
63 
01 02 03 04 05 , 2 3 
1 erroneous 2 ambi&uous a distorted 4 hypothetical - 000 
I 2 3 4 5 26 A legislature is to the state as a board of directors is to the- 00000 
I nation 2 stockholders a partnership 4 general manager 5 corporation. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . s. 
66. Gone is to going as ( ?) is to now. 
;, hereafter ............................. M66666 2766666 1 today 2 presently 3 tomorrow 4 before now 
66. This~istothis OasthisAisto-1@ 2~ ~@ 4A ................ 666666 2866666 
3 5 I 2 3 4 5 3 
3 ~ ~7 162 81 5 i: ...... ...................... 6766o6o 29ooooo 67. One number is wrong in this series: c;r 1 What 'Should that number be? 1 6 2 18 
68• If Frank can ride a bicycle 300 feet while George runs 200 feet, how many feet can Frank ride while George 
68 
01 02 03 04 05 
30 0~ 02 03 04 05 runs 300 feet? 1 .00 2 tao 3 &00 4 200 5 UO ................................... . 
11. Wha\ l~tcr i~ t~c fou:~lette~ ': the~e~ _of~~.'~~~~'. ~i~-~ay -~~~~~ -~ ~-~-~ Q~ALIFI~~~-O~~ ... ,. 66666 
31 
66666 
TO. Which of the five things following is most like these three: factory, bank, store? o' 02 03 04 05 1 2 3 4 5 
1 monument 2 planing mill ~ school 4 church 5 museum.·· ................. . .. .... .. · . 70 
32 
00000 
71. A hotel serves a mixture of 2 parts cream and 3 parts milk. How many pints of cream will it take to make 01 02 03 04 05 
15pintsofthemixture? 116 210 39 4'. 56 ................... . ................. 11 1 2 3 4 • 
(VJ LJD ~ ~D LlD ~ ~ 1 2 3 4 3300000 
72. This L_j is to this CJ as this "-J is to - 1 'C:J 2 'C:J 3\::7 4\:7 .. .. .. . .. .. .. . .. . 72 0000 01 02 03 04 05 
b I 2 3 411 M TS. If a prosperous son neglects is poor, aged parents, he is considered- OOOOQ 
1 thrifty 2 eztravqant 3 unwise 4 thoughtless 5 ahrewd · . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 73 
1 2 3 4 11 
"· If the first two statements are true, the third is(?}. Ono cannot become a good lawyer without diligent study. o' 02 o• 
35 
00000 
George studies"law diligently. George will become a good lawyer. 1 true 2 false 3 not certain . . 74 
1 2 3 4 5 
n. Which of these pairs of words is not like the other four? 
7
" 01 02 o• 04 o• 36 00000 
1 cold and hot 2 forward and backward 3 more and less 4 east and lOuth 5 good and bad . .. 
Tl. If the words below were arranged to make the best sentence, the .fi/111 word in the sentence would begin with 1 2 3 
w~~ter :arc man A friends should with his 1 c 2 h 3 ID 4 a 5 f . . . . . . . . . . . . . 76 66666 37 000 
n. What number is in the space which is in the rectangle and in the triangle but not in 77 01 02 o· 04 05 38 01 o' o· 04 o· 
the circle? I 1 2 2 3 3 4 ' 5 I .......................... . 
'18. What number is in the Aallle geOmetrical figure Or figures (and no others} U the 7S ol 02 oa o' Oil I 
2 
I 
4 
I 
9 number 6? I 1 2 2 3 3 4 ' 5 I .. .. . .. . .. .. . . . .. .. .. .. .. .. OOOOO 
~ • ....liir--~---:414--_, Tt. ~~w ma;~  ;re th:~ thatfri ~~ ·~·y· ~~~. ~~~~~ -~~~ .~~~ ~~~~ .~~ ~ 7166666 ae 
.. ~ & wire 20 inches long is to be CUt SO that one piece is f U Joog &I the other piece, how Jong must the shorter ool I oa o' o' 
pec:ebe? 113i-1a. 2Jii-ia. 311&. ,~~ ... 68&aaoo •••••••••••oor .. ooooo ... 
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Anlwenfor 
Pqe3 
...... for 
• Pqel 
• • ..1- I 2 a 4 5 I a I 4 I 
U, The SUn IS related to the earth as the earth IS to - 1 cJouu. "I 00000• l o· 0000 
2 rotation :1 the universe 4 the moon 5 circumference .. 
I 2 3 4 II I 2 a 4 5 
a The opposite of hope is- ..... 00000 2 00000 1 faith 2 misery 3 sorrow 4 despair 5 bate. . .. . 
1 2 a • a 
a If the first two statements following are true, the third is{?}. 
3 
OOOQO 
George is younger than Frank. James is younger than George. 
F~n~~ olde; 1,:;., Jam~s.not certain . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 43 666 • 66666 
1 d? I 2 3 4 5 I 2 a 41 
"- If 3! yards of cloth cost 25 cents, what wil 10 yar s cost 00000 .. QOOOO 
1 76t 2 33!¢ 3 30¢ 4 $2.60 5 311-t ......• , " 
a. Subscribe means to write under, submarine means under the o' 02. o• 04 oa 
sea. Therefore sub means- I to write :.? under o• 02 03 a• 011 6 
:3 the sea 4 to write about the sea 5 to see under 45 • 1 2 3 4 a 
"- The mandates of a dictator arc frequently - 1 obsolete o• 02 03 o• 05 7 00000 
2 arbitrary 3 omnipotent 4 conditional 5 optional 46 • ' 2 a 4 
&t. What is related to disease as carefulness is to accident? 
1 2 3 4 5 
s 0000 
~ :::tion ~- ~~~: .... . 3. -~~~~~~- ... ~. ~~~~~ ... · · · <t7 00000 . 
&1. If 3l yardS Of cloth COSt j'Q Cents, What will 2! yardS COSt? "" ol 02 03 04 05 I 2 3 4 I 
1 11.71 2 &at 3 67-lt 4 69¢ 5 8# .. . .. .. ..., 9 00000 
&1. Which number in this row appears a second time nearest the 1 2 a 4 1 
beginning? 4 2 3 1 5 6 S i a 4 6 6 4 a 2 .i 1 S i; 7 H 01 02 03 o• 05 00000 
I 6 2 2 ;~ 3 4 ' 5 6 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 49 10 
10. If the first two statements following arc true, the third is (?). 
Some members of this club arc Baptists. Some members of 01 02 oa o• 01 
this club aTe lawyers. Some members of this club arc Baptist o' 02 o· II 
lawyers. 1 true 2 false 3 DOt Certain • · · ' ' • " " . ' " " 60 I 02 oa 04 0& 
11. Which one of the five words below is most unlike the other four? o' 02 03 o• 05 • 12 0 
I cood 2 large :~ red 4 walk ;, thick . . . . . . 61 • 13 Ao2 o· 04 0:. 
lt. One who pretends to be what he is not is said to be ~ U 
1 sensitive 2 artless a vain 4 hypocritical o· 02 03 o· OA 
5 prejudiced . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 62 
I 2 3 4 
140008 
g. If the words below arc arranged to make the best sentl•nce, with 
what lett~r will the last word of the sentence end? 
honesty traits Generosity character of desirable and are 
ly 21 3r 4e 5c ................... . 
M. If a strip of cloth 32 inches long -!11 shrin~ to 30 i~ches when 
washed how many inches long will a 48-mch stnp be after shrin~g? 1 t6 2 4.1 3 " 4 '7t 5 46-f .. 
11. Which of these expressions is not like the other three? 
1 driak milk 2 look well 3 chop wood 4 spell words 
... If the words OHIO, NOON, ROTOR, and. OTTO were seen 
on a wall by looking in a mirror on an oppQSI te wall, how many 
of them would appear exactly the same as if seen directly ? 
1 1 2 2 3 3 4 ' 5 0 .................... . 
"· 
I 2 3 4 5 1:66666 
.. ooooo .. 66666 
1 2 a 4 6 1 2 a 4 & Mooooo 1iooooo 
1 2 3 4 I 2 3 4 6 
650000 IROOOOO 
I 2 3 4 6 
1 2 a 4 & aoOOQOQ, 
6600000• ~6666 I 
• a. • 2 a • 1 
6766660 t1 °0000 
OTIS QUICK-SCORING MENTAL ABILITY TESTS 
By ARTHUR S. Ons, PH.D. 
Formerly De-·dopment Specialist 11itb Ad~hory lloonJ, General StaJI, Cnittd St&tes Wu Dep.utment 
MANUAL OF DIRECTIONS FOR GAMMA TEST 
FORMS C AND D 
Ttm QL"'CK-SCORI!"G SF..RU:S 
The Otis Quick-Scoring Mental ,\hility Tests comprise three tests, called 
Alpha, Beta, and Gamma. The thrcl' tests nrc designed for grades as follows: 
Alpha Test .... Grades 1-4 
Beta Test ..... Grades 4 U 
Gamma Test. . High Schools and Colleges 
The Alpha Test. consists entirely of pictures and is completely new. The Beta 
and Gamma Tests are revisions and extensions of the Intermediate and Higher 
Examinations, respectively, of the Otis Self-Administering Tests of Mental 
Ability. 
PL~OSE OF THE TESTS 
The purpose of the three tests in the series is to measure mental ability-
thinking power or the degree of maturity of the mind. 
It should be understood from the outset that it is not possible to measure 
mental ability directly. It is possible only to measure the effect mental ability 
has had in enabling the pupil to acquire certain knowledge and mental skill. 
Of course the answering of some l)1>CS of questions depends less upon schooling 
and more upon mental ability than the answering of others, and in making up 
the test the aim has been for the most part to choose that kind of question 
which depends as little as possible on schooling and as much as possible on 
thinking. 
However, in the interest of variety it has been found necessary and even 
advantageous to include in verbal tests of mental ability such as the Beta and 
Gamma Tests certain questions which might seem at first glance to be merP 
measures of achievement. This type includes questions on vocabulary, arith-
metic reasoning, etc. It must be remembered, however, that any test whidl 
involves the use of language can measure mental ability only to the extent to 
which we may assume that pupils of the same age have had approximately the 
same opportunity to learn. Consequently, if a pupil has grown up with a limited 
educational opportunity, especially \\;th reference to language, his mental ability 
is not fairly measured by any test involving language. But in a given community 
in which all children have approximately the same educational opportunity, it is 
reasonable to assume that a pupil who progresses rapidly in school and learns 
much has greater mental ability for his age than one who progresses less rapidly 
and learns less. To this extent, therefore, certain achievement questions such as 
vocabulary and arithmetic-reasoning questions, even though depending on 
language, do measure mental ability. 
-· .... 
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AtTERXATIYE FORMS 
There arc four fonns of the Gamma Test. Forms AM and HM arc published 
in larger-size booklets with provision for either hand scoring or machine scoring. 
Forms C and D arc for hand scoring only. 
SPECIAL FEA TL'"RES 
The tests arc self-administering in the same sen!"e as the Self-Administering 
Tests of .Mental Ability, in that it is necessary merely to pass out the booklets, 
allow the pupils time to study the first page with a minimum of directions, arHI 
then let them go ahead ancl take the test. A single examiner may administer the 
te~ts to all the classes of a moderate-sized school in a day, by devoting a few 
mmutcs to start one dass taking the test, leaving the class in care of the 
teacher, and going on to the nC'xt class, etc. This is a good wav to assure rea-
sonable uniformity of procedure in the giving of the tests. • 
In addition to the ease of administration which these tests afford bv virtue of 
their single time limit, a new method of scoring is pro\ided by which the tests 
may be. scored even more rapidly than the Self-Administering Tests. 
It mil be ob~erved that provision is made for the pupils to indicate their 
answers by puttmg crosses in circles, that when taking the test the circles corre-
spondin~ to ea~h item are. directly opposite the items to avoid any possibility 
of a pupil puttmg a cross m the wrong row of circles, and that when the test is 
opened up, the four columns of circles all show at once. This enables the scorer 
to score the paper .with one application of the scoring Key. 
Moreover, the Key has holes in it, so placed that when it is properly adjusted 
over the test. paper, the crosses that the pupil has put in the right circles of the 
test paper w1ll show through the holes in the Key. , 
To score the paper, therefore, it is necessary merely to rount the crosses that 
app~ar through the holes in the Key. Experience shows that this is the quickest 
poss1ble method of scoring a test" hy hand ''so to SJ>eak It ' · 1 1 
. • . s prmc1pa ac vantage 
IS that the scorer docs not have to look at each answer to ~ h tl th · 
. . . sec w c 1er e cross IS 
m or not Ill a g1ven S<iuarc or circle- h • I' d 11 
. c { 1srcgar sa wrong answers romplctcly 
and merely counts nght ones. 
It is by reason of this new scoring feature that the tests are 11 1 "Q "ck-
s · 1' t " . ca ec u1 cormg cs s. 
DIRECTIONs FOR ADYir.."lsn:RING 
To administer Form Cor Form D of the Gamma 'I' t dd ~ th ·1 f 1 
I ( . . . cs , a rcss e pup1 s as o -ows: Gtvc all dJrecttons slowly and distinctlv with a pa ft 1 ) 
"w . · · use a cr eac 1 sentence. 
. e are now gomg to give you some tests that measure your ability to think. 
I will pass o~t the test papers and as soon as you receive one, read the first a e 
and do what 1t tells you to do ; that is fill the blank · · p g 
and read the sample questions. ' s, gtvmg your name, age, etc., 
" Do not open or tum over the booklet. Part of the te t . t if 
follow directions." s IS o see you can 
. Have the test papers passed, one to each pupil. right side up. th· t · ·"th th 
t1tle page up. Sec that every pupil is supplied witlJ 1 ... 0 ••1 a diS, "'
1 
e 
I · b . " penct s an an eraser. tIS etter not to have the penctls too sharp pri · 11 b · · · 
have the pupils make 'd ks . ' nctpa Y ecause at ts desued to 
Wl e mar , smce these are easy to see. 
}.fmwal of Directions for Gamma Test: Forms C and D • J 
Allow reasonable time for all to finish reading the first page and studying the 
samples. A few laggards may be disregarded. 
Then say: " As it says on the first page of the booklet, the test contains 80 
questions. You are not expected to be able to answer all of them, but do the 
best you can. 
"You will be allowed half an hour for the test. Try to get as many right as 
possible. 
" Be careful not to go so fast that you make mistakes. Do not spend too much 
time on any one quest.ion. 
"No questions about the test will be answered after the test begins. 
"Make your crosses heavy so that they can be easily seen and be sure not to 
put more than one cross in any row of circles. 
" Is there anyone who does not understand the first page? " This is the time 
to answer any qurs tions that the pupils may have about the test, and the exam-
iner should he satisfied that the pupils undc-r:stand the !'amplcs and how to put a 
cross in the proper circle so as t.o indicate the correct answer to each item. 
Then say: "Now turn the paper over. Open the flap at the right so that 
you can see the rows of circles in which you are to put the answers for page 1. 
" As soon as you finish page 1, you are to open the booklet and do pages 2, 3, 
and 4 in the same way. 
"Now take your pencils and begin." 
No further directions arc neccs.·.;ary. 
Note the exact time immediately and write it on the blackboard, together with 
the time it will be in exactly one half hour, when the pupils are to stop work. Or 
set the hands of your watch exactly on the hour and stop the work when your 
watch is at ~"<actly half-past the hour. 
It should be understood by the examiner (and by the teacher if tht• teacher 
is left in charge of the pupils while they arc taking the t~t) that no (jucstions 
about the tt•st ure to be answered which might gi\'C the pupils the slightest help 
in answering tht: questions; that is, the examiner or teacher may not e>.Jllain 
the meaning of any word or give any hints. It is permissible at the beginning 
of the examination for the examiner or teacher to move quietly about the room 
to make sure that the pupils are indicating their answers in the proper manner, 
and if during the examination a pupil becomes confu::;c<l on account of the unusual 
folding of the booklet, it is permissible, of course, to explain to him how to pro-
ceed. Thereafter it is better for the teacher to remain seated at her desk so that 
the room is quiet and the pupils may work undisturbed. 
The one in charge of timing the test should be particularly impressed with the 
need to watch the time carefully. for it is very easy to forget the time and let the 
pupils work more than half an flour. When the pupils ha,•c worked exactly haJf 
an hour. the examiner or teacher should say: "Time is up. Everyone stop. 
Close the test booklet." The test papers should then be collected. 
DIRECTIONS FOR SCORING 
~A Key for scoring the test is included in each package of tests. In preparing 
to score the papers of a class, each paper should be opened by picking it up by the 
flap and then laid in a pile, with the four columns of answers shov.;ng. 
To score a test paper, lay the Key over the paper in such a way that the heavy 
circles which are printed with crosses in them at the top of the test appear 
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through the appropriate holes at the top of the Key. The Key ";n then be ad-
justed so that all the crosses that the pupils have made in the right circles will show 
through the holes in the Key. It is necessary then merely to count the crosses 
that appear through the holes. The number of crosses so appearing is the pupil's 
score. This should be written in the space provided at the top of the title page. 
The pupils have been instructed to be sure not to put more than one cross in 
any row of circles. However, if in the case of any item two crosses have been 
put in the same row of l'irclcs, no credit is given for that item. 
There is no need to mark the answers right or wrong in . this test, but merdy 
to count tllC right answers, for only the total score is of significance. 
It is not necessary to fold up the booklets completely after scoring. It will be 
found convenient, as each paper is scored, to tum over the right-hand page, by 
lifting up the flap, in order to write the score on the title page and lay the paper 
aside without entirely refolding it, for when the scores have been transcribed 
from the test papers onto the Class Record, the papers may not need to be con-
sulted again. 
In the interest of accuracy it is well for each paper to be scored independently 
by two persons. If this is done, the score obtained by the first scorer may be 
written at the foot of the oolumn of answers for page 1 ";thout turning over the 
page and the booklet may be left opened out Oat. Then, after the next scorer 
has scored the paper and compared his count with that made by the first scorer 
and found it to check, the page may be turned and the checked score written on 
the title page. 
If it is not possible fo.r two persons to score the papers, it is advisable for the 
scorer to check his count of correct answers by counting the circles without 
crosses in them to see that the sum is 80. (If the number right is 40, record it, 
then continue counting, 41, 42, etc.) 
I )IRECTIONS Jo"OR RECORDING SCORES 
In each package of tests there is included a Class Reoord which provides for the 
recording of scores of n class. 
Before entering the scores, arrange the papers either in alphabetical order or 
in order of magnitude of score, according to preference. Then enter the name of 
each pupil, his age in years and months, and his score. 
Note that pro,;sion is made on the Class Record for entering later the IQ of 
the pupil and any additional data, such as percentile rank in the class or school, 
classification designation, etc., and for entering the median age, median score, 
etc., if desired. 
Provision is made at the foot of page 2 of the Class Record for distributing the 
scores of a class or a school. To distribute the scores of a class, make a mark in 
the second column of the table for each pupil's score. putting the mark opposite 
the interval within which the score falls. Thus, if the first pupil has made a score 
of 63, put a mark opposite 60-(i4. Draw cad\ fifth mark across tht!' preceding 
four like this, .Uti J..Ht This makes it easier to count the marks. 
Mter the marks arc all entered, count those in each interval and write the 
number in the column headed "Freq." (Frequency). 
To find the median (middle) score, count from either end of the distribution 
to the middle mark. U the middle mark falls, ay, in tbe interval G«Ht, .n OUl 
J.fanual of Directions for Gamma Test: Forms C and D 
the papers whose scores fall in this interval. and, if the median is the third mark 
in the interval, find the score on the third paper in that bunch of papers. That 
score is the median score of the class. (See Chapter II of Otis: StaJislical 
AI ctlwd in Educational AI easurement, 1 or a similar text, for detailed explanations 
of other methods for finding the median.) 
REPORTING TO THE AurnOR 
To assist in making the norms more comprehensh-e. the author would appre-
ciate the favor of recci .. ·ing from each school system using 100 tests or more the 
following data for each grade: 
Test used (Gamma) 
Form used (C or I>) 
Gracie 
Date of the test 
Median Age (when each age has been 
recorded in years and months) 
Median Score 
That is, the author wishes to know the median age in years and months and the 
median score of all the pupils in the school system "·ho are in the seventh grade, 
the same for all who are in the eighth grade, etc., to the twelfth grade (whatever 
grades were tested). Address Dr. ArthurS. Otis, care of World Book Company, 
Yonkers, New York. This courtesy will be appreciated. 
NORMS 
If a large number of 15-year pupils take a test and the scores are arranged 
in order. the median or middle score is considered as just normal for 15-year 
pupils and is said to be the norm for the age of 15 years. 
Table 1 gives the norms for the various ages of pupils taking Gamma. The 
table is read as follows : The norm for the age of 11 years 0 months is a score 
of 20, etc. The norm for adults is 42. 
TABLE 1 
No•ws IS THE G.uuu Tl:sT, Fo•MS C AND D 
'\'EAIS+ 11 11 11 1' 11 11 1T 11 
or ova 
0 20 .,. _, 29 33 37 39 41 42 
1 21 26 :.1 34 3i 40 .fl 
I 21 26 30 34 3i 40 41 
I 22 26 30 34 38 40 41 
' 
22 z; 31 35 38 40 41 
~ • 22 Zl 31 
3.) 38 <10 .fl 
• 23 Zl 31 a:; 38 <10 42 0 ll 
' 
23 28 32 36 38 41 42 
• 23 2S 32 36 39 <II <12 
• 2f 2S 32 36 3'J <II 42 10 24 29 33 36 39 <II 42 
11 2.j 29 33 37 39 41 42 
The norms for Gamma were obtained in part by means of equating experiments 
in which 777 pupils took Gamma and the Otis Higher Examination, 742 pupils 
toGk Gamma aDCl Beta, and 1861 pupils took Gamma aDd the PintDer AdviDced 
a...& AllllltJ 
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INTELLIGEXCE QUOTIEXTS 
A measure of a pupil's brightnes:;, called an Intelligence Quotient {IQ), is 
sometimes found by dividing the pupil's ~!ental Age by the Binet Scale bv his 
" Chronological Age.'' • 
A measure of brightness of a pupil comparable to an intelligent quotient 
(IQ) obtained by the Binet Scale may be found by comparing his score in the 
Gamma Test with the norm for his age. as explained below. A m<!asure so found 
is not a quotient, but it is called an "IQ" be<:ausc it has the same significance 
as an IQ. 
II ow TO F1:-;o A PuPIL's "G,nm,\ IQ" 
To find a pupil's "Gamma IQ." proceed as follows: 
1. Find the norm for the pupil's age from Table 1. 
2. f'ind the amount hy which the pupil's score exceeds (or falls below) the 
norm for his a~e. Call this his "deviation of score.'' 
:t Add the pupil's deviation of ~core to l!XJ (or subtract from 100 if the dev.ia-
tion is downward). The rc:>ult is the pupil's ' ' Gamma IQ.'' 
For example, suppose a pupil of the age of 1-! years li months makes a score 
of 45. The norm for 14 years G months in Table 1 is 3.) points. The pupil's 
score of 45 points exceeds his norm of 3.5 by 10 points. Hence his "(~amma IQ'' 
is 100 + 10, or 110. 
"Gamma IQ's" found by this method tend to be somewhat less dispersed than 
ordinary IQ's ; that is, they tend to be somewhat nearer to 100. This fact 
should be borne in mind if comparisons are made between " (;amma IQ's," f~und 
as above, and ordinary IQ's, found by the division method. 
V.urunY A~o RELL\BILITY m· Tm: T~:sr 
The method by which the items of the Higher Examination (used in Gamma) 
were originally validated is described in the ~Ianual for the Otis Self-Administering 
Tests of Mental Ability. 
In an article in the J ouma/ of Ex perimmlal Eduwlion for ::\larch, 1 !l:~i, 
Alphonse Chapanis, of Connecticut State College, describes an c.xperiment 
in which the validity of each item of the Higher Examination was inwstigatcd 
by fmding the biserial coefficient of correlation between the item and the total 
score in the test. Although the scores of only 100 adults of each sex were used 
in the experiment, the coefficients for the item:j were without c.xception positive 
for both sexes, ha\.ing a median value of + .fil. This experiment indicate.•; 
that all the items of the Bigher Examination have real validity in a mental 
ability test. 
The correlation between the Gamma Test and the lligher Examination was 
found for the 100i pupils tested in Yonkers. r\ew York. The coefficients were 
as shown in Table 2. 
The reliability of the namma Test was investigated by correlating the ocld-
number<:d and cven-numbt·rcd items of the test papers of :?.-,i pupils in Cracks 
10, 11, and 1:?. The coefficients so found were, respectively .. ~:!, .STJ, and .i!1 
for the three grades. When corrected by the Spearman-Brown formula. the 
reliability t'OCfficient& for the three grades were found to be .!.10, .HI, and .85, 
respectively. 
• 
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.Afanual of Directious for Gamma Test: Forms C and D 
TABLE 2 
CoEP'FICIESTS OF CoRRELAnO:.'S BETW£E.'o G,unu A.l>'D HIGHER 
EXAMINATION 
GRADE 10 I 11 12 AVER.\GE 
-
Gamma A I st - Hi~her Exam. :.!d ,Sf) .~6 ... '"'2 
G:unma A 2d -Higher l~:~:am. hot .56 -~ .~2 
----·-
------ S6 
Gamma B 1st-Higher Exam. 2d .'f..T Si .!I:? 
Gamma B :!d -Higher Exam. 1st .S4 .so .~ .... 
,\veragc number of pupils per coefficient= S4 
APPLIC\TIO~ OF RESULTS 
7 
Purposes of mental ability tests. The principal purposes for which mental 
tests are given arc these : 
1. For teaching purposes, to discover which pupils are bright and capable of 
doing better school work than they are doing and to discoYer which pupils are 
dull and may be attempting work beyond their capacity. 
2. For administrative purposes, to regrade pupils so that the pupils in any one 
grade will be more homogeneous in mental ability and therefore able to progress at 
more nearly the same rate than otherwise. 
3. For administrath·e purposes. to classify pupils into separate groups within 
grades in order that the brighter or the more mature pupils may be given an 
enriched curriculum and in order that the duller or the less mature pupils may be 
allowed to progress at a slower rate. 
Such classifying is sometimes rlone on the basis of score (diYiding the pupils on 
the basis of mental maturity) ancl sometimes on the basis of IQ (dividing the 
pupils on the basis of brightness). The first of these methods b recommended. 
4. For research purposes, to obtain two or more groups of equal mental ability 
or brightness which may be given different methods of instruction for the purpose 
of detern1ining which method is superior. 
;). For guidance purposes. to assist pupils to choose wisely in planning their 
educational, recreational, and vocational programs. 
li. For administrative purposes. to determine the comparative mental status of 
pupils of diffl'rent schools or localities. 
Distributing scores. For any one oft he purposes mentioned nlX.l\'C it is desir-
able to distribute the scores of a class. This is usually done by finciing the inter-
vals 0-4. 5 n, etc .• into which the scores fa H. Provision is maoc for so ciistributin~ 
the scores of n class on the Class Record. a copy of which is t•ncloscd in each 
package of tests. 
Classifying pupils according to score. If desired to divide the pupils of a grade 
into classes according to score, the scores of all tht' pupils of the grade may be 
entered in one distribution on a Class Record or the test papers may be arranged 
in order of score. The scores may then be divided into r~:n upper third, middle 
third, and lower third. or in any other convenient way, and the pupils classifit"<i 
accordingly. 
It will he found that pupils so grouped arc much more alike in their ability to 
learn than the pupils of the whole group and can be taught together much more 
easily. 
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